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This travel journal is a compilation of my notes from my cycle tour around
Europe.
I wrote my blog and later this book for my own benefit, I wanted to have
all my memories from the biggest adventure in my life in one place. It is
not a traditional story, it is a collection of my notes from each day and
what was on my mind that day.
This is a work of creative nonfiction. The people and events in this book
are depicted to the best of the author’s memory.
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Old dream – New plan
It looks like my old dream of an extended bike tour is coming true, a perfect opportunity consisting
of available funds and being job free has appeared. The first phase, the warmup, will enable me to
test the concept of bike touring in the relative comfort and safety of Scandinavia. The rest of the
dream, phase two, will most likely involve ferries and biking on another continent

The Warmup
Leaving from Stockholm for Vardö in Norway, going back through north and eastern Finland. This
will be a trip through the northernmost parts of Sweden, Finland and Norway. I have been to these
places by car before so I know what I am in for.

Endless gravel road in northern Sweden
I have decided to plan as little as possible, one of the few things I will plan/consider is the relative
narrow weather window during which it is feasible to ride a bike where I am going. Vardö in the
north of Norway has an average temperature of 9C in July, so probably no need to bring shorts. This
spring (2013) is looking to be the coldest in many, many years, making it hard to bike north to early.
I am aiming for first week of June, it will probably still be very cold then, but I am hoping for the
best and will bring plenty of warm clothes.
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Map for bike tour in Scandinavia
Expected to take roughly 3 months. Stockholm,SE -> Luleå,SE 1100 km Black, Luleå,SE ->
Vardö,NO 1000 km Red, Vardö,NO -> Helsinki,FI 1700 km Green Approx 4000 km.
Going along the coast up to Luleå will be the warmup, getting used to life on the road and hoping
that the summer starts. I will combine campings, hostels and wild camping. This will be relative
easy going, they have built some new railroads and motorways along the coast in Sweden, I expect
that there will be some criss crossing and cursing while discovering all of these new things still not
on any map.
Just after Luleå (S) I will turn more north and head for the border/river crossing somewhere near
Pajala(S)/Kolari(FI) and aim for Inari(FI). I am hoping that this will bring me through some real
11

wilderness like Lemmenjoki National Park.
From Inari(FI) to Vardö(NO) there are not many roads to choose from. So I expect that I will have
to share the roads with all sorts of party poopers, still there is a very good chance that this will be a
great nature experience as well.
Why Vardö(NO)? Well its sort of the north-eastern corner of Europe, I am also considering going to
Grense Jakobselv just on the Russian border. I have been there once and I am not thrilled by the
“near the border crap” they have there. But in the spirit of not planning I will decide later. I expect
that I will get the question “Why not the North Cape ?”, it's just a tourist trap, as exciting as
strawberry umbrella drinks on the Canary Islands. I haven't been much to Finland but the Finnish
outback towards Russia is supposed to be fantastic (if you like trees and such), really looking
forward to camping among the 10000 lakes and their inhabitants.
So when I approach Helsinki it should be late August or early September, I will then have the option
of going back to Stockholm and find a new job, or if I liked having the days off and just go where
the wind blew, go on with phase 2 of my dream tour. So what is phase 2, I will give you some hints,
more than one ferry involved, might need sunscreen instead of down coat next winter.
Stay tuned.
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The p-word
Now I have one week left at work, the reality of leaving my ordinary life and going away on a long
trip is starting to sink in. I am not sure if I really understand it yet, I am surprisingly not worried
about not having a job to attend and the negative side effect of that.
So more and more people are becoming aware of my plans and to my great joy most people are
interested in my adventure, OK, there are those that look at me like I am crazy when I explain that I
will stop working and leave for a +1 year bike trip. So in my previous post about The Warmup, I
showed the first phase of my trip.
When I have completed that phase and near Helsinki (Aug/Sept), I will have the option to chicken
out and go back home and continue dreaming, or continue onwards. Since I have decided not to
plan too much I will call it my goal, instead of the P-word, and it will be to go on south, south-west
to be more precise.
I am aiming for Sagres in Portugal, spending Christmas with the windsurfing hippies, after that I
will linger around Gibraltar/Morocco until spring is coming. Then I will go island hopping, crossing
Italy and then go back through Balkans, Austria, Czech republic, Germany.
But I guess all the details will sort themselves out eventually, this is my rough plan of my dream
trip,
Overview of my bike trip
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Map of Europe with route.
All in all, I guess it will be somewhere between 15 000 and 20 000 km on the road, don’t know how
many kilometers the ferries will be – but who’s counting ? So what to bring on my journey ? That is
the million dollar question, I have spent lots of time since 2009 researching and testing bike touring
and I guess the scientific answer is – lots of stuff.
In the world of bike nerds there are many types of nerds, obviously the main struggle is to find
labels for all of this and blog on the Internet why one type of nerdism is more fulfilling than the
other.
On the “how much to bring”-scale the opposite ends of the scale are “a credit card” to “+60 kg of
stuff”, the “how much to bring” might be a function of what you need or it might be the opposite, I
sense that this could be the basis of a PhD thesis with a Nobel prize on the horizon.
14

So in the light end we have people that go touring with racer bikes, like this guy that has traveled
the world and back with bike + stuff lighter than 10 kg, in the other end we have people that spend
5-10 years on their bikes and travel the world with mega heavy loaded bikes. If you bring a place to
stay and kitchen to cook the food, what more do you need ? To quote Tim Travis – “I would rather
carry a pound than spend a dollar”. Being able to ride long distances and deserted places is
something I really enjoy doing, the fact that it also is much cheaper than staying in hotels and eating
in restaurants is of course an added bonus.
So how should I label my journey ? As usual when in need of scientific facts I turn to Wikipedia,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bicycle_touring#Types. It seems like I qualify for “Fully loaded
touring”, I will go through some remote areas in northern Scandinavia so I might be qualified for
“Expedition touring”. I still like Stephen Lord‘s term “Adventure Cycle Touring” the most, but
could I qualify ? I will travel no developing nations, no Indiana Jones style adventures, but since my
journey will be an exciting and very unusual experience with an uncertain long term outcome I
think I do qualify.
So my new title is Adventure Cycle Touring specialist ! Most unfortunately there are no
certifications or trainings available or meetings required. So back to the question, how much stuff is
lots of stuff ? My bike is roughly 19-20 kg, I have 7 bags totaling 40-50 kg, I can carry up to 9 liters
of water, so the bike and stuff has a match weight of roughly 65-70 kg. Good thing that I am only
going 20000 km, I so hope there are no mountains in the alps, massif central, Pyrenees or picos de
Europa.
I did some test with trying to pack the bike and stuff for a flight, this obviously failed due to that my
bike (Schauff Sumo XT 14G) was too big to fit any airline, but during this I found out that I needed
more than two really big bags to fit all the stuff (excl. water, gas and food).

All my gear, and then the gear packed in 2 big bags.
So this Friday I leave my work, from then on it will only be HIIT interval training and squats to
increase leg strength to “Adventure cycle touring” mega strength level.
To summarize – I will go north, I will go south, bike for many kilometers and bring lots of stuff.
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Getting warmer
“Iman Salbardo Hammed shuffling methodically up to the Blue mosque’s minaret. It is the third
time today as he walks the 63 steps. It takes him exactly five minutes. The time is 12:48 when
Salbardos wrinkled hand takes the megaphone. He clears his throat slightly and begins to sing out
today’s prayer”.
I have been reading up on how to write about travels, I found this text on a short but interesting blog
by Veronica Linarfve www.escape360.com. I think it highlights an interesting challenge. How much
detail is enough, I am a top-down person and for non-technical materials there is definitely a limit to
how much detail I can be bothered with. My two favorite bloggers at the moment are Jill Homer –
Jill outside and Dave Gill – Vague Direction, I think they both manage to have a good balance in
their level of details.
So since I left my work 10 days ago I have been enjoying life as a free man and started to organize
the final things before leaving. Not working takes some getting used to, the first real reminder was
when going to bed the first Sunday, setting the alarm to OFF instead of 05:00 was great. At the end
of the first week I still had the feeling that there was an ocean of time before I am leaving, but then I
had a look in the calendar,
DAFUK ! Scheiße im Trompetenrohr ! Alerte générale !
It's not many weeks left now, I have to step up the tempo and get stuff organized ! Ok, I will do that
next week.
This spring is turning out to be the coldest in ages, there are still some patches of snow and ice in
Stockholm. The spring flood has started and there are high water levels and flooding as far north as
Gävle, so spring is making progress, but slow progress. During the winter I go riding my bike on
the frozen lake, this seasons record was -22°C, luckily nothing broke this year, last year my
hydraulic disc brakes died and needed replacing.
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Me on thick ice
I am used to biking in the cold, but I don’t want my trip to the north to be a painful endurance race,
just happy camping will do. Last year I did a 3 week trip in the western parts of Sweden, that
summer was really cold, I remember one day when I biked from Stöllet (Värmland) to Malung
(Dalarna), the day started with 20 km uphill in pouring rain and freezing cold 2°C, the road peaks at
500 meters altitude where the appropriately named restaurant Dutch Mountain is located.
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The Dutch alps
The endless grind uphill in the rain had left me pretty much soaked to the bone, there is just so
much GoreTex can stand when attacked from the inside and outside at the same time. After some
hot food and drinks, I started the long and glorious decent to Malung. When I got there I was too
cold and wet to continue to Sälen another 70 km up the road, so that day ended in an overpriced
“hotel” with hostel standard. But at least it was warm and dry. Having days like that is part of the
deal when traveling by bike, I am just hoping there wont be to many of them.
It's part of my daily routine to peek at spring’s progress in the north of Finland, its looking good,
still lots of snow but its getting better by the day.
http://alk.tiehallinto.fi/alk/kelikamerat/kamera-C1452302.html
If you look at the cameras you might notice that they already have more than 17 hrs daylight and in
one month they will have 24 hrs daylight, so the future looks bright.
So thinking back to the story about Salbardo, how come that it was exactly 5 minutes ? How and
why did they measure the time ? Was it really exactly 5.00 minutes ? Or was it more “5 minutes de
pause” ? Who knows, but the devil is for sure in the details
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T minus 2-3 weeks
Times flies when not working, but at the end of this week I expect to be more or less ready to go.
Have been doing some tests of equipment and drawing some new maps.
Picture: Updated map of bicycle tour
It is the first tunnel tent I have. It was much easier to pitch than I had expected. Good stuff
Hilleberg !!!
The weather is improving, so in 2-3 weeks I gooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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T minus 153 hours
I am planning to leave on Monday, so I am in the final phase of packing. Packing a bike for a long
tour is a psychotic exercise in applied minimalism, all the stuff for eating, sleeping, living needs to
go in the bags. If you find yourself choosing between a lighter and toothpaste, your process crashed
and you need to restart.

Loaded touring bike on Flatruet
Vaude Aqua box 6 L (Black/handlebar)
This is the handbag. Stuff that needs to be easy reachable during the day. Also, the bag that always
comes off the bike when I leave it.
McKinley Drybag 50 L (Red/Front rack)
The wet and dirty tent.
Ortlieb Back Roller Classic 2×20 L (Orange/low riders)
Clothes and food, but only food that never ever could leak. The bags needs to be packed so that they
have an equal weight and profile. If the front bags are of unequal shape the wind will grab the bags
unevenly and make steering harder.
Ortlieb Rack Pack Travel Bag 49 L (Rear/red tube)
Basically the “bedroom”, sleeping bag and exped downmat. First aid kit. Maybe some food that
couldn’t leak.
Vaude Aqua back pro 2×25 L (Rear/red-black)
Tools, kitchen, IT-stuff, batteries, chargers, spare parts etc. One bag contains everything that could
leak – oil, gas, food etc.
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So excluding tent and “bedroom” that leaves approx 100 liters of bags to pack everything needed
for a life on the road. For comparison, a normal large Samsonite is approx 100 liters.
All of this will weigh more than 40 kg, then there will be between four and ten liters of water and
the bike itself is +20 kg.
If you want to experience how this feels in head wind, dismount your front door and hold it with
straight arms and run against the wind.
The process to get all the stuff needed packed is very scientific and detailed,
1. Gather all the stuff that you need, want, desire and last but not least “is good to have”.
2. So now you have 300 liters of stuff, get rid of 2/3 of it.
3. Pack the bags, be happy and smile until you remember that approx 10-20% of each bag needs to
be empty so that there is room for food.
4. Re-pack and think happy thoughts about having 3 pairs of socks for 3 months on the road.
So this coming weekend I will unpack everything and make a sanity check before packing it for
good.
I have a plan for Monday, it's a secret but the scientific formula is
P+uL+X=-230
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Day 1 – 3. Söderhamn to Sundsvall (189 km).

Day 1. Söderhamn – Hudiksvall, 66 km.
Day 1, Hour 1, Minute 1, waking up at 4 in the morning to finally start my journey. I had decided to
cheat a bit and take some trains. Just to get away from Stockholm and the roads I have traveled so
many times.
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Waiting for the train
It was massive fog and only 11°C, birds singing like crazy. I loaded the bike and went the 400
meters to the train station, elevator up to the platform and I was good to go.
In Uppsala I just made the next train (Upptåget) with 4 minutes to spare, fortunately it was on the
same platform so no elevators. Had breakfast in Gävle with the rough crowd, face tattoos and
drinking beer at 07:30 in the morning.
After a nice ride on the X-train I arrived in Söderhamn at 10, a quick and nasty lunch at McD.
When I am leaving town I see the back panniers of two touring bikes on the horizon, they are too
fast for me so I loose them.
After going trough some small logging and service roads I bump in to a local that is curious on how
on earth I found that small road. I told him that google maps helped me. He said he just saw two
other cyclists on the road 10 minutes away by car, must have been the same two I saw earlier on.
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Small service road
I never caught up with them, I arrive in Hudiksvall and decide to stop for early dinner on the way
out to the camping (4 km outside downtown). Then I check in at the camping, Internet is soo
sloooow so I go to bed and sleep before 21. The day was gray and cold, around 14C

Day 2. Hudiksvall – Bergsjö, 53 km.
Woke up at 4 in the morning, 12C and very moist, decided to sleep some more. Woke up at 5 again,
decided that I could rest some more, after 5 minutes it started to rain. So find the rain clothes
quickly and then go to the service building. Breaking camp in the rain was not funny, the inner tent
was almost dry so I packed it separately. I went in to central Hudiksvall only to find out that the
cafe/sandwich shop opened in one hour at 9. At the Statoil service station I found some breakfast.
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Breakfast at Statoil
Went through the woods on small gravel roads, maybe not the best option in the rain, but after a
while I emerged on a bigger road. I decided to go with the bigger road and to switch from the east to
the west side of the highway in hopes of a smoother ride. While doing that I ended up on the road
from hell, it wasn’t really a road, 1-2 km was more like a forest track, ended up pushing the bike for
a long while.
I was getting tired and realized that I wouldn’t make it to Sundsvall, so started to look for
somewhere to stay the night. I found Rike Per Guesthouse in Bergsjö, it was really a bit more
expensive than I wanted but I couldn’t really find any info on any options along the route to
Sundsvall so I decided to stay.
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Rike Per guesthouse
The guesthouse was great, hotel standard, but with a guest kitchen so I could prepare some jummy
tuna and noodles. Sleep came fast and hard.

Day 3. Bergsjö – Sundsvall, 80 km.
Woke up late in the guesthouse, blue skies and almost 18 C. I left after raiding the breakfast buffet,
looking forward to biking in the sunshine. I had decided to follow a route called “kustvägen”, with a
nice map from the tourist office. The route was mostly sealed and flat, going through the silent
woods, almost without any traffic. I decided to focus on sealed flat roads for the next weeks or so,
gravel and hilly roads are too slow and strenuous right now.
I think I also followed the track called “cykelspåret” most of the day, I will reroute my trip to follow
the “cykelspåret” more.
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Sunny cykelspåret
During the morning there was a storm front approaching from the south, since I was traveling east I
saw it coming, but I managed to turn north and escape it. So the day was sunshine and almost blue
skies all day, 16-20 degrees. I definitely liked this so much more than yesterday, it really wears you
down when its cold, wet and dark.
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Svartvik Industrial Heritage
The last 15 km or so was through the outskirts of Sundsvall, easy flat cycling, looking forward to
having a whole day of rest tomorrow. The last km to the hostel was a really steep uphill, nothing to
do but get off and push, push, push and push.
After unloading all the stuff at the hostel I went to the next door china/thai restaurant and when I
ordered the food I mentioned that I was hungry, I got about 2 liters of food, almost hard to finish.
Back at the hostel I got acquainted with Diezel the dog. Tomorrow is a full day of rest.
http://www.sodrabergetsvandrarhem.se/sv/om-oss/vi-alskar-djur.htm
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Day 4 – 6. Sundsvall – Åsäng 132 km (331 km)

Day 4. Sundsvall – Sundsvall, 0 km.
My first rest day. Slept late and had some breakfast at the hostel. Bread and Nutella, a breakfast for
champions. I walked down to town and had lunch with some friends, we ate at
http://www.burritos.nu/.
After lunch I did some shopping, food and Linnex, all that a bicycle tourer needs. I didn’t feel like
walking the massive uphill to the hostel so I decided to spend 25 SEK on the bus instead. Well spent
money.
Back at the hostel, Diezel the dog was up for some fun and games.
I did some service on the bike, checking that everything was still attached properly and tensioned
the bottom bracket to get rid of some strange noise. I borrowed the washer and did my laundry.
I was sitting in the TV room and did some Internet stuff, the TV was playing all of these sitcoms
(friends, how I met your mother and so on), TV is poison for your brain, just stop watching it.
Packed most my stuff and went to bed.

Day 5. Sundsvall – Härnösand, 70 km.
I woke up before the alarm, had some snacks for breakfast and cleaned my room. Unfortunately it
was too early for Diezel to come and say goodbye.
The hills down from the hostel was so steep that I had to push the bike down, the breaks can’t
handle a heavy bike and steep hills. Then I crossed town (900 meters) and then the uphill started
again.
There were many hills the coming 3 hours, so progress was very slow, only 20 km or so. I had early
lunch when leaving civilization in Timrå, found a hamburger place where it was possible to sit
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outside in the sun.
I followed the cykelspåret and rode some smaller roads, more up and downs to come. The weather
was really improving now, had to stop and strip down to shorts and t-shirt. Sunshine and 25-28 C.
Really nice roads and very little traffic until reaching Härnösand where the bike lane infrastructure
wasn’t great. But I managed to find my way trough the harbor and get to the camping outside town.
The camping is situated near the sea, and they have built it in several levels so that the people that
place their caravans there can have a view of the sea.

Camping Härnösand
I hurried to get my tent up so that it could dry and air it out properly before I moved in. After
getting camp organized I had dinner, tuna and noodles with Tabasco chipotle taste. They had sort of
a small cabin with a table and 4 chairs and a 17” TV, this was the dining room that could be used by
guests. Not much, but at the time it was great. Went to bed early around 21, feeling relatively strong
after a day with many hills.

Day 6. Härnösand – Åsäng, 62 km.
Woke up around 3 in the morning, the wind had increased lots and the tent was flapping and making
noises. Got dressed and went outside to have a look at all the lines and poles, did some adjusting
and the tent was a bit quieter. It was a bit cold at 13 C, the wind came from north west and was
freezing cold. Went back to bed and slept on and off for some more hours. The idea with the
different levels is probably great for the people in the caravans, but packing my tent in the strong
wind wasn’t so fun. Luckily I have a very heavy bike and bags to anchor the tent to so I managed to
get it folded.
Riding around Härnösand trying to find somewhere to eat and/or buy breakfast, no luck until I find
a service station. Their sandwiches all expired yesterday and they had no fruit so I got some snacks
and ate outside in the sun.
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Starting to head for Höga Kusten bridge which will be the highlight of the day, the direction is north
west, straight in to the cold wind.

Höga Kusten bridge
This part of the coast is called “Höga Kusten” which translates in to High Coast. Obviously this
translates in to hills and hills and hills. After a few hours I realize that I will not be able to make it to
the camping in Docksta where I planned to stay, so I start to look for other places to stay.
After about 10 000 hills I get to the Höga kusten bridge which is approx 40 meters high and 1900
meters long. Given the strong wind I stopped just before the bridge and made sure that all bags was
properly attached to the bike and nothing was loose.
The bridge has two narrow lanes and a shoulder that is approx 1 meter wide, in each direction. The
speed limit is 110 km/h. It goes beyond retarded that they allow traffic to drive faster than 70 km/h
when they allow bikes and pedestrians on the bridge. It was not fun to be overtaken by big trucks on
top of the bridge. I went full speed and crossed the bridge in less than 12 minutes, only 5 trucks and
about 20 cars. So all in all a good crossing.
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Höga Kusten bridge
I stopped at the tourist info/restaurant/hotel on the north side, I was really hungry and thought that I
could get something to eat there. I guess that they don’t get much return business so the prices were
hefty, when I tried to order I asked if I could sit so I could see my bike (instead of the bridge) but
that was impossible. So I just had a sandwich while looking at my bike. I asked in the tourist
information if there were any accommodation options, and yes there was, I got a map of the area
and started to bike.
The Höga Kusten area is on UNESCO list of world heritages, http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/898, and
all of that is great. For me with a heavy bike, I couldn’t really care less for one more hill. Shopping
around for accommodation, but it seems that they have adjusted their prices to world heritage
levels.
Then I find Bed & Breakfast Åsäng by luck, it's not on the tourist info map but they have a sign
outside the house. A very nice and restful place. I decide to take a rest day tomorrow and stay two
nights.
There is no TV, phone coverage and almost no Internet, so I go to bed around 21 and fall a sleep in
1-2 minutes.
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Day 7-11. Åsäng – Ånäset 335 km (666 km).

Day 7. Åsäng – Åsäng 15 km.
Resting a day in the B&B in Åsäng. The perfect place for it. The breakfast is so massive that it
almost last all day. I supplement it with some food from the store 7.5 km by bike. So I do almost
nothing all day, the place is so quiet and peaceful.
I talked to the owner, Lisa, for a couple of hours, she has this really, really crazy idea to just do
things she like. She lives in a place she likes, she does something she really likes for a living. What
would the world become if everybody did this ? I have the distinct feeling that this B&B will be on
my top 5 list for the whole trip.
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Bed and breakfast Åsäng

Day 8. Åsäng – Örnsköldsvik 95 km.
I wake up one hour before the alarm. Feeling supercharged after two days of eating, resting and
sleeping. I am having breakfast while Lisa leaves for the city by bus. She tells me that after
Örnsköldsvik it will get flatter and flatter, no more high coast. Sounds like paradise to me.
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Beauty or hills?
The day starts with 11C and some drips of rain. Starting with some long uphills, I get off and push
the bike some. Then there is a very long downhill towards the highway E4 in Ullånger. After 2
hours and 30 km I arrive in Docksta. They have a restaurant with menu of the day (Dagens lunch),
chicken stew, rice, salad buffet, bread, butter, drinks, the lots for 85 SEK.
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Getting closer
I keep going on the cykelspåret track, it goes through the woods, 30 km detour just to avoid 12 km
of the Highway that can't be bicycled in a safe way.

Picture: 30 Km detour in the woods.
The uphills are still long but not as steep, pushing less and less.
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Unsafe highway

Endless road
I aim for central Örnsköldsvik, once I get there I quickly find out that
- Both hostels are full.
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- The camping on my garmin GPS (Maps from 2013) isn’t built yet.
- The hotels wants at least 1000 SEK.
- The locals know very little. There might be a camping or something 5-20 km south or east of the
town.
After a while I manage to find the phone number of a camping 10 km east of the town, I call them
but it seems they haven’t opened for the season yet. After some talking we agree on that I camp
there and transfer the money to their bank account afterward. I get a magic code to get in to the
showers.
While I stand on a parking in the outskirts of town and talk to the camping another touring cyclist
arrive. It's Jean-François from Grenoble, we quickly agree that JF is easier for me to pronounce. He
is also looking for a camping, I tell him that I have found one and he follows me. It's getting really
late and cold, the GPS shows more than 90 km. The camping is at the end of an island outside the
town.
Just before the bridge we find a pizzeria and have dinner. While we talk at dinner I quickly
discover that I have forgotten almost all my French, but JF speaks English so we get on. JF tells me
that the maps on his GPS isn’t very good, they are not zoomable down to street level.
We arrive at the camping and setup camp, I crank my computer up and download openstreetmaps to
his GPS, just luck that he also had a Garmin and that I kept the files locally.
At 22 its still full daylight and cold, only 7C. Sleep comes quickly, I am completely wasted from the
long day and the bad mood from lodging problems.

Day 9. Örnsköldsvik – Nordmaling 80 km.
Wake up around 6, make some tea and Nutella sandwiches, a breakfast for champions. Starting to
break camp, sunny and no wind. I let the tent dry in the sun.
We start to bike at 9, JF is a much faster cyclist than I am. He has made Grenoble – Örnsköldsvik in
less than 4 weeks. He averages at ~18 km/h and do 100-150 km/day, I go at maybe 10 km/h. In a
few minutes he is gone. Bon voyage JF !
It's starting to be summer now, 22C at 10 in the morning. Still struggling with the cykelspåret track
and sometimes have to go back a few km just because they built a railroad or highway where the
track used to be.
After a while I am forced to riding the highway, then I see a sign “Husum Grill – 3 minutes”, I hate
those signs. I am hungry and if I had a car I would have food in 5 minutes. Now I have to bike and
bike and bike to get the food. I somehow get in to Husum, ride around in the area and suddenly
BINGO ! I find a bank, shop and restaurant clustered together. So now I can get things sorted.
While I wait for my lunch, unfortunately a pizza, I play with the GPS and find a shortcut that will
avoid 10-30 km through the woods. Sounds to good to be true.
The shortcut mostly worked but I had to backtrack two times because the new railroad. When I
cross the highway I meet two women that are biking like mad on the highway. I talk to them and
they have given up on the cykelspåret, too much detours to be worth it. They ride between lodgings
and have no camping gear. They are now in a hurry to get to Örnsköldsvik (another +50 km on the
highway). They had started in Haparanda only 7 days earlier, I guess they can bike really fast.
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Found the camping in Nordmaling, it was unorganized and unwelcoming. The check-in was at a
nearby restaurant/truck stop, the staff had little time for anything except collect the money. I had to
ask them several times if it really was 155 SEK just to pitch a tent. Yes it was. The camping was
generally dirty and also there was a bunch of Russians who apparently had hearing problems since I
could hear them talking from 50 meters away.
I was in desperate need of a day of rest, so I started to look for somewhere to stay two nights in
Umeå. Absolutely everything was full, there was waiting lists for lodging. All of this made me very
unhappy with life on the road. There is one last hope, the STF Vandrarhem (Hi Hostel) already
closed their reception when I called, they open at 8 next morning. I went to bed and tried to sleep it
off.

Day 10. Nordmaling – Umeå 68 km.
Wake up before 6, the sun is burning, this will be a long day. It seems the spring is late here, the air
is full of pollen. I pack all of my stuff and go to the reception/restaurant/truck stop just before 8
when they open. I have read the price list and found that I should only have paid 90 SEK, I demand
a refund and I get it. I just had to do it. I give the hostel a call and they have one room for one night,
since the camping in Umeå didn’t answer their phone I had very little choice, so I booked the room.
Obviously it was their most expensive room with WC and shower, it wiped out most of that days
budget but I looked forward to a room. Imagine that four walls can be so desirable.
It's already 25C when I start to bike out of Nordmaling. No major hills or backtracks, keep
switching between my own track and the cykelspåret. I arrive in Hörnefors and finds a restaurant
that serves a huge pasta carbonara. Massive amount of food for only 75 SEK, great stuff. Its getting
warmer and warmer, in the afternoon its 27-28C.
I arrive in Umeå 2 hours before the hostel opens, but when the staff see me through the window
they have mercy on me and let me check in ahead of official hours. Get a washing machine going,
run out to get a kebab in a roll of bread.
I create the route for next day, I make a list of accommodations along the route just to be prepared.
Its hard to go to sleep, full daylight at 23:30.

Day 11, Umeå – Ånäset 77 km.
I wake up and its clear blue skies and 24C. I eat the breakfast buffet and check if there has been any
cancellations for tonight, but there is a waiting list with people so I decide to leave ASAP. I am in a
good mood and decide to pay the hostel 50 SEK for cleaning the room. I carry all my bags to the
bike in one go.
I heard that yesterday was the hottest May day since they started measuring temperatures in 1800something. Today will be warmer. I really wanted a days rest, just sit in a park and eat ice cream all
day, but I have to bike on.
Umeå is a student city, lots and lots of bikes and bike lanes. I find that they have made a nice bike
lane all the way to Sävar. So 17 easy km on the bike lanes. At 09:30 the thermometer on the
handlebar shows 31C. This will be a long and warm day.
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Nice bike road
I sometimes follow the cykelspåret, sometimes Google maps and sometimes Garmin GPS. It goes
really well except for a 2 meter wide “road” with deep sand. Then I get tired of the slow roads and
decide to go for a bit of Highway cycling. This part of the Highway E4 is a normal national road
with 60-80cm hard shoulder. Easy to ride but maybe not so fun. On the other hand there are few
cars and even fewer trucks here.
I manage to get 100 km closer to Skellefteå in only 77 km biking, feels like a reasonable result from
maybe doing 15-20 km on the highway.
When I arrived at the camping I was wasted from the heath, I drank lots today and even used some
salt/mineral tablets to compensate for heavy sweating. At reception I found out that only 140 SEK
extra would get me a cabin for the night and save 2 hours of fiddling with the tent today and
tomorrow.
They have a swimming pool at the camping, I ask if it's open, they replied that it was frozen last
week. It seems I bring the summer with me.
I feel that the past few days with lodging struggles and longer than I wanted days have left me with
the feeling that I am just transporting myself rather than enjoying the journey. I have decided to take
2 rest days in Skellefteå to enable my body and brain to catch up. This time I called ahead and made
the reservation.
My little cabin has a bunk bed and a small table, but I still like it. At 22 its still 26C and full
daylight.
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My little cabin
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Day 12 -14. Ånäset – Skellefteå 81 km (747 km).

Day 12. Ånäset – Skellefteå 81 km.
I wake up when the alarm rings, seems like it was ages since I heard my alarm. I must be tired, good
that I have two full days of rest planned in Skellefteå. I pack all my stuff quickly and clean the
cabin. I ride in to the village and find the local supermarket (ICA), it doesn’t open until 9. So I am
stuck outside waiting. While I sit waiting a guy wearing clothes with the supermarket logo on walks
by with a baby stroller, I ask him if he’s out delivering food. He has just dropped his kids off at
kindergarten.
In a few minutes he comes out from the store again and tells me that he has opened the store and I
can come in the back door and do my shopping, it's still 40 minutes to official opening hours.
He tells me that his family has been running the store since 1906, imagine all the history
accumulated in 107 years.
In the store I bump in to the rest of the staff and we have a group discussion about which route to
take and not, they have detailed information about every bump and bend of every road in the area.
I eat my breakfast outside and contemplate all the info about the roads, I decide to avoid some of
the road works in the road I was going on and go with the highway E4 20 km until next town.
In Lövånger I find some Thai food and have lunch. I ask some more locals about roads and decide
to get off the highway and go on the old road. It's a very nice road to bike, sometimes on the
cykelspåret and sometimes not.
I arrive in Skellefteå and find the hostel 2 km outside town, I check in and I get to lock my bike in
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their “garden shed”, since the reception is closed during weekends I get the key.

My room at the hostel

Bike in garden shed
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There is a supermarket just 200 meters away, I go there and shop for dinner and breakfast. It's very
hot and daylight late in the evening, but I have no problems falling asleep.

Day 13. Skellefteå – Skellefteå 0 km.
First day of rest in Skellefteå. I wake up at 9 and I am really hungry. I go over to the reception
building where the kitchen is and have my breakfast.

Hostel in Skellefteå
I go shopping for lunch and dinner. Some laundry gets done. Checking the route ahead and write
down stuff about campings and hostels, finding out what my options are. Finally I can start to use
my new map over Finland that I bought, Skellefteå and north of it is on that map. It has updated
road info and camping’s marked.
I start to read Jill Homer’s book Be Brave, Be Strong: A Journey Across the Great Divide on my
Sony eReader.

Day 14, Skellefteå – Skellefteå 0 km.
Second day of rest in Skellefteå. There is some rain and cooler air, feels good. I have breakfast and
keep reading my book for a while. I go out to the garden shed and do some maintenance on the
bike, clean and lube drive train. Tighten every bolt that has shaken loose and so on. I find a nearby
pizzeria on the map and decide to go there for late lunch/ early dinner, but its closed for business.
So I end up walking to the supermarket and do some shopping instead. Dinner was kroppkakor
(potato dumplings) in the hostel.
The sun is back and the room at the hostel starts to boil again, I finish the book. I start reading
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“Tired of I.T! – How I learned to stop worrying and love the bicycle – The Book!” by Dave Conroy.
So now I will pack all my stuff in the right bags and try to sleep early, tomorrow I will head for
Piteå. I am not sure if I will make it all the way but I found two camping’s at 30 km and 60 km from
here.
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Day 15 -17. Skellefteå – Luleå 170 km (917 km).

Day 15. Skellefteå – Piteå, 98 km.
Woken by thunder and rain, I check the weather forecast again. It says it sunshine in Skellefteå, so I
guess weather forecasts are just an infotainment. Breakfast, clean the room, load bike and off I am. I
ride to the local bike shop to get some disc brake cleaner, they didn’t have any to sell but I got some
cloth with thinner on for free. I put the cloth in a plastic bag and spent the day at the bus station
sniffing thinner. Just kidding, it worked great and I got some really good advice on how to avoid
detours and other small bits of info. Great LBS, go and buy something from tidy.
I start to roll north, the sun comes out to play and the humidity is 1000%, blue skies and sun again. I
get my MP3 player and speaker out and listen to radio, I ride a small gravel road far away from
everything. All of a sudden I hear a bike catching up, it's a biker from Switzerland. We struggle to
find a common language, but we manage to exchange some information on destination, plans and
gear. He started in Switzerland 26 days ago, he rides besides me for a while but gets bored with the
low speed. He takes off and I go back to the radio.
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Hej Schwejs
Just before Byske I ask a local about options for lunch, he recommends the lunch buffet at Byske
Gästgivaregård, fantastic rustic food prepared by a proper chef. And it was a buffet including
everything even brownies. I walked out of there 80 SEK poorer but 4000 kCal richer.
By now it is so hot I strip down to t-shirt and shorts again. I ride close to the highway on very small
forest roads, combining the advice from the bike shop and google maps, I have a route all the way
except for 3 km on the highway E4. On all available maps there is a gap of 500 m in the route, I tell
myself that there must be a road there. If the road isn’t there I will end up on the E4 and have some
4-5 km on the highway. I get there and THERE IS A ROAD !!! Fantastic.
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This is a road
I leave the highway and pass by Piteå Havsbad, the last 10 km in to downtown Piteå is a bit of a
pain. When I get closer I stop to ask a cyclist about the way to the camping, he gives me directions,
we talk for a while. He likes bike touring, he had done some touring in south west Portugal towards
the Spanish border. When I start to go to the camping I start in slight uphill and with the front wheel
slightly turned. I guess the torque gets too high, one spoke in the rear wheel snaps. Not a happy
moment. I decide to ride the last 2-3 km to the camping very slowly.
When I get to the camping I set camp really fast. I manage to borrow a proper pump from the
camping, I have a pump but it will take 30 minutes to fill my big tires. I get the wheel off and since
the spoke snapped in the thread I have to get the tire and tube off so I can change the nipple. This is
quickly done and then I do some quick and dirty truing of the wheel. The owner of the camping
helps me to fill air again. Then I do some more truing, I can't get the wheel absolutely straight, its
maybe 1-1.5 mm wobbly. But I am not going rebuild my wheel at a camping, so I hope I got the
tension of the neighboring spokes right. I guess I will see how it goes, I have always dreamed of
rebuilding a wheel in the rain in a Finnish nature reserve 300 km from next town.
When I have the wheel off the bike I notice a little “snot blob” of light grey oil that has escaped the
gearbox through the axle. I document it and wipe it clean.
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Snot on my Rohloff
Again the camping is totally unprotected from wind by the sea. Must be fantastic for all the tourists
in their house mobiles with 32A electric cables.

Day 16. Piteå – Luleå 72 km.
In the camping they have sealed off their new plantations with several hundred meters of red and
white plastic ribbons. Great plan. But as the wind picks up during night these ribbons make a noise
similar to a hoovering helicopter, I wake up several times from this and hard rain, I am not in the
best mood when I finally get up and start to pack everything up.
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Where is the helicopter ?
I go looking for a bike shop, it seems like the two in Piteå opens at 10:00, ask at the tourist office
and there is a third on the outskirt of town. If you ever have been to Piteå you will understand how
hilariously funny that is. 3 minutes later I am there, and it's a combined lawn mover store and bike
store that opens their workshop at 07:00. Good people ! I buy a bunch of more spokes just in case.
They charge 10 SEK per spoke, that’s 5-6 times more than I am used to paying.
Starting to look for breakfast, all places in Piteå seems to have agreed on opening at 10:00. I go
further north to Öjebyn. I start to feel cold, my body doesn’t generate the heath needed to stay warm
inside the Goretex jacket. I ask around and there is a service station that has sandwiches and hot
dogs. I go there to find that there is a restaurant open at 08:00, its called Paltzeria. In Sweden we eat
potato dumplings, in the north they are called “Palt”. They are open but haven’t cranked up the
“palt” machine yet, but they have chicken stew with rice and salad buffet. I eat a massive serving at
09:30 in the morning.
I leave the Paltzeria all warm and happy, off on a detour to avoid the highway E4 again. Its 10C and
the sky is grey. Guess where the wind is blowing from ? The first 30 km really sucks, I get colder
and colder, head wind from the north. I have to stop to get dressed for winter. Then I get to
Sjulsmark and turn 45 degrees right. The wind is now from the side or behind, life gets better.
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Satan’s helpers converting yet another road
Drove on small deserted roads through the forest and next to the E4, found a shortcut through a
nature reserve. Unfortunately it was on a small hill.

This is also a road
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I enter Luleå over a bridge, the bike lane system (if there is a system) is hard to navigate and badly
maintained. I end up riding on the road instead. I arrive at the hostel and it's unmanned, I get a code
to get in, the staff arrives a few hours later to give me the bed linen. I have already asked my friend
Andreas about the oil on the gearbox, it shouldn’t be a problem, but I decide to also send an e-mail
to the excellent people that manufactured my bike, Schauff, to also ask them. I am so tired from the
170 km biked in two days and last nights interrupted sleep that I fade in to coma before 22 or maybe
even before 21, don’t remember.

Day 17. Luleå – Luleå, 0 km.
I wake up at 8, nice coma. I get a washing machine started and prepare for lunch with a very old
friend that I haven’t seen in 20 years or so. When I start my computer and start to read e-mail I
found a mail from Rohloff that manufactures the gearbox that leaked. The service minded people at
Schauff had already forwarded my mail to Rohloff and by 8:30 I had a reply. This is magic
customer service at its best, all companies should be like this and the world would be a better place.
The initial advice from Rohloff was unfortunately that I should get the wheel off the bike and send
it to Germany ASAP for warranty repairs. This was not a happy moment.
I replied describing the exact problem and what the environment was like, it seems the gearbox is
completely sealed and has an internal reservoir with 25 ml of oil. When temperature and humidity
changes quickly (like 3C at night and 32C during day) it automatically equalizes pressure by letting
some oil out through a small hole in the axle tube. I also spoke to the Swedish reseller
http://www.veloform.se, they have a very deep knowledge of how the gearbox works and after
looking at my pictures of the gearbox and listen to what happened they also didn’t think it was a
problem to continue my trip. Veloform even offered to send a oil change kit to a camping further
along the trip, great service.
If you wonder why the gearbox had to be sent to Germany for service, check this OCD inducing
picture out.
http://www.rohloff.de/typo3temp/pics/e28fa840fd.png
So in short, the ride will go on, I will clean and check the hub frequently to see that no more oil
leaks. If all goes well I will ride to Rohloff’s service shop and give them the wheel in person later
this year. I am so happy that I bought a bike from Schauff, I have had only great experiences with
them, they have a customer service that is very, very rare these days. I would highly recommend
anyone to buy a bike from them, both the company and the product is fantastic. Rohloff is also
magic, it's an almost maintenance free gear system, as long as there isn’t a major meltdown it will
run for ever. I really appreciate the fast answers and full attention to customer service.
With the end of the world scenario avoided I started to walk to town but I found a bus stop and the
bus for down town just arrived. Well spent 25 SEK.
I went to get some funky money for Finland and Norway, just some emergency cash in case there is
no ATM in the wilderness. I met up with my old friend and his wife, we had a nice 3 hours lunch,
watching all the stressed people hurry back to work. They run their own business and work from
home when they feel like it, great life. We agreed that we should meet more often than every 20
years or we would be retired next time. Thanks for lunch Christopher.
After lunch I went to the outdoors shop and bought another inflatable pillow, the one I have is too
low for my neck. Now I have two of them, should be the right height I hope. Did some shopping
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and walked back to the hostel in the sunshine. Made a fantastic dinner, canned ravioli, yummy.
So now all that remains to do this day is, pack the bags for tomorrow and sleep.
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Day 18 - 20. Luleå – Pajala 253 km (1170 km).

Day 18. Luleå – Töre, 77 km.
I wake up to early, it's cold inside, and some of the other guests are already up, smoking and talking
outside. Can't go back to sleep, decide to get going instead. I cycle the backroads to Persön, I find
that they have a combined service station and diner that serves cooked food at 09:30 in the morning.
I get a cheese burger for early lunch.
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Typical Swedish house
There is a small shoulder on the E4 highway and the traffic is very light so I decide to go on the E4
to Råneå. The heat is picking up so I stop at a service station in Råneå to have an ice cream, when I
arrive there is guy there that is shouting and screaming, he has filled petrol in his diesel car. I feel
sorry for him. I continue along the old E4 which is slowly becoming an overgrown forest track.
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Old E4
I think it’s strange that during weekends there are almost no one at home, during the weekdays I see
lots of people at their houses doing stuff. When I get to Töre my Garmin GPS sends me on a wild
chase for a pizzeria, once 1.5 km outside of Töre I realize that there is no pizzeria there. I go back
and find it near the bus stop. I try to find information if there is a camping or so 20 km north of
there but after a while I give up and go to the camping 2 km south of Töre. The camping is very
basic, I pitch my tent and go and sit in the kitchen. Its just a table and four chairs, but that beats
sitting on the ground in the tent. I check the bike and the gearbox has cried a few drops of oil again.

Important place
I go to bed at 21, no wind at all, daylight, I read my book for a while. From now there is no more
E4, every km pedaled will be in the direction I am going instead of avoiding the E4. I also expect to
get much more mosquitoes.

Day 19. Töre – Överkalix, 58 km.
Woke up at 6, I had a really good nights sleep in the tent. The extra pillow was a good investment
and also I lowered the pressure in the air mattress, that seems to have done the trick. There are some
very dark clouds in the south, 13C and light wind. I decide to get going really fast. I am starting to
learn how to break camp now, it just takes 60-80 minutes.
I wait at the tourist information in Töre until they open at 8, they say that there is nothing between
Överkalix and Korpilombolo. That is a bummer since Överkalix is really to near for a whole days
cycling and Korpilombolo is to far. I start to cycle north, the dark clouds are chasing me from the
south. When I get in to the village 20 km north of Töre there is a sign by the road saying
camping+hostel 3km, bummer no one knew about that yesterday. Later I find a place to have lunch
at, when I have had lunch I find a poster for a fishing competition, it also states that there is a
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camping between Överkalix and Korpilombolo, I call them to see if this can be true. Yes, there is a
camping and its open, its just by the road and I can't miss it. The place is called Jockfall 40 km or so
north of Överkalix.
When I get to Överkalix I try the tourist information at the camping to see if there is some form of
lodging between there and Jockfall. There is not, there are however 3 hostels in Korpilombolo. I
decide to stop at the camping and go for a Friday burger at the nearby hotel. It’s insane hot at the
camping, just by the river and the sun is blasting from a clear sky. It’s over 35C in the tent so I just
lie down outside the tent in the shade and wait for the evening.

35C inside the tent
Finally there are some clouds and the temperature falls enough to be inside the tent, I read some and
fall a sleep. The town is very noisy, it seems like everyone is out on something with a motor and
without a muffler, motorized retards make burnouts on the parking next to the camping. I manage to
fall a sleep again, I wake up at 23 and brush my teeth and get the sleeping bag out.

Day 20. Överkalix – Pajala, 118 km.
I wake up and feel very rested, outside the inner tent it is full of mosquitoes, I go outside and look
around. It's 19C and the sky is black in the south, I decide to get started.
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Trouble in the South
I pack up and get to the hotel where they serve buffet breakfast for 55 SEK, special price if you stay
at the camping. I have a massive breakfast, bread, juice, milk, egg, bacon, sausage, yoghurt, muesli,
five kinds of cookies etc etc. At breakfast I hear people from Gällivare complaining that they have
never seen so many mosquitoes in their life, they haven’t slept all night. I start pedaling north, I am
supercharged after breakfast, there is a slight tail wind, I average 17 km/h for the next 2 hours or so.
About 20 km outside Överkalix I see one of the cars from yesterday, its an old American car. So
retard lives outside town and go “down town” to bother people on Friday, I guess that tells us a bit
about his great life.
I cross the Arctic Circle, not a very big event but now it will for sure be 24×7 daylight except the
days when it will rain and snow.
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Arctic circle
I arrive at a junction, it seems the camping in Jockfall is 5 km up another road, I decide it can't be
worth a 10 km detour. I pedal on towards Korpilombolo, I decide to stop there if I can find a room
at any of the 3 hostels. When I get there I see road signs with a bed and one with a knife&fork, this
is starting to look good. I ask a local about where this restaurant might be,
- Is there a restaurant here ?
- yes
- Where is the restaurant ?
- Just across the street
- Is it open ?
- Don’t think it has opened yet
- OK, I see, when will it open ?
- Later maybe
- Later like today or later in the summer
- Next week maybe
I have fun asking around about the hostels, there are no hostels here they say, I show them the
brochure from the tourist info with a picture of the building. It seems none of the 5-6 locals I asked
knew it was a hostel and when I got to the building it turned out to not be a hostel.
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Reindeer
I do some shopping and go on towards Pajala 47 long kilometer north of there. The biking goes
quite well and as soon I have GSM coverage and can start calling ahead. I get a room at
Snickarbackens lägenhetshotell, supposed to be a B&B/Apartment hotel. The price is really to
expensive, but since it started to rain just as I started to call around and I had +100km in the legs
right then, I decide to fuck the budget and go for it. Once I get there it turns out to be really nice and
I get some discount. So all in all a great place at almost hostel price.
I get shown my room and it's next to a small kitchen and the relax room, there is a sauna and steam
shower. I have now entered the part of the world where the sauna gets turned on when people arrive.
I still need to drink some more water before entering the hot sauna. I take a look at my finances and
the budget. This is now my third week and I will soon be entering Finland. I hope to be camping
lots in Finland and Norway. I am running a few percent over budget and below diagram shows how
the costs are distributed.
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Budget
I hope that the sleeping costs will be lower in the next 3 weeks. On Monday I will enter Finland, I
hope that some will speak English otherwise it will be just Finnish and Sami for the next weeks to
come.
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Day 21 – 24. Pajala – Sodankylä 201 km (1371 km).

Day 21. Pajala – Pajala, 0 km.
I have set the alarm so that I can enjoy the breakfast buffet, I go to the building where it's served.
The breakfast is really massive, it even has waffles.
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Nami nami

Nami nami
I use the laundry room and enjoy the super fast new equipment, washing and drying in less than 90
minutes, almost like home.
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The good stuff
I try to find information on what’s between Pajala and Sodankylä, it’s really hard to find anything. I
wonder why. I walk down to central Pajala, find a pizzeria for lunch and a supermarket for some
shopping. I spend the afternoon on the Internet, borrow some books for my e-reader, generally
wasting time. Then I book the Sauna and enjoy a steamy and hot sauna, afterward I am the cleanest
I have been for weeks. I go to bed early and watch some TV on the big flat TV in my room, TV
sucks.

Day 22. Pajala – Kittilä, 110 km.
I wake up long before the alarm goes off, I feel rested. Shower and pack all my stuff up, watch
some more TV before breakfast opens. Just as I have loaded all the stuff on the bike it starts to rain,
so I find my rain gear and suit up. I go to the local tourist information, guess what ! They have
basically no info, no maps, it’s not summer yet, we don’t know anything in Finland, my god its
more than 20 km away. I decide to go in to coma and just pedal through the rain, I just look at the
road 5 meters ahead and think happy thoughts about tourist information in Lappland. All of a
sudden there is a turn and a bridge, followed by a sign declaring me to be in Finland. Nice.
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Tervetuloa
When I stop at a service station in Kolari for lunch I think to myself that Finland is so similar to
Sweden but distinctly different. Roads and signs are different. Service stations seems to be the
social hub for the locals, all very clean and sterile. There is absolutely no Swedish spoken here. I
manage to get a cheese burger menu for 12.50 Euro, I hope that Finland will be cheaper than this.
There is some kind of sausage soup with mashed potatoes for 11 Euros, doesn’t look very nice at
all.
It’s raining and raining and raining, and also some head wind. I just keep going, getting slightly
concerned about that there isn’t really anything along the road. No cover for the wind and rain,
nowhere to sit, it's really nothing there.
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Good mode cafe
I get to a village called Ylläsjärvi, there is a hotel with people in it, I decide to stop and ask if they
have a room free. I still have about 35 km to go and it’s cold and wet, I am prepared to pay some
good money to be indoors now. The hotel also has signs saying “Tourist Information”. I go inside
and start to ask away, their English isn’t really fantastic but I understand that this is a ski resort and
it's closed. The hotel is only a cafe at the moment. None of the other thousands of beds are open
either. I start to wonder how I could have missed this place when I researched the route the day
before, not that it matters since the shit is closed until August.
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Happy days in Ylläsjärvi
So only 35 km to go, I start to pedal and pedal. It’s cloudy and dark, head wind and rain. Well, at
least it didn’t snow. I aim for Kittilä, I have found a camping, guest house and hotel. The hotel is to
expensive but the other two are options. I decide to go for indoors sleeping tonight, feeling wasted. I
arrive in Kittilä, the tourist information is a map for the town in scale 1:50 telling me where the
service station, church and hotel is. Since they are all on the same street and within 400 meters I
really feel blessed to get this info.
When I roll down the street (yes, THE street) I see a cyclist with bags and stuff, I ride over to him.
It’s Andreas from Dortmund. He’s cycling Helsinki to Alta, from there he will catch a flight back
home. He’s going to the supermarket intent on camping, I tell him about the guesthouse Golden
Goose and then I go there to find out what is going on. The door is closed and there is a phone
number to be called, before I have a chance to call, the owner comes walking from the supermarket.
I talk to her and yes there are rooms, I get one ASAP and move in.
While I am doing that, Andreas arrives and also gets a room. We decide to have a chat and beer later
in the evening.
I talk to the owner, Henna, she is running the guesthouse since 5 years back. She’s the fourth
generation in her family that runs the guesthouse. It was built in early 1900 and then rebuilt after the
war.
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Majatalo Golden Goose
Andreas shows up after his sauna and we drink some 3.5% supermarket beer and talk about biking.
He has done many tours in different places around the world, he tells me that Lufthansa and
Norwegian don’t require bikes to be boxed anymore.
I find out that there might be frost the two coming nights and that there is a film festival and miners
in Sodankylä. Before I fall asleep I decide to stay another day, I need to research more thoroughly,
trying to avoid food/lodging hick-ups.

Day 23. Kittilä – Kittilä, 0 km.
I sleep well in the guesthouse, they cooperate with the hotel so I can get breakfast buffet in the
hotel. Andreas is leaving today as he needs to catch his flight in Alta. We meet up to go and have
breakfast at the hotel. Before he arrives I call the owner and ask if I can stay another day, I can. I
though all Finns woke up at 5 and went for a Sauna but it seems I woke the owner up, sorry about
that.
I spend some more hours to try to find all restaurants and lodging available between Kittilä and
Sodankylä and then onwards to Norway. After 2-3 hours I have a very short list, like ½ A4. It seems
that there isn’t much on the route and also there almost nothing on the Internet. This sort of sucks. I
decide to go on, but if it’s turning out to be to hard and cold I will skip Norway and turn south
instead. After all I am doing this to enjoy myself.

Day 24. Kittilä – Sodankylä, 91 km.
I haven’t really gotten used to the 1 hour time difference between Finland and Sweden, so again I
am woken up by the alarm. I go and get some breakfast at the hotel, I get all my stuff out of the
guesthouse, hopefully without waking the owner up again. The breakfast buffet is good but not
great, I have noticed that everything is less sweet here than in Sweden. Even the bananas and
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oranges, maybe Finns don’t like sweet stuff so much.

Summer in Kittilä
It’s cloudy and cold, only 3 C, this will be a long and cold day. I get going but after 300 meters I
arrive at the Neste service station and decide that I need some more food and clothes. When I ride
out of Kittilä I see the camping and there are 3 bikes and 2 tents, aaahh so it’s at the camping all the
cool kids hang out. No one is up yet so I decide to bike on to Sodankylä.
So after +6 hours of nothing, nothing, rain, hail, snow, wind, I arrive in Sodankylä. First order of
business is to get food, I stop at the first service station I see. After some pulle and kinkii-salami
panini I feel life returning. I am completely soaked from sweat and rain, when it's this cold there are
two options, either freeze like a pig or sweat like a pig. If it was just a short ride of 1-2 hours I
would suffer the cold, but since the ride is +6 hours I keep warm and sweat. The ride was fast,
approx 15 km/h in average.
So now I have to fix these problems,
1. Get warm
2. Get dry
3. Dry clothes
4. Take a shower
I go to the tourist information, it's actually indoors and there is a person there, great stuff. No maps
outside Sodankylä, they don’t know how much lodging cost, they don’t know if its full, they can't
call and ask. Great service, I will make sure to tell all the people I know to go to Sodankylä and buy
souvenirs. I go to the guesthouse, it's full, it's a film festival, OK, I head for the camping looking
forward to a long wet, cold and smelly night.
When I arrive the camping I ask them for a cabin, just for the hell of it, but to my surprise they have
a cabin. And since they are gold diggers and it’s a film festival it's only 54 Euro. Well, WTF, I book
it, at least I will be warm and dry tomorrow.
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Mökki
I get inside and turn the heath on to +30C, get out of and hang all my wet clothes. There is a fridge,
micro and hot plates. Will do some cooking later when I am warmer after a shower. After a while
the cabin is like a sauna and it smells like warm wood, I crank the heater up a bit more.
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Mökki Sauna
I take a walk around the camping, it’s my first in Finland. The service building is smaller, more
basic and dirtier than a normal Swedish camping would be. I watch the festival people arrive and
pitch tents, it looks like a scene from a north Korean propaganda film, lots of them seem to believe
that they are Che Guevara. I suspect that there is a big stash of psychedelic drugs hidden
somewhere. I just hope they get started soon and fall a sleep early.
I hope it's just the festival people, but the Finnish camping isn’t working like the Swedish. People
arrive by car and just drive on the lawn. They park the car like 1-2 meters from the next tent and
pitch their own. Smoking and drinking. Standing around their cars. Some Germans arrive in style, 3
huge BMW bikes with extra everything on them, followed by a big motor home. They set camp
with a huge tent and chairs and table, occupying 100-150 m2 or so.
The sky is clearing up, tomorrow is supposed to be warmer and with a southern wind. I will aim for
a “gold village” and see if their camping is open or not. Perhaps its just the cafe and souvenir shop
that is open. I have decided to keep going north for some more days, there is real shit weather
coming up, but it seems to be warmer up north. Perhaps I will just go to Utsjoki or Tana bru and
turn there. The more I think about it, the more sense it makes to head south.
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Day 25 – 28. Sodankylä – Inari 207 km (1578 km).

Day 25. Sodankylä – Kiveliön Kala shop, 68 km.
I need to use the rest room at 5, when I go outside it's mayhem, the festival people are still drinking
and shouting. I am so happy that I have an almost sound proof cottage with heating. I feel sorry for
the other campers that have their tents and mobile homes nearer epicenter. The camping Nilimela in
Sodankylä normally gives a discount if you have the Camping Key Europe card, but has removed
the discount during this festival. They pack the camping full, the service building is very dirty now.
This is gold digging at its best, I will try my best to avoid this town and camping when going south.
When I have my breakfast at 6 they are still going, crawling around among the tents, also there is
big black dog running around and barking. If this is a normal Finnish camping with normal
campers, I will rent a car and go back to Sweden.
When I leave just before 7 there are still 2-3 people drinking and smoking. It's only 5C but the sky
is clear and the sun is shining. First stop is the supermarket, I need some more food as I used up the
last bread and pasta yesterday.
Next stop is the Neste service station, some breakfast and mental preparation for the day.
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Party at Neste oil
Both the supermarket and service station has slot machines, keno and other gambling services.
People seems to be seated at them all hours of the day.

Souvenirs
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I meet at Finnish biker, he is going from the North Cape to Hanko in the south. He tells med that he
brought his bike on the bus called Gold Line. It’s supposed to be possible to bring the bike along
without putting it in a box. This is very interesting since I feel less and less interested in biking back
the same road I came once I turn. He tells med that Tankavaara gold village where I was planning
on camping is closed, maybe that it went bankrupt or something like this.

Tankavaara gold diggers
Later I find a restaurant that is open, I go inside to see if I can get some food, they are fully booked
so I can't get any food. What are the odds of finding a restaurant far, far away from everything in
Finnish Lapland and it's fully booked ? I am guessing it would have been closed if it wasn’t fully
booked. The people at the restaurant also tells med that Tankavaara is closed.
Really amazing if Tankavaara is closed since I asked at the tourist information in Sodankylä. I keep
going for a while, thinking about what my options are. The Finnish biker told me he talked to a
shop owner in Voetsu and was allowed to camp outside the shop. This sounds unlikely for me and
the shop probably would be closed by the time I get there. If Vuotso fails the next place is
Saariselkä or Ivalo, that is another 60-90 km away. I curse Finnish tourist information, so far the
best and accurate info is the one telling me that there are no services or things are closed.
The GPS tells me about something with cottages or similar along the road, I find it but it looks well
dodgy, I would rather sleep in the woods.
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Mökkeja or not ?
Some 10-15 km later I see a neon sign with moving text in the distance, hmmmm, very interesting.
When I get closer they seem to have hotel, camping, cottages, cafe and the lots. This looks to good
to be true.

Fish shop
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I go inside and ask for camping, it seems that they really don’t understand what I am asking for,
strange since the exact word “camping” is printed on their truck.

Spot the camping
But it seems very possible to rent a cottage for 40 Euro. I ask them about Tankavaara, they say it's
open no problem, so then I know for sure Tankavaara is closed. So I chicken out and go for the
cottage. Spend the rest of the day with laundry, cooking and reading. I go to bed early, tomorrow
might take me as far as Ivalo or at least Saariselkä. It will be fun to see if Tankavaara is closed or
not. I am starting to feel that I should use my tent soon, all this indoors living is great but expensive.

Day 26. Kiveliön Kala shop – Saariselkä, 65 km.
Breakfast is some bread and fruits that I have. It's really cold outside but I get going, I borrow their
foot pump and fill up the wheels to 4 bar. They have been getting softer and softer lately, no leak ,
but just normal dispersion. The sky is blue and it’s getting warmer, there are many mosquitoes and
horse flies so long sleeve and pants all day.
After a while I see a bus that is half bus and half truck, it's the Gold Line, so now I absolutely need
to find out how to get on this bus when I go south. Arrive in Vuotso, there is a shop, really small
with just the basics. The cashier is the first person since golden goose majatalo that smiles, the
Finns in the north seem to be a very serious and grumpy bunch that never smile. There was a sign
for visits to Santa’s shop and lunch, I find this place just down the street. It's too early for lunch, but
they have reindeer meat with mashed potatoes. Just 17.50 euro, I decide to go for it anyway. Its nice
to be indoors and sit down for a while. So next stop Tankavaara.
Tankavaara is closed, they are changing owners. So glad I didn’t discover this yesterday at the end
of +100 km day. But I am glad that the system works, yes means no and no means no.
After a while I see another biker, it’s Laurent from north east France. We talk for a while, he’s
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coming from the north cape, going to Istanbul and then to Gibraltar. After this he’s going to Canada
and then to Ushuaïa. I ask when he expects to go home, he says he has given up his home and will
go on cycling. He does lots of wild camping, I ask him about how wild camping in France works.
He says he just go 200 m of the road and hide. I ask if there has been any problems with police or
Gendarmerie, no see – no catch, followed by a big smile. His rear rim is broken, we have a look and
I hope he can get it fixed very soon. There is a 10 cm crack on each side. Laurent doesn’t have a
blog, facebook, e-mail or a phone so I wish him bon voyage and then we go separate ways.
By now it starts to be hilly, I feel unmotivated to go to Ivalo. There has been 10-20 horse flies
hanging around all day. No stopping without being bothered them. Maybe some kind of bargain
could be had in Saariselkä, I want to have a rest day, I want to have a look at my bike, there is a
very annoying click-click sound when I pedal. My theory is that one or more links in the chain are
stuck. Also, I feel I should check the rear wheel, all the spokes and the rim.
I arrive at Saariselkä, look around, no camping to be found, wont even bother with the tourist
information.

Sami birds ?
I find a majatalo and go for it, I decide to stay two nights. I go shopping some Friday treats.
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Nami nami
Internet is in the pub/reception, wonderful to have to listen to really drunk Finnish people talking to
a poor Japanese tourist for hours on end. When he tells them that Samsung is Korean and Tai Chi is
Chinese for the 99:th time I feel sorry for him and a headache coming up. This idea with the bus
sounds more and more promising. But then again, those plans seems to always fuck up somehow.

Day 27 Saariselkä – Saariselkä, 0 km
Rest day. Wake up after 8, some breakfast in the room, walk down to tourist info, its closed, go to
the service station to get some degreaser. They only have a mega 500 ml can, so now there is even
more stuff on the bike. I go to the supermarket to have lunch, a big serving of meatballs and mashed
potato with a big plate of salad. I do some shopping.
I service the bike, the click-click sound is still there,
- lube&clean chain
- tighten crank and bottom bracket
- pedals
- saddle
- lock holder
still click-click. I wonder what this can be, the noise is there when I pedal under load, it goes away
when I stand up. It must be the saddle, I will remove the saddle on my next rest day, maybe there is
something that needs fixing. I find that two eyelets on the rear wheel seems to have broken a bit off.
Doesn’t look to serious, I send an e-mail to Schauff and ask. In the evening I go back to the
supermarket and get dinner, a big serving och mashed potatoes and big chunk of grilled chicken.
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Dinner
Lunch was 8.90 and dinner 9.90 Euro. I go to the pub/reception/brewery and try their local beer, it
wasn’t very good. I use the internet trying to find out more about weather and accommodation, I
expect that most of the info is wrong, but in 2-3 days I will reach Utsjoki I hope. I read my book. I
really like my Sony e-reader and the fact that I can get books from the library at home for free over
the Internet.

Day 28 Saariselkä – Inari, 74 km
I wake up feeling rested, look outside, gray and cold, go back to warm bed and sleep until the alarm
goes off. I have some breakfast in the room, pack my stuff and load the bike. After some short
uphill there is very long downhill, another good reason to get on that bus south. After two hours I
arrive in the outskirts of Ivalo, I see 5 buses parked next to something looking like a garage. I ask if
its a bus station but its isn’t, I ask if its possible to take my bike on the bus,
- yes, no problem !
OK, I know when people say “yes, no problem !” it seems to mean, “yes many problems”. But I
will continue to ask and ask and ask.
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33
Options in Ivalo
When I arrive in downtown Ivalo I hear church bells and then I remember that it's Sunday. I hope
that a restaurant of sorts is open, I arrive in front of a grill/pizzeria and one of the signs says it opens
at 11, some of the others seems to say it opens at 12. I go for some sightseeing and come back at 11,
it just opens and they have hot food. I go north towards Inari, a few drops of rain, a bit up and
down. Quiet roads, nice nature. After a while I see that they have built rest areas with benches to sit
on, amazing, haven’t seen those in along while. A bit later I find this place that caters to tourists in
buses, amazing, and they have donuts for 1 euro, even more amazing.
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What up !
Since I am not in a hurry I sit inside to get warm. During the afternoon I formulate my plan for the
rest of the trip until I turn south again. I must find out about the buses, I must be 100% sure if I can
bring the bike or not. So I decide that I need to ambush a bus and find out first hand, with the bike
there for the driver to see. In Inari there are two camping’s, I decide to go downtown and have a
look for food first. I see the same type of supermarket as in Saariselkä, I am happy, until I find out
that this one doesn’t have a restaurant.
I buy some food and head back south to the first camping, it's a small one and they want 10 Euros.
Again I find it a bit rundown, they really pack people in and it's general chaos. I set my tent next to
a teepee inhabited by a Dutch couple, I ask about their cool tent, it seems they are going to drive the
same route as I did six years ago. They seem to be interested in what I can tell them about roads
over the alpine mountains and waterfalls. I get on the Internet and make them a map by hand,
including Stekenjokk, Flatruet and Njupskärsfallet.
It's cold and windy so I stay in my tent and read, there are people and cars arriving all the time.
Even after 22:30 people arrive with camping cars. Since there are too few power outlets and they
are in just one place, people arrive and park their camping car, then they find out that their 20 or 30
meter cable isn’t long enough. Then they have to start the car again and drive closer. I ask in the
reception for information about accommodation and food between Kaamanen and Utsjoki, they say
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that there is absolutely nothing.
So tomorrow I will have to ambush a bus or two, I can choose between going to Kaamanen (shop +
camping) 25 km or Utsjoki (shop + camping + restaurant) 125 km. Most likely I will not go 125 km
tomorrow.
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Day 29 – 32 : Inari -Skiippagurra 195 km (1773 km)

Day 29 Inari – Kaamanen, 30 km
I wake up feeling rested, the wind is strong so I am happy that I put my tent as far as possible from
the water. I have heard other tents flap in the wind, but I am behind them and a tree so I am good.
Since I am only going to travel a short distance today, I am in no hurry. The camping (25-30
cottages, 30-40 caravan places) only have 2 toilets for men. Not really top-notch.
It's nasty cold and gray skies today. It's supposed to clear up later. I leave very late, going for the
camping in Kaamanen, it's only 25-30 km or so, the weather is gray, cold and head wind. After an
uneventful trip I see the camping, I decide to go on for a bit, there is supposed to be a shop and
more importantly, a bus stop. I plan to use the day to try and intercept some buses and present the
bike to the driver and ask if it can join the joyride. I find this place next to the shop, they have
accommodation, a small cabin for only 19:50 euro. So I am indoors again.
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19.50 Euro cottage
There are 4 buses during the day, the most promising are Gold Line that has a real cargo bay at the
back of the bus. It’s approx 10 m2 with proper places to secure the bike. Driver speaks good
English, all their buses have this cargo bay and its usually empty going south, so no reservations
needed. They go as far north as Nourgam, so that or Utsjoki will be the place to join the joyride.
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Gold Line bus
I plan to venture in to Norway, maybe Tana Bru or somewhere. Vardö seem like a dead end since
the only accommodation that seems to be available is roughly 140 Euro/night. I spend the afternoon
in my 19:50 euro cabin, reading and planning. When there is a bus stopping I go out and have a
look. It looks like the Lapin Linjat buses doesn’t have the extra cargo space but maybe they can
store the bike lying down or something.
Later I have dinner and enjoy Internet, will be a long and cold day tomorrow.
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Pepper steak
I will have the breakfast buffet at 9, I hope to get at least 4000 kCal down the hatch. This cold
weather requires much more energy.

Day 30 Kaamanen – Utsjoki, 98 km
Breakfast buffet isn’t until 9, so slow start. Everything is ready at 8:40 so I go over to the restaurant
to use Internet. The buffet is open, by 9 when the other guests arrive I have eaten half of the buffet
by myself. I eat some more just for the sake of it. I checkout and leave at 9:30. I only ride 1-2 km
before my first Sami cafe/plastic reindeer opportunity. I know that there will be nothing for the next
95 km so I stop to get my daily fix of Sami culture made in china.
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Sami shop
Nothing much to say about the rest of the day except EPIC ! First 40 km was a slight uphill and
then I start seeing snow capped mountains far away. The rest is mainly up and down or downhill.
The sky is huge and blue. Its pretty cold 10-12 C, but the biking is really fantastic. The last 8-10 km
is hard work, the road follows the river down from the mountains, but the wind is so strong I have
to pedal downhill.
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Epic ride
Finally I arrive in Utsjoki, it's a small village, if you are not careful you end up in Norway which is
on the other side of the bridge.

Bridge to Norway
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I passed the camping on my way to downtown Utsjoki, I’m hungry, starving, I see a grill, looks god.
When I wait to order I see it, the MEGABURGER, 2x 200 gram cheeseburger with mayo.

Megaburger = 2 x JÄTTIBURGER
I must have died and gone to cyclist heaven, someone needs to get a medal. I order it and wait,
finally I get my burger. I am having trouble eating it, it's so MEGA MEGA. I need 18 minutes to
finish it, then I am full and happy again.
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MEGABURGER
Thinking tomorrow will be an Al Bundy day, reading the newspaper all day. I bike back to the
camping, a cabin is 55 euros so I use the tent. I pitch the tent and shower. There is free wifi and
tomorrow there is a washer/dryer possibility. I start to look at maps and plan around midsummer
weekend. It seems most things will be closed and most people drunk.
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Fun fun fun
I decide to stay one more day and rest and do laundry. I finish my book “aldrig fucka upp” and fall
asleep. It's a very, very quiet camping, later at night I wake up because its cold. Only 4C in the tent,
I crawl inside the sleeping bag and go back to sleep.

Day 31 Utsjoki – Utsjoki, 0 km
Birds are singing and it's a bit cloudy. It seems that they have a gate at the road that they close at
night when the staff leaves. Great idea ! Arrive late and you sleep in the forest, maddafakka !
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The gate
I wake up at 7, it's all quiet and nice, go back to sleep and wake up at 10 again, now its 27C in the
tent. Get out of bed and start to prepare for laundry and lunch. I’m still full from the burger
yesterday, well spent 12 Euros. I saw that there was a place that serve lunch between 11-15. I walk
300 m to down town, there is a nice lunch buffet, a bargain at 12 euros. After lunch I run in to a
gold line bus, I ask the same set of questions, get the same answers. So it actually seems like I will
be able to take the bus from Nourgam to Sodankylä with a change of bus in Ivalo.
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Gold Line bus
Tomorrow I will go to Norway, if the weather still looks nice I might go all the way to Vardö. I have
decided to wash my fantastic GoreTex jacket, after a month on the road it's dirty and smelly. I
bought some waterproofing detergent for TEX clothes. Hope it works, during the next rain I will
know. When I sit in the reception/cafe a German couple on bikes arrive, it's quite late and they set
camp while I go to bed.

Day 32 Utsjoki – Skiippagurra 67 km
Beautiful morning, blue sky, really hot at 7. Going to skippagurra today. Pack all my stuff and get
going to the supermarket which opens at 9, I get my breakfast there. Just as I am leaving the
camping I see the Germans again, they ask me some questions and I tell them about the buses. They
wanted to know about the boat between Vadsö and Kirkenes, I tell them it's the Hurtigrutten. They
went by train to Kolari and have been biking the north loop to Utsjoki. They will soon turn south
just like me. I tell them that I am going to Skiippagurra in Norway.
After some 10-11 km I meet another German, he started in France in April and has been riding all of
Norway. He went the last bit to Vardö by Hurtigruten and is now going south since 2 days. He is
very tired of the mosquitoes that just started to appear when he turned south. I tell him about the
buses and tells him that there is a Gold Line bus to Rovaniemi leaving from Utsjoki at 12. Also tell
him about the other Germans that probably will be either in the camping or tourist info.
He tells me that there are no real opportunities for wild camping between Vardö and Vadsö, it's just
the mountain, the road and the ocean.
I stop in/at Baratbokca and have a reindeer burger. Very expensive and very touristy, but the view is
fantastic and I know Norway will be twice as expensive. The girl that runs the place is the third
person I see that smile since I entered Finland 10 days ago.
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Tana river
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Boratbokca
The whole valley along the river is really beautiful, but if I stop for 10 seconds there are mosquitoes
and worse. In Nourgam I find out that it's the northernmost spot of EU, great stuff !!!
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Most northern spot of EU
I cross the border, it's just a small sign and a camera. Then, by magic, there are cows instead of
reindeer and I can understand all the signs again. Imagine what a small line on a map can do. I
arrive in Skiippagurra, it's just a bunch of houses and two roads crossing. I see this big house with
Dow’s restaurant “Clean food – Good taste”, this seems to be beyond fantastic.

Whatever
I go inside, yes it's Thai people, they have food, it's open, but of course their credit card terminal
doesn't work with foreign cards. Its been like that all week they tell me, I almost tell them “SO
WHY THE FUCK DIDN'T YOU FIX IT”, but I have some Norwegian emergency cash somewhere.
But first I cross the street and check in at the camping, checking in is easy, money please – place
tent anywhere – bye, bye.
The camping is just a patch of grass, I try to find a place where I am out of the wind but no luck. I
anchor the tent with all the pegs and go for dinner at “Clean food – Good taste”. I go for the
schnitzel instead of the low calories Thai food. I must say that the Thai – Norwegian Schnitzel
crossover wasn’t very good, but at least it was very filling. 170 NOK for the schnitzel and 45 NOK
for a coke, my wallet was cleaner than the food I guess.
When I come back the camping is in full chaos, there are caravans and camping cars parked just
anywhere on my little patch of grass. The German with the 12 foot boat on top of his Mercedes
wins the contest, biggest car, biggest caravan, biggest boat, biggest outboard engine, most annoying
location (he arrives last of all). I talk to him and it seems he goes to the north of Scandinavia 2-3
months every year to fish and relax. Cool guy.
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The Winner
The German couple from the camping in Utsjoki arrives, they have met the German I met on the
road and he safely made the bus by the sound of it. They set camp and after a while Jürgen comes in
to the TV room where I am sitting and doing Internet stuff. We talk for a long while, they go for
long cycling trips in Scandinavia every year, they go by train and ferry from Germany to Sweden or
Finland. From there they bike around and enjoy themselves.
He tells me that he wants to do more wild camping but his wife wants to stay in campings, so from
time to time they do long +100 km days between campings. They are going to Vadsø tomorrow to
catch the ferry to Kirkenes, from there they will take the bus back to Inari. Then head in the general
direction south. I am also going that way so maybe I will see them tomorrow as well.
When we sit and talk, Marika from Latvia joins, she’s on a short, fast and hard bike trip. Wanting to
visit the northernmost point of mainland Europe (which is not Nordkapp) and then be back in Kolari
for her train next Saturday. This will leave her with +140 km days, wild camping and a 50 km hike
over the mountain. She is rethinking her options, I tell her a bit about the buses and she looks in the
two time tables I have. We talk for a while, then it's time for me to sleep. I am confused over the
time change again. So tomorrow is off to the east, at least to Vestre Jakobselv, maybe all the way to
Vardø.
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Day 33 – 37. Skiippagurra – Kemijärvi 233 km (2006 km)

Day 33. Skiippagurra – Vestre Jakobselv, 51 km
During the night some people arrived to the camping, their caravan was already parked there but for
some reason they had to park their 2 ton SUV next to the caravan. So instead of walking 15 meters
they had to wake the whole camping up by driving their SUV between the caravans. Now I am back
on Norwegian time, body is confused, wake up early and pack my stuff up. Jürgen shows up and we
say goodbye, perhaps we meet in Vestre Jakobselv or Vadsö.
I dart over the mountain to Varangerbotn, big uphill followed by long downhill, There is a shop and
tourist info that opens at 10. While I wait I ask some taxi drivers and sanitation workers – nope, no
camping in Vadso or Vardo. In the municipal office they confirm that there are no campings in
Vardo or Vadso, all the maps (including their own) that lists campings there are old. So I decide to
camp in Vestre Jakobselv, I just have to do some shopping first, what a trauma, the prices in Norway
are completely outrageous. Since it’s midsummer today I wanted to buy one or two beers to bring to
the camping, a 0.5 L can of beer is close to 30 NOK (almost 4 Euro), I decide I am not that thirsty. I
ride east towards Vadso, it’s really, really beautiful. To my left is more or less steep cliffs and to my
right is the Bering sea. There is really nowhere to wild camp.
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Road to Vadsö
Small nasty flies start to appear after a while, I have to use my mosquito net to keep them out of
ears and nose. It’s normal summer temperature 18-20 degrees, it feels like there is thunderstorm
coming, it’s humid and pressing air.
The camping is also some kind of christian youth center, the dining room also serves as some kind
of church. They have 3 buffets every day, breakfast, lunch and dinner. The buffets are so massive I
can get by just eating 2 per day.
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Dining room

Buffet
I have a late lunch after I have set my tent up, really strange mix at the buffet, they have soup,
waffles, sandwiches, muffins, cinnamon bread etc. I eat a mix of all their foods. There is a fridge
with beverages that you can buy separately, there are something that looks like beer, it's alcohol free
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beer. As I put it back one member of the staff offers me one for free to try, he’s probably trying to
save my soul or something. I try it and it sucks, but it was for free so I finish it.
I spend the rest of the evening in their TV room, it's massive and probably sits 20 people. I use their
super fast Internet and get all updated. When I go back to my tent the camping is full of camping
cars that arrived during the evening.

Full

Day 34. Vestre Jakobselv – Vestre Jakobselv, 0 km
When I wake up there is some muppet mowing the lawn or something, I look at my phone and it’s 5
in the morning. I get out of the tent and go to the service building, then I see that the noise is
coming from a caravan that has connected a petrol operated generator to get electricity.
My neighbors at the camping are here to fish salmon, they come and go all hours of they day and
night. I go back to sleep again, the breakfast buffet isn’t until 8. I go for breakfast around 9 and eat
enough to last me until dinner. Then I use their washer and dryer. It’s too hot to be in the tent, 3035C inside and an army of horse flies outside trying to get in. I end up spending the afternoon in
their TV-room, I found a camping guide for campings all over Europe.
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Book
I read the sections about France and Spain, its seems 90 % of all campings will be closed mid
September. The rest will close before the end of October. This is indeed bad news for the rest of my
planned trip, no campings means much higher costs. Also it seems campings aren’t opening until
April/may so that will be a long winter without any camping.
After dinner I sit in the TV room and play with Internet. A Dutch salesman shows up with the boss
of the camping. He is selling her some advertisement on a Dutch website with more than 100 000
registered campers, by the sounds of it she’s going for a 500 Euro deal, imagine that there is a profit
in going around Scandinavia with a camping car and selling adverts.
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Buffet all day

Day 35. Vestre Jakobselv – Nourgam, 69 km
I think I am still on Finnish time as I wake up very early. I pack all my stuff on the bike and head
for breakfast buffet just after 8. Nice day, warm winds and generally pleasant biking along the coast.
Close to Varangerbotn I meet a Finnish man that has biked from Ruka, he is racing to Vadsö as his
wife is coming to pick him up. He has been doing some long days, up to 240 km, and gives me
some hints on the roads as I am going past Ruka. He describes their car, and later when I see his
wife driving their car I wave to her. She looks worried.
I arrive in Varangerbotn and find that the bar/nightclub/pizza/kebab/ catering/take away/restaurant
etc is open. I get a pizza and a coke, 120 + 49 NOK, it’s the same price as in old town in Stockholm.
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Road to Skiippagurra
There is head wind all the way to Skiippagurra, when I turn 90 degrees left and go south in
Skiippagurra I get an even stronger wind to fight. When I finally reach Nourgam it’s closed as I
expected and I have to call them on the phone. I wanted to be indoors as I need to repack for the bus
tomorrow. The cabin is very expensive and the Wifi is useless, Nourgam is not the place to be.
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Shit cabin in Nourgam
Later in the evening I bump in to Stephan from Germany, he’s biking north of Norway for the
fourth year. He flew in to Kirkenes and then went by Hurtigrutten (ferry) to Mehamn. He’s riding
all the way to Riga. It seems he met Marika from Latvia yesterday, funny how small the world of
bicycling northern Norway is. When I go outside my cabin there is a crazy amount of mosquitoes,
happy to be indoors tonight.

Day 36. Nourgam – Sodankylä, 0 km (371 km by bus)
I sleep late and wake up very rested, the cabin is cool and mosquito free. I bump in to Stephan
again, he is having breakfast and he’s not thrilled about the wind. The sun is strong and it’s getting
warmer, I repack a bit before the bus trip. Check out from the cottage and roll my bike across the
street from the camping. It’s where the gold line bus is parked over night, just as I expected the
driver is tinkering with the bus. I tell him I want to go to Sodankylä and he wants to pack my bike
immediately. The bike goes in the back and the bags go in the general cargo hold.

Gold line bus
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In the cargo hold
He has some other cargo to load before the trip starts and also he has to go out to the Norwegian
border where the first stop is. He tells me to wait 30 minutes at the camping and he will be back. I
have some breakfast at the camping and then get on the bus, the first 45 km to Utsjoki just flies past.
Amazing how fast a bus can go. Just as we arrive at Utsjoki we pass Stephan, when the bus has
stopped for a 5 min break in Utsjoki he arrives and we say hello and good bye again. I see lots of
cyclists along the road, most going north.
I wonder if I were a few weeks to early or if I never see any cyclist going my direction because we
travel almost at the same speed. Just south of Inari I see Jürgen and his wife heading south, so I
guess they made it to the Hurtigrutten and then their bus. In Ivalo there is a change of bus but not
driver, the reason for this is unclear. The driver drops me at a parking and then he drives off with the
old bus and returns with the new one 1 hour later. He has moved my bike and bags.
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The new bus
There are much more Russian cars and Finnish border guards here, I guess this is the transit road to
Murmansk. A very long and warm day in the bus, but it was so worth the pain and 62.60 Euro to
wipe out those 371 km of deserted roads. Had a burger for dinner at Neste and then went to the
camping and just fell a sleep.
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Scan burger

Day 37. Sodankylä – Kemijärvi, 111 km
This time it was quiet and nice at the camping and I wake up feeling rested. I pack all my stuff and
go to the supermarket for breakfast. It’s hot and cloudy, sticky air. Again I decide to visit the tourist
information in Sodankylä, this time to see what information they have on the road to Kemijärvi.
They didn’t even have the information I had, so a waste of time.
While I am there a very stressed German cyclist arrive and starts to speak German to me. I answer
in English, but it doesn’t appear to sink in that even foreigners can buy Ortlieb bags for their bikes.
He talks to the staff about what campings and such are available going north. I offer to show him
my map and tell him exactly all he needs to know. But he is too stressed to find out and tells his
wife that the next place is not enough kilometers, then they rush out and I see them bike away at
moped speed. Sad for them that they were so stressed, perhaps they should go on a holiday instead.
I ask the girl in the tourist information about if the road is going up or down or lots of up and down.
She tells me that it’s just one hill. I get going, the first 35 km is up and down but mostly up, the next
30 km is mostly up, I start to think that there must be a summit soon and then a big huge downhill.
It’s well above 30C and if I stop for 20 seconds there are swarm of flies, mosquitoes and horse flies.
So there is nothing to do except pedal on and on and up and up and up. Eventually I find out that it
was 111 km uphill.
I stop in a place which is just a small, small dot on the map. There is a service station and a
supermarket. The heath is tropical and there are dark clouds in the sky. When I ride up to and park
at the service station there are some locals there that watch me without saying a word or moving a
muscle in their faces. I go inside and find that they have lihapullat ja muusi so that is what I am
having for lunch. There are some colorful locals that feed the slot machines and talk to themselves.
When I take my bike and start to pedal away a big camping car arrives to fill up diesel at the service
station. I can swear that I heard some faint banjo music just as I left. I hope everything worked out
fine for them.
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A friendly small town
A while later I stop at the camping that is between Sodankylä and Kemijärvi, it looks well dodgy so
I decide to just stop for a short break and then go on. When I enter I meet smiling people that tells
me that they just started making pancakes and ask me if I want some, amazing I think, they smile
and are service minded. Perhaps I have crossed some strange line on the map and arrived in the
sunshine & smiles Finland. Later I find out that they are Latvians just working there for the
summer.
When I arrive in Kemijärvi I am just in front of the camping and to my right there is a big sign
saying “Bed & Breakfast”, that’s just what I need ! I go there but it turns out that they only have bed
and no breakfast. It starts to rain. I end up in an expensive cottage without Internet. Such is life.
So after being back in Finland I think about how easy it was to be a tourist in Norway, very
expensive, but easy and very beautiful. Also I noticed that the tastes of food are almost the same as
in Sweden, in Finland there is less flavor to the food and everything is more watery.
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Day 38 – 43. Kemijärvi – Peranka 248 km (2254 km)

Day 38. Kemijärvi – Karhujärven, 67 km
I wake up in my overpriced cottage, the sun is shining and it’s really hot.
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Overpriced cottage
Nothing to do but pack up and get going, I decide to stop at the tourist information to see if they
have any useful information. I should know better by now, but what the heck. It turns out that the
tourist information is in another street and opens one hour later than printed on the map I got from
the cottage man. Once they open they state the obvious, the distances are very long and there are no
services. They also had plastic salmons on sale.
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Tourist information
I start pedaling south, it’s already above 30C and 155 km to Kuusamo. There better be something
along the road, I have found something with cottages on Google maps, but it’s very unsure if this
exists in reality.
The day is very, very hot but as soon as I slow down when going uphill or stop there is a swarm of
insects. So just keep going and keep going. After 45 km I arrive at a ski resort, one of their hotels is
open, I walk inside and it's empty. I walk around a bit and find a man reading the newspaper, I ask
him if it’s open – yes it is. He is the person on duty. I can have a room for only 75 Euro excluding
breakfast since it’s summer. I decide to pass on this fantastic offer.
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Empty hotel
After 5 or so kilometers I arrive at a small restaurant of sorts. They still have lunch buffet so I get a
big meal. When I get closer to the cottage thing I also see that Garmin knows about it, maybe it
actually exists ? Or maybe existed. I see the sign on the road, I take the small gravel road and it
feels like I am riding across someones backyard, but there is a sign directing me to the red house
where the reception is.
I am greeted by all the dogs in the neighborhood, when I ring the door bell an old lady opens. She
doesn’t speak any language I do but she calls someone and in a few minutes a man arrives. I can
camp there, all it takes is registering on a form and hand over 20 Euro cash.
I find a spot for the tent, have a shower, great place, very quiet and nice. I sit in the kitchen playing
with the computer (no Internet).
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Nice camping
Then the silence and tranquility is broken by two vintage motorcycles, soon I hear screaming and
shouting. Oh no, it’s the Russians again, they use the Russian walkie talkie, it works without
batteries. Just place one Russian at one end of a camping and place the other one at least 50 meters
away, then just shout as much as possible. I don’t know what they were shouting about but even
when seated next to each other they shouted. Perhaps their hearing aid has run out of batteries. After
one or two hours a third Russian arrives, they keep on making noises late in the evening. I am so
tired that I just fall asleep anyway.

Day 39. Karhujärven – Ruka, 64 km
The wind is flapping in my tent, looks like a strong headwind today. I still have 90 km to Kuusamo
so I get going. The sky in the south is black. The 3 Russians seems to have just passed out, their
camp looks like a pigs den. They haven’t even anchored their tents, its just their weight that keeps
the tent to the ground.
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свиней
It starts to rain and it keeps raining for the next 40 km. It’s really cold and wet. It’s funny this that
there are no in between days, it’s either above 30C or wet and cold with 10-12C. The wind was
slowing me down, I hate when I have to pedal downhill, then there is absolutely nothing for free,
every meter costs energy.
I hear a plooiiink sound, it’s another spoke that broke. I pull over and seek shelter behind a pile of
logs, I start to fix the spoke and there are some reindeer that watch me. I will not make it to
Kuusamo this day, I find Ruka which also is a ski resort.
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Ruka
I have the lunch buffet and look through their information material. There is a list with
accommodation SUMMER 2013. I call the only place that seem affordable and in the valley. They
are closed for the summer, I ask them why they are in the list of SUMMER 2013 accommodation,
they didn’t know. I see an advert for Motelli Roskapiste Ruka Tupa, I give them a call. The motel is
closed for the summer, but not very surprising they have cabins to rent.
Again I go for a cabin, I bike over there and wait for the person that is going to give me the key and
collect the money. It seems all cabins are uncleaned and I have to wait again while the man “cleans”
the cabin I wanted (the one with best Wifi coverage). He brings the credit card machine and then we
say bye bye. I use the Internet and try to find something along the road, there is a cheap hotel in
Kuusamo. I call them, they ask 65 Euro including breakfast. I get a bad wibe and ask if they have
Internet/Wifi in their hotel. No, no Internet. I decide that I will go to Kuusamo Tourist information
tomorrow and ask them for cheap accommodation, it’s only 26 km there so I might have time to sort
something out.
Traveling in this part of Finland is not easy, I decide that if there isn’t some kind of improvement
soon I will take a bus or train further south and fast forward past this obnoxious part of the world.

Day 40. Ruka – Kuuasamo, 32 km
There is thunder and rain during the night, I watch sky news on my 17” flat screen TV while having
breakfast. The shower has hot water for about 3-4 minutes. I ride to Kuusamo and start to look
around, I go to the tourist information and they have a list of accommodation. I find a really cheap
place, Kuusamo Opisto, I ask if they have Internet and the woman says no. Also there is supposed
to be a bike shop just 500 meters towards town, I go there to see if they have a CO2 cartridge for
my pump. After a while I find the lawn mower/ATV shop that also has bike parts. Unfortunately
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they have less bike parts than I do.
I decide to go to this place anyway, there is some information on the paper I got about that keys
needs to be picked up at somewhere before 15:30. I find the address but it's a series of big buildings
and I can't find any information about a hostel.

Kuusamo Opisto
I ask a man and he shows me where to find the keys. It seems this is a college that also lets outside
people stay in their facilities when there are no students there. Sounds fantastic, I ask if they have
Internet, and yes they have – no problem. I decide to stay two nights. I get the key and have a look
around, it’s fantastic, So I will stay 3 nights and have a small holiday.
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Kuusamo Opisto
Next order of business is to change my Norwegian money for Euro and to get a haircut. I find the
bank, they can exchange the money. It takes about 20 minutes to handle this complicated
transaction.
Then I start to look around for a place to get a haircut, there are plenty of them but they all seem
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busy today. There must be something like 15-20 salons here. Then I find one that has drop-in
service and sit and wait. The guy uses a normal comb for the trimmer instead of a comb that is
attached to the trimmer. So a haircut takes 30 minutes instead of 3 minutes. The haircut costs 40
Euro. The last time I had a professional haircut in 1995 it was 125 SEK as far as I can remember.

Day 41. Kuusamo – Kuusamo, 0 km
I sleep late and have a big breakfast in the kitchen. I get my bike and go shopping, they have both
K-market and S-market and Dressman, it feels like a weekend shopping trip to NYC. Then I have
fun with the washing machine, read some books and watch Swedish TV news. It seems nothing
much has happened in the world since I last had good Internet. I go out for dinner.

Day 42. Kuusamo – Kuusamo, 0 km
Nothing much gets done this day, I wash the clothes I had on yesterday. Read some. Pack all my dry
and clean clothes.

Day 43. Kuusamo – Peranka, 85 km
Monday morning and I wake up well rested, Have some breakfast and get going. It’s really hot and
balmy. Feels like thunder is coming. According to the tourist information in Kuusamo there is
nothing along the road, well I guess I will have to see what I can find.
There are hills and there is headwind. After 20 km or so I see a camping/hotel/restaurant, I stop for
cold drinks. I have some words with the guy that runs the place, south of his camping there is
nothing before Suomussalmi.
I go on for 30 km more and then I find another camping, it’s huge and they have a restaurant with
lunch buffet. They say that now there is absolutely nothing before Suomussalmi.
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Secret camping
I have my sights set for a camping that is on the map and on the web, it sounds great, they have
cafeteria and 150 places for caravans and tents. I see the sign and its only 2 km to go. To my left I
have some very, very dark clouds and then the thunder starts. Since the sky is blue above me I try to
make it to the camping, but the rain starts really fast and hard, it's like standing in a shower. I get
my jacket on, I bike some 100 meter or so where I find a sign to place the bike against. I get my rain
pants on. But its to late, I am soaked, only 2 km from the camping.
When I arrive to the Piispansaunat camping they have rerouted traffic so that everyone has to drive
near a cabin where the road is blocked. I go there and a man arrives, we have no language in
common but he seems to understand what I say in Swedish. He wants 18 Euro cash, the same price
as for a caravan. I pay him and ask where the more than 100 places are, he points in the direction of
some cabins and waves like it's behind there. I take my bike and go and have a look. I cant find any
tent places, I find a map of the camping and there it states tent area. There is absolutely no flat area
at all where the map says it should be, I walk around with a tent peg and find that all the ground is
packed with rocks, I try 20-30 different places but I can't get the peg down more than 2-3 cm.

More than 100 tent plots
I go back to the “office”, now there is a women there as well, she seem to understand both English
and Swedish. I ask them to come and show me where the tent spaces are, she is not happy to walk
out in the rain with me. She shows me some of the spots I tried already, I show her that it’s
impossible to get the pegs down. She just doesn’t care at all, they have a cabin that says “rooms”, I
ask her how much a room is, it’s 45 Euro, I ask her how much a cottage is, it’s 45 Euro. I am
starting to be upset with these people now, I ask to see the price list, she gives my the Finnish price
list. The rooms are 35 Euro. So I tell her that she will get 17 Euro more and I will get a room, it
seems that she finally understands and gives me the room. I try to hang all my wet clothes and crank
up the heat to the max, soon it’s warm and clothes are getting less wet. I start to read my book and
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just don’t bother with being upset.
Afterwards I looked up the camping on the Internet again, they don’t have their own website but on
the camping guide they state that there are hundreds of places and a dedicated tent area. The
camping site has been inspected as well. All of this is bullshit.

Shit camping
I think that this is the day when it officially stopped being fun to be in this part of Finland. I will
work on an exit/fast forward plan, I need to try another part of Finland or the world.
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Day 44 – 49. Peranka – Mikkeli 317 km (2571 km)

Day 44. Peranka – Suomussalmi, 70 km
When I wake up I am still in the camping from hell, bummer. I gather all my moist clothes and get
dressed and pack up, there is nothing here for me.
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Nasty camping in peranka
Today’s specials are rain and headwind – yes, please, a big serving of those. Not that it matters
since I am all wet already. There is nothing along the road, there isn’t supposed to be anything, then
I see a small hand painted sign saying something like “Cafe – the silent people”. I think WTF, this
sounds outright scary. But if they have something to eat I guess they can be as silent as they want.
After some more kilometers of rain and headwind it starts to lighten up a bit and I arrive at chez
silent people, it’s an art installation with scare crows that the Finnish artist Reijo Kela thinks depicts
the people living along route 5 in Finland.
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The silent people
I laugh and giggle so hard I have problems steering the bike, but when I see that they have an
outdoors kitchen with hotdogs and pancakes I to become an art lover. The whole situation is totally
bizarre, but they had a fire and food. I have two of everything and sit down and relax for a while.
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The silent people cafe
So finally I arrive in Suomussalmi, I decide to go to the tourist information and ask them for
accommodation. When I talk to them they say they only have one Hotel, I argue
– but there was a small hotel just 1 km north of here in the suburbs ?
– Yes, but that’s a Hotellii and not a Hotel !
- OK, what's the difference ?
- Hotellii have no breakfast !
I have no more questions at all at that time. I end up in a small B&B, I go to a restaurant and pay
and get the key, the B&B is 200 meters down the road. Nice place and good internet. Tomorrow I
really wanted to go to Kuopio to take the train south, but I guess it will be to far with all the hills
and wind.

Day 45. Suomussalmi – Hyrynsalmi, 43 km
I have breakfast early and the sky is blue, maybe there is a chance to make it all the way. I load the
bike and just as I am about to leave I see that another spoke is broken.

Blue sky = Morning
So I have to unload the bike and fix it, I tell myself it could have been worse, it’s not raining and I
have a place to sit. But then an older man turns up from nowhere, I am not sure he’s sober, he keeps
talking and I try to explain to him that I don’t understand Finnish. He finally understands and
proudly announces “Ich sprechen Deutch” and “Jag talar det Svenska språket”, he goes on and on
about this Razzia, there is something with petrol and cigarettes and Razzia and Razzia.
All my bags are on the ground and the wheel is off, I can’t run and there is nowhere to hide, why
me ?
Finally I understand that Razzia is Russia and that he goes there to buy cheap cigarettes and cheap
petrol and meet his girlfriend every week. So by now the wheel is fixed and I thank him very much
for participating in my Finnish experience and suggest that if he stops smoking he will save tons of
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money on petrol and cigarettes. I don’t think the message is understood fully.
The traffic on route 5 is much heavier now, drivers seems to not care about keeping their distance so
I borrow a snow pole to help them remember to keep their distance. It works just perfectly, I guess
it’s a scary thought to scratch ones car.

Scratcher
I have lunch in Hyrynsalmi, it’s a buffet, suddenly a guest starts to play the piano and sing in
Finnish, again I ask myself, why me ? After lunch I look south and the sky is black, I decide to go to
the camping and have a short day. No point in pushing forward in to the rain when there is no train.
This time I examine the designated tent area before paying, it's a patch of forest but it's flat and
there are spaces big enough for my tent. I hurry to get my camp set, just when everything is inside it
starts to rain.
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Villi Vonkka Camping

“The silent cabins” – artist unknown
There is no WiFi or Internet at this camping, but the staff helps me to look up when the trains for
Kuopio leaves. It’s 50 km to the train station, the first train leaves at 11:24 and the next 14:28. I go
back to the tent and have a siesta and then read my book. I decide to set the alarm for super early
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and try to catch the 11:24 train.

Day 46. Hyrynsalmi – Kuopio, 60 km
The alarm goes off at 04:30, I decide that I will catch the next train and sleep some more. It was
really cold during the night, I had to use my wool clothes and the sleeping bag. My clothes and
shoes are still moist from the last couple of days with rain.

Breakfast
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Early morning
I stop in Ristiijärvi to have brunch, there are lots of hills so the first 30 km is slow going. Once I
arrive in Kontiomäki I am 15 minutes late for the train and have to wait for the next one, the sun is
shining and there is a bench to sit on.
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Station
There is a train going north at 12:59, I have a look and there seems to be no problem to get the bike
on the train. It just requires me to lift the bike from the ground up to the conductor caboose, about
1.2 meters.

Conductors caboose
My train arrives and I get the 3 rear bags off and lift it up to the conductor, then I toss the bags in
and crawl aboard myself. It’s just one station to Kajaani where I have to change to an ultra modern
Intercity train. The conductor start to pick up his computer-ticket-thing but then he just says – it’s
just one station so you can just pay for the next train at the next station and I get to ride in the
caboose for free.
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Conductors caboose
At Kajaani station I have about 20 minutes to buy tickets and change trains, the station is small
enough to circle 100 times in 20 minutes so no worries. I get my tickets, one for me and one for the
bike, find the correct door to enter through. Once there I find some kind of contraption designed by
someone that never saw a bike in their life. I have to unload all bags and but them in coin operated
lockers and leave my bike on the floor. It’s to big and heavy to fit the things on the train.
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Cool new train
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Cool new train
The train ride is very uneventful, there is slow speed Internet on the slow speed train, seems fitting.
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Parked train with Russian chemicals – what could go wrong ?
When there is 15 minutes until Kuopio I start to gather my bags and load the bike again, getting
ready to get out. Once at the station it’s easy to get out from the platforms to the street.
Then I realize that I have arrived in the center of the city and that there isn’t any tourist information
to be found. I click find on my GPS and starts to go to some hotels that sounds low price. I arrive at
the first one and go inside where I am informed that they do not have any cheap single rooms
because it’s the Kuopio wine festival. I can’t be bothered with asking if the rooms are not cheap
because of the wine festival or if they are out of rooms.
I ask the receptionist about where I can find a tourist information, he just looks at me like I just
asked if they have any UFO’s in Kuopio, I suggest that it’s a place where I can get maps and
information about accommodation. No, nope, no such place.
I start to ride towards the camping outside town, once I am just outside “central” Kuopio I press the
Find button on the GPS and select Lodging – All categories, and there is a “Hostellii Hermanii” 563
m. Fantastic, I can live without the breakfast (or whatever the ii means), I go where the GPS tells
me and it’s a bike lane leading to a road sign for hostel. I arrive at the door, there is a sign “If the
door is locked call this number”, I call the number and ask “room for one person – one night”, the
answer is “Yes, no problem”, a woman arrives and opens the door, it’s smells clean, I get to see the
room, I decide a day of rest is in order, can I stay two days ? “Yes, no problem”, can I park my bike
indoors ? “Yes, no problem”, I get a tour of the facilities, all questions are answered with “Yes, no
problem”.
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Hermannii
This is technology, tourism business and service mindedness at it’s peak, press find and then “Yes,
no problem”. In 4 minutes from pressing find I am liberated of my money and inside my room.
Wow, imagine what a little train ride could do. Me like ! Yes, of course there is a supermarket and a
restaurant next door, and yes of course they are open 8-22 every day.

Day 47. Kuopio -Kuopio, 0 km
Silent morning, the building is made of concrete and it’s sound proofed. I eat some breakfast I
bought yesterday. I start to look at the map, now I have to start to navigate, there are multiple roads
to choose from. I make GPX files and preload my route in the GPS. I walk in to the central part of
Kuopio, I start to look for CO2 cartridges for my pump. After visiting 4 bike shops I have only
found pumps with cartridges, no refills. I can't be bothered with asking why this is, I throw my
empty cartridge away and settle for pumping by hand for the rest of the journey.
I walk around town, there are so many people here, I haven’t seen this much people and traffic since
Luleå. It’s exhausting. I have lunch at the authentic viking restaurant (haha), they offer free home
made beer for the lunch. Their home made beer smells like my bike shoes so I pass the generous
offer and drink water.
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Free beer for lunch
There are lots of stores that we have in Sweden also, it almost feels like being in Sweden. For the
last 2-3 weeks there has been this vibrating and rattling noise from the chain, so I change the chain
for a new one. The old one has gotten about 1.5 cm longer in 2427 km. Not to bad, but not great. I
am exhausted by this city life and take a long siesta. There is thunder on the horizon, pressing heat
and high humidity.

Day 48. Kuopio – Pieksämäki, 65 km
I wake up at 3 in the morning, the room is like a sauna and there are some party goers coming back
from the wine festival. I manage to go back to sleep and wake up to massive rain, I am in no hurry
to leave. Once I leave I find nice bike lanes out of Kuopio, they run through industrial areas and
many of the big shops are the same as in Sweden.
Then I see a massive Biltema shop, I think to myself that if this was in Sweden they would have
CO2 cartridges. So I decide to stop, and they have a massive amount of CO2 cartridges. There is
nothing like a Swedish company.
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hyvä Ruotsi
I notice that I am not used to biking in cities, I am used to just one road with no traffic coming from
the sides. It’s about 18C-20C and light rain. I stop at a small cafe and once the man there
understands that I am Swedish he insists on speaking Swedish and tells me that he’s from Borgå in
the Swedish speaking part of Finland.
The day is going slow, I arrive in Suonenjoki, the sky is black and there is another 40-50 km to
Pieksämäki where I wanted to go. When I ride through town I see a very shady motel, lots of people
standing around in groups staring and drinking. So either a 5 hours shower or stay in this creepy
place. Then I remember, there is a train station, I go there to have a look.
There is a train to Pieksämäki in 20 minutes, it’s an Intercity train where I have to make a
reservation for the bike. I look around and see this little ticket machine, after fiddling with it for a
while I insert my credit card and get two tickets back. One for me and one for the bike.
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Tickets for me and Sumo XT
The train is delayed, once it arrives it’s the old type with the caboose. I find the door and strip the
bags, the conductor arrives and helps me. There was some kind of problem and fallen threes so they
changed train. Well, when I ride in the caboose looking out I see the rain and the 4.5 million
mosquitoes I missed while taking the train instead of biking. Seems like a small sacrifice to do in
order not to spend a Saturday evening in that town.
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Back in the caboose
I arrive at the camping, it’s a combo service station, restaurant, supermarket, camping, cottages etc.
I get my tent setup and have a Saturday burger to celebrate my wise decision to take the train.

Burger
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This was my first reindeer free day, no live or plastic ones all day. When I sit in my tent I notice
some people walking by, they look like they have just gotten married, I start to think that there
might be a wedding party going on. And most unfortunately there is.
So the party seems to start with everyone getting nekkid to have a sauna. Ok, no surprises here, a
sauna and a party in a wooden house, that could be expected. A couple of hours and probably many
liters later, it starts, KARAOKE, and it goes on and on and on, then it’s sing-along. Finally
everyone is to drunk to sing, I think that they will be quiet soon, but I am wrong. This is when all
the good Finnish gangsta rap needs to be played. I start to look for earplugs or cyanide capsules.
Didn’t find any but I fell asleep anyway.

Day 49. Pieksämäki - Mikkeli, 79 km
There is a breakfast buffet at the restaurant, so I go there to get fueled up. There are two touring
bikes parked outside, great I think. In the door I meet two cyclists, there is a quick “Huomenta” and
they are gone in 10 seconds, I’m guessing they are Finnish and in a hurry.
Blue skies and sun all day, it’s really hot and tailwind. The road is relatively flat and with the
tailwind the 79 km to Mikkeli just flies by. When I get to the camping/adventure bath they insist on
speaking Swedish, but they are really friendly and efficient.

Mega Viking
I find a spot that gives shade during the evening and hopefully morning sun. At the other end of the
camping there were a few tents and stuff spread out all around them, that looked like a very familiar
modus operandi so I avoided that place.
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Gangsta style
Today was so hot that I have to take several salt tablets and drink lots of water to get hydrated
again, I also have a small siesta in the tent vestibule.
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Shade
The adventure bath closes at 19 so after that the camping quiets down. There is no Internet or any
other entertainment, so sleeping seems the only reasonable option.
I can hear the traffic on route 5, it’s really intense now. I hope that I can escape it and ride on
smaller roads to Helsinki.
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Day 50 – 55. Mikkeli – Stockholm 299 km (2870 km)
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Day 50. Mikkeli – Tommolansalmen, 58 km
The camping is gated so it has been a quiet night. There is a constant noise from road 5, I am
hoping that road 13/15 has less traffic. The sun is burning and already at 7 in the morning it’s more
than 30C in the tent.
I pack up and get going. I find a big shopping center and have breakfast there. There is a bike road
going south, next to the road 13/15. The traffic on the road is intense. Spoke number 4 breaks,
happy days, but at least I have CO2 cartridges now so no pumping required.

Broken spoke and CO2 cartridge
When I am done with fixing the spoke I notice that the skies are very dark to the north and west.
The bike road ends and I have to bike on the road, not nice, it starts to rain a few drops when I find
Ristiina and stops for lunch.
It’s a pub and they have pizza or pizza for lunch, it’s about midday and there are 15 people or so in
the pub. They drink, smoke and play the poker machines. They all look very happy and healthy.
Back on the road the traffic is increasing, painful but there are no real options, none of the small
roads seem to go north-south. The weather is sauna like, 30C and sometimes some rain, weak
tailwind and some hills.
I arrive at the camping in Tommolansalmen, they have no prepared space for tents, just a patch of
forest. The kitchen is outdoors, no windows or walls to keep insects or animals out. No Internet, No
washing machine, no flush toilet. All of this for only 17 Euro, fantastic.
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Kitchen outdoors
When I scout the forest for a spot big enough for my tent, I notice a very familiar modus operandi,
there is a bunch of tents where all their stuff is spread out across the ground, clothes, toys, food, this
could only mean one thing. I hoped that they had forgotten their walkie talkies, but later in the
evening there was about 5-6 cars full of people and the screaming and shouting started.
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Alternate use for bike
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Forest/camping

Day 51. Tommolansalmen – Kouvola , 60 km
The night was really cold, the camping is nice and quiet when all the little piggies are sleeping.
There are still lots of traffic on the road, and lots of up and down. It was a smart move to not try and
make it to Kouvola yesterday. When I get closer to town I cycle through quiet suburbs that look
exactly like Stockholm suburbs. Very familiar. I use Garmin to find accommodation, after some
riding around I find a pub/hotelli. It’s a bit run down but I get to park my bike indoors in the fire
escape.
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Old and hot room

Safe unless there is a fire
I have dinner and make GPX tracks that I load in to the GPS so that it will be easier to find my way
now that I am in the city. I make a reservation for the ferry back to Sweden.
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Day 52. Kouvola – Borgå, 102 km
I have breakfast buffet at the Hotelli, I navigate out of Kouvola, I am not used to bike in cities, so
many roads and so many cars. There is a sign “Helsinki 129 km”, I am getting really close now. I
am uncertain about the roads, so if my short cuts work I will go to Borgå, if they don’t work I will
go to Lovisa.

Endless bike road
The first 50 km or so to Lappträsk is a mix of small roads and gravel roads, then I have to ride 1214 km on road 6. This is not fun but it will save me hours of gravel road. I make it to the old
Helsinki road, it’s a very small nice road with little traffic. I keep going until I reach Borgå. This
part of Finland feels like home.
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Road to Helsingfors
When in Borgå I use the Garmin to find accommodation, the first stop turns out to be an interior
decoration shop, the fourth stop was a nice hostel. When I check in at the hostel I have to fill out the
standard form, they want to see some kind of ID and I show them my Swedish drivers license. They
say something like “Ah, you are Swedish, you are one of us, you don’t need to show ID” but in
Swedish. I am so close to home now I can almost feel how it will be in Stockholm when I arrive, I
decide to celebrate and have a 300 gram entrecote for dinner, when I am back at the hostel I go in to
coma and wake up the next day.
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Dinner
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Hostel in Borgå

Day 53. Borgå – Helsingfors, 56 km
I wake up fully rested, maybe I should have a 300 gram entrecote every day. I search my bags and
find some bread and crackers for breakfast. I am in no hurry, the ferry doesn’t leave until next day
and I have 50 easy kilometers to bike. When I leave I stop at the town square to have breakfast at
the outdoor cafes. When leaving town I find a bike lane with a sign “Helsingfors 49 km”, I start to
bike the small roads, it's very flat and full of cyclists. It seems the ride Helsingfors – Borgå and
back is very popular in the summer.
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49 km to Helsingfors
The closer I get the more cyclists there are. When I stop for lunch I call a hostel just next to where
the ferry departs and make a reservation. Two cyclists join me towards the center of Helsingfors,
they have bought their carbon racers from Rose and picked them up in person and rode them to the
ferry in Rostock. They are very happy with their bikes. When we get closer to town they head to the
northern parts and I continue to the center.
When I cross the last big bridge there are hundreds of cyclists. Finnish cyclists seem very well
behaved and patiently waits at every red light, even if the streets are empty. I arrive at the hostel
early, I lock my bike in their backyard and move in to my room. Both here and in Borgå the prices
are really reasonable and I got a discount with my STF/HI-hostel card.
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Eurohostel Helsingfors
If just the rest of Finland had been sunny, reasonably priced and nice accommodation like this.

Day 54/55. Helsingfors – Stockholm, 22 km
This is the final day in Finland, I don’t have to check out until 12, so I hang around and repack until
there is 3 minutes left. Then I locate the gate where I am going to board the ferry and set up camp in
a park next to it. I do nothing except sit around and listen to Swedish radio for the rest of the
afternoon.
At 15:30 the check-in opens, I just bike past all the cars that have parked in front of the check-in,
it’s really inconsiderate of them to park where I am going to ride my bike. I check-in and get my
own lane and to stand in the front of all cars. After a while boarding starts, I get to ride on to the car
deck and park my bike in the front.
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Ferry

Sumo XT on the ferry
Since I repacked my bags I only need to bring one to the cabin and I got the key at check-in. So I
take the elevator up to deck six and find my cabin. Since I booked very late there were no cheap 2
bed cabins, I opted for the window as it wasn’t very much more expensive. I spend the evening
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listening to my MP3 player and read my book, watching the archipelago pass outside the window. I
am sure the boat was full of karaoke and other mayhem but I was too tired to take part in that.

Cabin
Sometime during the night I wake up when they use the bow thrusters during a quick stopover in
Mariehamn. I wake up at 6 Swedish time and go out for a look, it’s really cold.
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Close to Stockholm
Then I arrive in sunny Stockholm, I bike through town and head for home with a big smile on my
face. There will be some downtime in Stockholm to catch up with everyone and service the bike.
The wheel definitively needs new spokes and the Rohloff needs new oil.
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Pause at home
I had already decided to go on with my trip before I arrived in Stockholm. I just needed 2 weeks or
so to catch up with everybody and replace some equipment.
My rear wheel had gone wobbly and I couldn’t fix it on the road. I know how to true wheels and
also build wheels, so it was a bit bothering that I couldn’t sort it out. I ordered new better spokes
and nipples, I though I just re-spoke the wheel with the proper tools and it be good. The wheel was
laced with 2-cross and the rim had French drilling, so I didn’t want to tear the wheel down before I
had the new spokes. Once the spokes arrived from Germany I started to replacing spoke by spoke,
this was my great plan to make sure that the wheel was laced the same way as before. But after I
had replaced some spokes I noticed that the eyelets on the rim had cracked and were unable to
retain the spoke tension. So this was the reason why I never could get the wheel back in shape. If
you think this with bicycle wheels sounds very interesting you should read
http://www.wheelpro.co.uk/wheelbuilding/book.php , if you plan any longer bike trip you should
know how to change spokes and true a wheel.
So this was bad news, I went to the local wheel expert but they only had skinny rims the size of my
pinky in stock.

Picture: Wheel going to the doctor
Next order of business was to order some new rims from the UK and Germany. The cost of rims
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isn’t that high so I ordered some different types and hoped that at least one useable rim would arrive
even if it was in the middle of the summer.
Eventually I got the rims and decided to use a Syn Rhyno 700C rim that contains a massive amount
of metal and has no eyelets. Time will tell if that was the right rim or not.
While waiting for my wheel I looked in to Smashwords some more, I had bought some of my
favorite books from there,
Dave Conroy – Tired of I.T! – How I learned to stop worrying and love the bicycle
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/290927
– and –
Jill Homer
https://www.smashwords.com/books/search?query=jill+homer
These e-books require special formatting and there is a style guide that describes how to create a
book for Smashwords. This sounded like fun so I just copy pasted all my blog entries in to a book
and published it. That was fun !
You can download it and read it for free here,
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/343741
Remember that it is formatted for e-book readers, you can get epub reader software for almost any
device. The book is also available in your favorite fruit shop, don’t know what the link is.
During my first 55 days I only had to use my Trangia 27 outdoors kitchen about 10 times, so I
decided to downsize it to a JetBoil Flash that is more or less only good for heating water. But it
saved considerable space and weight compared with the Trangia.
For some reason that is still a bit unclear I decided I wanted or maybe in some far fetched way
needed a smart phone. Since I don’t want to ride around with rotten fruit I opted for the Android
CAT B15 Dual SIM phone. The key selling points are that it has two SIM cards so I can have my
Swedish card and a local card with cheap connectivity online at the same time. And since it’s
powered by google I guess it makes life easier for NSA and likes to read my thoughts.
My old Nokia E72 Business phone needed charging once a week or so, the new smart phone needs
a constant supply of power. Since I have a hub dynamo on my bike that delivers power when the
wheel spins I bought a new B+M light with a USB port for charging stuff. Some tests I did
indicated that I could generate ~1500 mAh in a day of cycling. The phone has a 2000 mAh battery
that lasts for 2 days if WiFi and 3G and the screen is turned off.
During my time at home I started look at ways to get to Germany quickly as I didn’t really want to
spend a week or more camping out in the flooded parts of southern Sweden. I found a really cool
way to get there, there is a ferry from just south of Stockholm (Nynäshamn) to Ventspils in Latvia.
From there another ferry goes to Travemünde which was just the place I wanted to go. The ferry
rides were almost 2 days in total so I wanted a cabin for the Latvia to Germany leg, this was a bit
expensive but since the trip would be more than 60 hours door to door I decided against just getting
a chair.
Soon the journey will start again………
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Day 56 – 63. Stockholm – Bremen 281 km (3147 km)
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Day 56. Stockholm-Ventspils 5km
After being home for a while this is the day when the journey continues. I am taking the ferry to
Travemünde (Germany) via Ventspils (Latvia). The ferry leaves at 10:00 and I have to be there at
least 2 hours before that. Yesterday and today there has been technical problems on the commuter
train that is taking me to Nynäshamn, so I decide to take the earliest possibly train at 05:01 and
arrives in Nynäshamn at 07:40.
Once in Nynäshamn I try to find some breakfast, the only places that are open are the ones next to
the train, not so nice and very expensive.
Stena Lines web page says that I should go to the freight terminal and check-in, just follow the
signs for freight vehicles. After some asking around it seems this is not where I should be, I have to
go to the Gotland/Poland ferry terminal and show my passport to get my tickets. Then I have to
queue with the cars.
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Hmmm, can left be right ?
The ferry arrives just after nine and trucks starts to pour out, the car decks are almost 2.5 km long,
it’s an amazing amount of trucks. It takes a very long time to get them all out and I don’t get to bike
in until 10:20.
Once on the ferry all passengers have to check-in again and show their passports. I have a pullman
seat in the silent room.
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Pullman seats in the “Silent” section.
The ferry is almost empty. It’s purpose is to transport trucks, the passengers are confided to about
1/3 of deck 5. There is a bar and a restaurant which share staff so they are never open at the same
time. It’s really tiny. I start the journey with a 3 hours siesta.
A great surprise is that they do not accept credit cards while at sea, luckily I have some funny
money. Prices are very low, 50 cl beer 2.1 Euro, lunch buffet 7.5 Euro.
The sea is very calm and the ferry moves very slowly, the route is between Gotska sandön and Fårö.
There is a bunch of people (hopefully not drivers) partying to the max in the bar, when the ferry
arrives in Ventspils they are very drunk.
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Scottish Viking panorama deck
I go for the 10 Euro dinner hoping that it will last me until breakfast on the next ferry. We arrive in
Ventspils ahead of schedule, I try to check-in at the terminal but they are processing the return to
Nynäshamn and can not check in any other passengers until midnight. Happy days ! So I sit outside
the terminal and enjoy their free wifi.
After a while a Basque couple arrives at the terminal, they are also going to Travemünde. We talk
and kill time until the magic moment when we get to show our passports in exchange for some
small pieces of paper. One for the person at the gate, one for the person that handles check-in on the
ferry.
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Stena Flavia
Later a German solo cyclist also joins our party, after Travemünde he’s going to Kiel and pick up
his car to go home which is in the Mainz area. At about 01:20 I am in my cabin, I am so tired I don’t
know my name. From the window I can see endless rows with trucks that are boarding the ferry that
will sail at 04:00.

Day 57. Ventspils-Travemünde, 0 km.
I sleep lightly during the night, there seems to be a bunch of drunk Russians roaming the ferry and
using the Russian walkie talkie. I sleep very late and almost miss breakfast. This is a very slow day,
I spend it in the cabin reading, walking around the ferry. This ferry is called Stena Flavia and is
almost and exact copy of the Scotish Viking that sails Sweden-Latvia. So there is basically nothing
to do, except on Stena Flavia they have a TV that is blasting Russian TV shows on max volume.
Great Stuff !
I bump in to the Basque couple several times during the day, it seems that they flew in to Stockholm
and started their trip from there. Also they may have stayed at the camping near where I live, we
never manage to clarify that. Their names are Ainoa and Jokin (not sure about the spelling), they
obviously live in the Basque country, since I am biking through there in a couple of months we
decided that I will get in touch and we will see what we can organize.
We also decide to bike together to Lübeck the next morning. I need to get a SIM card with some
local cheap 3G Data on and they are looking for maps. We sail close to Gotland and southern
Sweden, so at times my phone can call home and download some e-mail. There is some very heavy
drinking going on, unfortunately it seems to be the truck drivers that drink the most.
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Day 58. Travemünde – Mölln, 64 km.
Slept pretty ok this night, I had set the alarm so I would have time to have breakfast on the ferry. I
meet the gang at breakfast and the ferry seems to be ahead of schedule so hurry hurry.
I am parked next to the exit so I get out of the ferry first, the Travemünde ferry terminal is not bike
friendly, so big and full of trucks. Given the heavy drinking on the ferry I didn’t want to bump in to
one of those drivers. At the end of the terminal area all lanes merge to one line of non-moving
trucks. Had to zig-zag some trucks before I could escape to the sidewalk.
When I reach the bike path outside the terminal I pull over and start to re-pack a bit and wait for the
others. They arrive soon and I get appointed to be Reiseleiter since I have the GPS with a prepared
track to Lübeck.
I already have a reservation on airbnb.com for a room in Mölln, at this point I feel that it wasn’t
such a good idea to make that reservation. I am meeting my friend Andreas on the 15′th of August
and it’s only 300 km or so to bike there. It would have been great to ride with Jokin & Ainoa for a
couple of days, they are heading in the general direction south-west towards France where a train
will take them home. But I can’t cancel the room now and also the airbnb.com experience also
looks exciting.
We start to head to Lübeck, I get to ride in front and feel important, such a great responsibility.
Actually it’s no challenge to bike in Germany, the route was signposted in such way that it probably
would be impossible to get lost. After a while we arrive at a tunnel where they have a free shuttle
bus for bikers and pedestrians. Thank you Lübeck ! All the cars get to pay for using the tunnel and
the important people get to ride a bus for free, progressive thinking !

Gate to Lübeck
When we arrive in Lübeck our German friend leaves us and goes to Kiel. I find the telekom.de shop
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and get a SIM card, it has 3G FLAT RATE DATA !!! WOW !!! The deal is that it has 3G speed for
the first 100 MB and then it switches to 64 kb/s (Year 199x modem speed). But at 10 Euros it’s a
bargain. There are 100 different options to be had with the card, totally incomprehensible, isn’t flat
flat ?
We find the tourist information and get directions to a book/map shop. Ainoa and Jokin gets the
maps they need and we go shopping for food and a small lunch picnic. I am riding south to get to
my airbnb.com check-in at 18:00, they tag along without any solid plan for where to spend the
night. We ride south to Ratzeburg and hang out in a park for a while and then we go to Mölln and
have a final drink together.
I have a short ride across a hill to get where I am going, I find the road that the airbnb is on, it’s just
a gravel dual-track. It feels like I am in the forest far far away from any city. I find the place and
there is a warning for the dog sign at the gate, I enter and there is barking. The room is in the
basement and there is a private bathroom, everything looks great.

I will not eat the chickens, I will not eat the chickens, I will not eat the chickens, I will not eat the
chickens....
Once I have settled in, the host, Jan, offers me a beer. He works from home a lot (Internet
connection is fantastic), by public transport he can reach central Hamburg in 45-50 minutes. His
house is fantastic, there is an amazing garden and chickens. We talked for a while but unfortunately
I was very tired from only sleeping approx 10 hours the last 60 hours. So I went to bed and fell
asleep before my head hit the pillow.

Day 59. Mölln – Winsen, 58km.
I wake up after a good night sleep, it’s completely quiet. I pack my stuff and go upstairs and have
breakfast with Jan. We talk for a long while and it’s after 10 when I get going. I keep going south of
Hamburg, it’s the country side, big big fields and cows. I had no idea that Germany could be so
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rural only a few kilometers from Hamburg. I cross the river Elbe and continue south-west. I find a
McWifi and have some lunch and free wifi.
Today there is no sun, just grey or black clouds, sometimes some rain. I feel low on energy and a
need to rest some more and decide to make it a short day when I find a Landhaus with
accommodation. I don’t know if it’s because I am tired already, but the check-in procedure is very,
very, very slow and annoying. I have to show my passport and fill out complete address and so on.
Internet access is a separate A4 page with things to fill out. Very annoying.
Later it turns out that Internet is so slow that it’s useless. So far it seems very easy to be a bicycle
tourist in Germany, bike paths everywhere, it seems every little village has a shop and a bakery so
no planning needed. Compared to Finland and Sweden everything is very cheap.
Also cyclists seem to be high up in the hierarchy on the road, cars are very careful not to block or
annoy cyclist.

Day 60. Winsen – Undeloh, 42 km.
I had a nice room and a nice sleep. The breakfast is a bit so so but it’s included in the price. I have
decided to go to this place Lüneburger Heide, from the Internet I find out that this place is so great
that it can almost not be described.

Going in to Lüneburger Heide
So I have to go there and have a look. I have made a route and loaded on my GPS, it takes me
through the forest on gravel tracks. I go for hours without seeing a car. I stop at the local baker and
have some snacks, what a great institution the local bakery is. It seems that most Lidl also has a
bakery.
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Local bakery, at least one in every town, open 7 days/week.
Eventually I arrived in the small village Wilsede and saw that they had a Tourist Information there. I
went in and explained that I was a tourist and I wanted information, they had maps and the lots.
They helped me to call around and find a place to sleep. They also gave a map for the Wümme
radweg, a signposted bike route that went to Bremen where I was headed. Fantastic service. This
village was so small that their telephone numbers only had 3 digits.
It seems this Heide is called heath in English, and ljung in Swedish. We have a bunch of that in
Sweden so it wasn’t all that exciting to me. But the whole area was full of cyclist and it was a great
area to bike through. I am starting to learn what to look after when I want lunch, and it seems that
most places serve up a great schnitzel with vegetables and potatoes for 6-8 Euro. The food is
cooked to order and really fresh and tasty for less than the price of a greasy pizza at home.
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7 Euro mozzarella schnitzel
At the Gasthof they have streamlined the check-in, I walk in to the bar and ask if they have a room
free. Yes they have, here is the key, the entrance is around the corner. That’s it, no passport, no
address, nothing, and since there is no Internet I didn’t need to sign for that either. I can't find
anything to lock the bike to so when I go to bed I bring it inside the room.
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Schauff Sumo XT is safe.

Day 61. Undeloh – Everinghausen, 69 km.
When I enter the restaurant where the breakfast is served I am promptly directed to the table where I
must sit. There can be no un-ordnung in the morning so they have prepared everything in great
detail. The breakfast is mainly bread and stuff to put on it. I slept very well in the room and it’s very
quiet on the countryside. At 28 Euro the room was a bargain.
There is a slight rain when I leave, I am following the Wümme radweg that is clearly signposted. It
so easy to follow I don’t really need a map or GPS. The radweg takes me through nice and calm
landscapes on mostly great bike paths.

Blue W is for Wümme Radweg
It’s Saturday and Germany is full of cyclists. When I get to the town Lauenbrück there is a bunch of
bikes parked outside a restaurant, this must be a good sign I think. They have a massive buffet for
18 Euro but they don’t start to serve it until noon, another 30 minutes to go. So I decide to bike on
and try to find something else.
I didn’t find anything to eat until I reached Sottrum where they served some hotdogs and fries. Not
very nice. I am close to the camping in Everinghausen where I am going for the night.
At the camping everything seems to be very well organized, I show my camping card and they
manually enter all the information in to their computer. There is a small plastic smart card that
opens doors and operates the showers. The price is 15.50 Euro and it includes 6 minutes of hot
water.
My spot is 120 m2 and I guess it’s intended for a big caravan and car. But there is plenty of room
and easy to pitch the tent.
The autobahn is near, there are some people over at the pool drinking and making noises but I am so
tired I fall asleep anyway.
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Day 62. Everinghausen – Bremen, 43 km.
There has been some light rain during the night but I slept well. I have breakfast in the tent and use
my new kitchen to boil water. The tent is almost dry and the skies are promising more rain so I pack
up quickly.
I look at all the facilities and it’s really hard to overview what the total cost would be if staying here
a longer time. Everything cost a few cents per minute. If the campings will be around 15 Euro and
the cheaper hotels around 30 Euro I guess my tent will not be used a lot.

Everything is metered
When I leave the camping it starts to rain again. When I cross the autobahn on a bridge I recognize
the service station from when I used to drive on the autobahn going back to Sweden.
Yesterday I left the Wümme radweg when I went to the camping, now I am trying to find it again.
Since I don’t want to go back to Sottrum I bike for a while until I find the route in Ottersberg.
So most things are closed on Sundays, it seems that the local bakery shops are open for some few
hours in the morning. So I have some more breakfast with fresh baked bread in Pattesen.
The town Fischerhude is very picturesque and I start to meet the first waves of Sunday bikers from
Bremen. When I get closer to Bremen there is a bike route that goes like a ring around Bremen and
it totally full of biker, joggers, inline skaters. Must have been several thousands of people.
I ride the ring road for a while and then I go towards the city, I have no idea where I am going to
stay since I haven’t had access to Internet for some days now. When I think I am close enough to
the city center I start to look for accommodation in the GPS and there is a cheap sounding hotel. I
look it up on my phone and it seems they have only gotten great reviews so I head over there.
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The Prizeotel in Bremen had rooms available and a safe place to park the bike. So even if it was a
bit more expensive than I had hoped for I got a room for 2 days. I had to make a reservation on a
computer they had in the hotel, then I got a number that I showed to the reception. Then I had to fill
out a form by hand with the same information and then I was checked-in. Absolutely brilliant.
The Hotel and the room was really great, my room was on the fifth floor and had a view of the train
station.

View from top floor
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Hotel in Bremen

Day 63. Bremen – Bremen, 0 km.
Rest day in Bremen, slept very late and had breakfast late. I needed to do some shopping so I went
to the tourist information to find out where the best outdoors shop could be found and if they had
any nice maps for going up to the coast. They didn’t have any such maps but there was a ADFC
Radstation next to the central station.
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Bike parking/service/information
At the Radstation there is an indoors parking for bikes and also a repair shop that can repair and
service your bike while you are at work. There was also a ADFC office that had all the maps I ever
could dream of, unfortunately they cost money and where in such a scale I needed 3 of them for a
130 km bike ride. So I decided to make my own track on google maps instead.
I also found the outdoors shop and a Steripen, which is a device that sterilizes funky water. I left my
water filter at home so I wanted this device just in case I can’t find clean water.
After some nice lunch, 6 Euro Schnitzel, I retired to the hotel and rested for the rest of the day.
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Day 64 – 70. Bremen – Bielefeld 366 km (3513 km).

Day 64. Bremen – Dangast, 87 km
Leaving the hotel after the breakfast buffet I am thinking that this will probably be the fanciest
accommodation for a long time to come. I am following my GPS track out of Bremen, I meet up
with the river Weser.
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River Weser
It’s easy to bike along the Weser, there is a separate infrastructure for bicycles, it’s very very
relaxing to bike away from cars and buses. I have headwind and there is a nasty storm coming from
the North sea. Very dark clouds ahead.
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Dark clouds
There are drops of rain most of the day so I ride with my rain gear on. There are some thunder and
lightning very near and just as it starts to pour down I manage to spot a Gasthaus that serves a plate
of the day for 6 Euro. There is even a small roof to park the bike under. It’s turkey with veggies and
potatoes.
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Nice bird
I enjoy the food and getting dry until the shower outside stops. A bit further on I find a resting area
for cyclists and pedestrians, there is o way to enter it by car.
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Rastplatz
I really like Germany so far, everything is so well organized for cyclists. You can ride bike lanes
and be almost 100% sure that they do not leave you stranded in some stupid place. Also simple
things like hangers in the showers and toilets to hang your bags and clothes on. Unlike in Finland I
have not yet found a toilet door that can’t be closed due to the fact that the toilet is to small. There
always seem to be a place to park your bike, many places have bike stands that actually work for a
loaded touring bike. It’s a real holiday for the left half of the brain, alles in ordnung, someone else
already did the thinking and it’s really working out.
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No thinking required
I ride through a small town called Varel and find a McWifi and use the Internet to try to find
somewhere to stay the night. It seems most places are full due to it being summer and all.
When I arrive in Dangast, a small cheesy fishing village gone tourist trap, there are two camping’s
and some full hotels. One huge down by the beach, the price list is so complicated that I cant tell if
it’s going to be expensive or über-expensive.
I decide to go to the other camping instead. It’s very small and uncomplicated. Just hand over 9
Euro and the transaction is done. A shower is 0.80 Euro extra and can only be paid cash when
taking the shower. Not in advance.
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Bad camping in Dangast
The space that I get is between two other tents and to small for my tent, I can't extend the lines of
the tent. There is a storm coming and just as I get the tent up and all my stuff is inside the rain from
hell starts.
Later it turns out that this camping is full of screaming and shouting people, also some dogs join in
to the serenade. Everything is so packed together that I expect that all people will die if there is a
fire in a gas tube or something similar.
Also I notice that both my neighboring tents are inhabited by people with the rare syndrome
IHTSOAL, which means that they are incapable of walking outside without stepping on my tent
lines. And to save electricity they have no flashlight to use when walking between the tents during
the night.
Not so many hours of solid sleep before the people that didn’t drink and scream until late needs to
get up and walk their barking dogs and yell to each other.
The night was very cold and the sky was completely clear and full of stars. So in short – if you
haven’t been to Dangast, there is absolutely no need to go there – at all – ever.

Day 65. Dangast - Schortens, 22 km.
There is a break in the rain and I have a chance to dry my tent a bit before I pack it. I start by going
to the supermarket in Dangast. There are big signs everywhere informing me that I am under video
surveillance and that if I steal something there will be a 100 Euro extra fee for something. Outside
the supermarket there are some cafes with no-parking signs for bikes. When I find a spot where I
want to park my bike and have breakfast at the over-priced cafe some old grumpy lady complains I
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can't park my bike in front of the cafe. I just leave Dangast as fast as possible.

We hate bikes and tourists
Dangast is one of these place that I really hate, to them tourists are like shoes that causes blisters,
every moment around a tourist is painful and all tourists are stupid. They just need the money then
the tourist can fuck off.
I will make an extreme effort to not go to places like this in the future, it’s better to bike all night
than staying in a place like Dangast.
Since I was in no hurry to get to the coast town where I was going to meet my friend Andreas I
started to look for accommodation well away from the coast. After just 22 km I found the town
Schortens, with only 30 km or so to ride to Neuharlingersiel tomorrow. I entered the tourist
information office, was greeted by the nice staff. I said I was looking for some cheap
accommodation, something like 25-30 Euro would be nice.
He started to call around and they found a room for 20 Euros without breakfast and it was only 200300 meters away. Sounded great to me.
When I was outside the tourist information just leaving, the guy from the tourist information left for
lunch, he was going my way so he guided me to my accommodation. So much better than video
surveillance and no-parking signs for bikes.
The master of the house was about 90 years old, I could understand his German quite ok. I don’t
know if he made an effort to speak clearly and slowly or if he spoke a German that was in sync with
my school German from the beginning of the 1980′s. He was in to running and he showed me lots
of his diplomas from races and such. In 2009 he had run 10 km in 46 minutes in the male >85 years
category.
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Mein zimmer
So instead of rushing to the coast in the rain I spent the afternoon and evening in my zimmer
sleeping and reading.

Day 66. Schortens – Grossefehn, 84 km.
In the morning I got my bike that had been locked away during the night, I went to Lidl and had
breakfast at the bakery.
Then I started to cycle through the beautiful landscape along an old railway that had been turned in
to bike path.
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Old track
The sun was shining and I had some tailwind. Imagine finally tailwind and this is the day when my
journey will go north to the coast and then turn south for the next weeks. So my guess was that I
should enjoy the tailwind as much as possible.
Soon enough I was in Neuharlingersiel, it is a small very expensive fishing village gone tourist
“paradise”. I had some hours to kill before Andreas would arrive by ferry from the island
Spiekeroog.
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Ferry
I had some lunch, it was really great food but expensive, at the local bakery they had excellent cake
but again very, very expensive.
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Very nice but expensive
I had a look at the camping, it was about 500 meter long and 20 meter wide. One road going
through it and another road going just outside it. Again a very complicated price list, I can't really
say if it would have been more expensive than my 20 Euro room or not. Have a look for your self,
and don’t forget to add the kurbeitrag, which is some tax or fee for the maintenance of something or
similar.
http://www.neuharlingersiel.de/inspirieren/camping/camper-service/preisliste.html
As soon as Andreas arrived we could get out of this place and start to bike south. Since the tailwind
I had been enjoying all day now was headwind I could not bike so fast. With the help of GPS and
Internet and Andreas speaking German we managed to find somewhere to stay, it was some kind of
movable cabin possibly used at construction sites or the circus. We though we at least go there and
have a look. When we arrived they also had a two room apartment which decided to take instead.
By now it was very late and we hurried to the Landhaus where we could get some food. The
restaurant had a noisy smoker room (year 2013 and smoking is still allowed indoors….) and another
section for the cooler people. The food was amazing and not very expensive.
We stayed and talked until very late so in a way it was great the we couldn’t have breakfast until 9
tomorrow.

Day 67. Grossefehn - Heede,71 km.
The breakfast was not so great, we sat around a big table with all the other guests, I didn’t really
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enjoy that concept. We packed up and got started very late. The weather was mostly great but there
was some headwind so going wasn’t so fast for me. As I mentioned earlier cycling in Germany is
like balm for the left side of the brain, in addition to this I had appointed Andreas to be Reiseleiter
in charge of all navigation and accommodation finding. So I just could put my brain in neutral and
have a very relaxing day of cycling. We went over fields, saw cows, went through forests, along the
Ems river, over some locks, along some roads. We circled the towns of Leer and Papenburg.
Once we got close to the town Heede the clouds started to be very black and I was starting to get
tired. We started to check out some accommodation and Andreas had a bunch of Bike+Bett places
in his GPS. The first one we got to only had one single room left but he was nice enough to call
another place in the same village and they had something.
We rode over to Ferienwohnungen Mauer and they had a 2 room apartment for 28.50 Euro
including breakfast.

Ferienwohnugen
Great deal it was, the rain started shortly after we got inside. It seems the Mauer family had done
some thinking and had placed a “mini-bar” on the table.
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Minibar
Since it rained and we had locked our bikes away we decided to have a pizza delivered to the
apartment. A family pizza and 4 beers was 17 Euro.
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Day 68. Heede – Lingen, 70 km.
Since it seems to be very hard to have breakfast before 9 in this part of the world we got a late start
on this day to. The breakfast was served in a strange room with one shared table, we were the only
guests so I didn’t mind.
Yesterday I found a part of a plastic crate which looked like a great candidate for a DIY tent support
on my bike. Today it was going to be put to the test.

Tent holder
Today was a repeat of yesterdays wonderful ride, today there was more riding along the water. We
rode along Ems-kanal and Dortmund-ems-kanal, we saw many ships with cargo going up and down
the rivers. There were many locks and we crossed forth and back over the water.
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Ride along the canal
The morning was a bit cold and cloudy but the weather improved. When we stopped at Lidl to do
some shopping I spied some Dutch cars, the border is just a few kilometers away and I get roaming
from the Dutch mobile networks. Judging from what was in the Dutch shopping carts alcohol and
soft drinks must be cheaper in Germany.
As the day progresses we see many many cyclist out riding for Saturday fun. About one in ten bikes
are outfitted with rear panniers, also electric bikes are very popular.
If there is some construction work on the bike roads, there are plenty of signs saying “Umleitnung”
explaining where to ride instead. If this was in Sweden the bike path/road would just end with a
sign “We dug a hole” and then nothing more.
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Umleitnung
As we reached the town Meppen we started to look for accommodation, the lucky winner was Park
Hotel in Lingen. It was a bit expensive but the facilities sounded promising and who wouldn’t like
to live in a park?
Well, the hotel was so so and later it would turn out that it was in between the train station and the
drinking district. So there was lots of disturbance from outside and also from party goers arriving
back to their rooms. The hotel was a bit worn down, but not to bad. Since they had a fan in the room
I decided to do some “wild washing” and drying the clothes with the fan.
We had dinner in the hotel since we got a 5 Euro voucher at check-in, the food was great, much
better than the hotel.
I wanted a nice headset for my new smart phone so that I can listen to music, we went to
Mediamarkt to see if they had some “Scheisse Billigt” ones. And they had.
The thing that really pisses me off is that not even really big shops with expensive stuff accepts
Mastercard or Visa, just this EC card which apparently is not built in to my cards. So this means
going back to the 1980′s and always looking in my wallet before ordering lunch or buying
something. It’s very annoying to have to go to the ATM all the time. I can’t blame Germany for this
but I still needed to complain !

Day 69. Lingen – Telgte, 27 km.
After waking up a few times from the party people in the street this nights sleep was so so. I found a
note in the info material saying that they were aware of the massive disturbance from the street and
that they were also really sorry about this. Yeah right, if you are that sorry you should probably
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mention this before you get the money. They also said that the contents of the minibar was free so
that ended up in the food bag.
The breakfast was ok, not as great as I would have expected. Today was a designated train day,
maybe because I didn’t really wanted to bike all of the way in the rain.

Scheisse wetter
We rolled over the street to the Lingen Hauptbahnhof and got our tickets. The train ride to Greven
was uneventful, from here we had to ride our bikes 27 km to Telgte where Andreas friend Jürgen
lives.
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Nicht Scheisse billigt
After a windy (take a guess, headwind or tailwind) ride we arrived in Telgte and Jürgens place. He
makes us a fruit cake and we just relaxed for the rest of the afternoon. Later there are some beers
and we go out for dinner, I have a nice pizza. As Jürgen is a painter Meister he quickly helps me
with my tent support and paints it black so that it matches the rack on the bike. It looks very
professional now.

Day 70. Telgte – Bielefeld, 5 km.
We start the day with having breakfast with Jürgen before he leaves for work. Jürgen, thank you
very much for your hospitality and hope to see you soon again.
We ride the short distance to the train station and start to look at interesting train information. It
seemed that there were some maintenance going on so we couldn’t take the direct train to Bielefeld
where we were going. Instead we had to go in the other direction to Münster and then go on another
train via Hamm. Luckily Andreas was in charge of train riding, but there was this friendly station
attendant that even started to speak English to Andreas. That never happens to me, maybe because I
look more German with all my Ortlieb bags, hihi.
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Schauff Sumo XT on the train again.
So I got to go to Münster and change platforms and then ride to Bielefeld, very exciting. When we
arrive in Bielefeld we go to Cafe Kachelhaus , then we go to the bike store where Andreas works to
see if they have spare parts for my saddle. After this we go to Andreas apartment on the top of a 950
meter high mountain. Ok, it wasn’t that high but there were some killer grades to bike up with my
loaded bike.
After getting installed we go shopping and then for a tram ride to downtown, we get some fantastic
sushi and then we walk back up the mountain to Andreas place. He is spending the night at his
girlfriends house so I am left in charge of the apartment and mountain, there is fast Internet and a
fridge so I have no problem entertaining myself.
I send an e-mail to chez Rohloff 130 km south of here asking about the possibilities for them to
have a look at my crying speedhub. So I plan to stay here in Bielefeld for 3-4 days and then start to
move south.
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Day 71 – 77, Bielefeld – Grifte 229 km (3742 km)

Day 71. Bielefeld – Bielefeld 0 km
First full day of rest, great ! The day starts slowly, I have breakfast and send e-mail to Rohloff about
that I need service for my gearbox. I have to fill out a very serious form with all the details. I tell
them that I expect to be there on Monday 26 Aug. I spend some time planning the route ahead, I use
google maps to plan a route and it looks good on the screen.
Since the road to Andreas apartment is very steep and painful to walk or bike I coordinate so that I
only have to make the journey back to sea level once every day. So around lunch I walk down to
town and do some shopping and meet with Andreas on his break from work.
Picture: Steeeeep
When Andreas get back from work he shows me how the washer works so that I can wash some
dirty clothes. I spend the evening on the Internet and enjoy the third fastest Internet so far in
Germany. At most accommodations the Internet is so slow that it is not usable, I wonder why that is,
I thought Germany would have great Internet.
Day 72. Bielefeld – Bielefeld 0 km
Yet another day of rest in Bielefeld, it’s so great to stop for a couple of days. It’s hard to describe
but after a few weeks on the road all days start to melt in to one. Just the same old same old every
day, pack bike, ride bike, unpack bike. I really don’t like that feeling, I want to remember every day
and that every day of my great adventure should be enjoyable and unique. So sometime I need to
come to a full complete stop for a couple of days so that the brain can catch up.
I spend some time writing the blog, look at routes again, enjoy Internet and use Viber and Skype to
call people.
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For my daily decent to the lowlands I use the bike and bike to a big bike shop called Radwelt. It’s
big, 10 times bigger than anything I have seen in Sweden but smaller than Rosetown. I buy some
spare parts for my Vaude bags (just in case they break) and some new rain booties.

Radwelt
Then I bike back to central Bielefeld and have lunch with Andreas.
I bike and walk back to Andreas apartment after shopping some groceries, back on the Internet,
write some on my blog.

Day 73. Bielefeld - Bielefeld, 0 km.
Third and last day of rest in Bielefeld. I am starting to feel very rested and relaxed. I has been so
great to stay at Andreas place and relax in the nice IKEA chair. So some more Internet, washing,
packing.
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Ordnung muss sein

Day 74. Bielefeld - Kleinenberg, 77 km.
I wake up at 6 in the morning from hard rain hitting the window, a fantastic start of a day on the
bike. I try to go back to sleep again but no luck. The rain fades and have breakfast and pack the
bike.
When leaving I bump in to Andreas landlord who wishes me a great trip and tells me to bring her a
monkey from Gibraltar.
Then I have to humiliate myself by walking the bike down the last steep part of the road off the
mountain. It’s steep and ends in a tram track.
It seems Dr. Oetker has a big presence in Bielefeld and I see several signs while getting out of town.
In world famous Schloss Holte-Stukenbrock it’s time for some lunch. So far the weather has been
OK, cloudy and about 22 C. Paderborn seems to be a bit unorganized for bikes, or maybe my
Google track is taking me through town the wrong way. This is where the hills start and as it will
turn out goes on for some days.
My google GPX track is very efficient but it leads me through some crazy hills. It is almost always
on small roads or forest tracks. In the small villages there are seldom any bike lanes.
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Nice
When I get to Kleinenberg I see a big sign saying Landgasthaus pointing in the direction of the
fields along a small road. I stop and ask a local how far this Landgasthaus might be, it turns out to
be just around the corner, before the fields starts. I ride up to the house, go inside and say I have
bike you have bett ? Jawohl, Bike+Bett sehr gut ! 20 minutes later my bike is parked in the garage,
bags in room, I had a shower and drink my after bike ice cold beer.
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Landgasthaus
Very friendly and service minded host at the Landgasthaus. The Internet is slow and useless but I
need to sleep anyway.
Today was the first day I tried riding with my new headphones, it’s really great to ride along the
countryside and listen to Bloodhound gang and Dennis Leary.

Day 75. Kleinenberg - Knickhagen, 90 km.
I had some problems finding a place to have lunch at, weekends are a problem. It seems everything
opens much later in the weekends.
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Hills
There is some headwind, according to the radio it should start to rain later. The German country
side is very, very busy. I am guessing it’s harvest time and there is a tractor on every bike lane.
I only had an easy 55 km to bike today. I followed my GPX track to the Rohloff factory where I was
to hand in my gearbox for service on Monday.
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Forest
I went there to check the place out and see if I could guess if I could leave my bags there on
Monday or not. Just as I am outside looking at my GPS trying to find accommodations the Rohloff
family shows up. I am not sure if they actually live at their place of business or if they just
happened to be there. They ask if I am coming to see them, I say yes, and then tell them about my
appointment on Monday. They ask what the problem is and I say that there is a leak.

Rohloff
I start to visit the nearest accommodations and call some other, they are all full or closed. I widen
my search and start to try to ride to places that doesn’t have a phone number. The area around
Kassel is very,very hilly.
After many hours and kilometers I end up in a shit camping and get a spot next to a small creek and
the biergarten where drunk people smoke and drink until late. I AM SO HAPPY !
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Camping
I just have time get the tent up before it gets dark, I have to inflate the mattress and arrange the stuff
inside the tent using my flashlight. Tomorrow there will be failure evaluation and any and all
persons involved in this failure will be fired. This must be avoided at any cost. 35 km useless biking
with many 1000 meters altitude gained and lost for nothing.

Day 76. Knickhagen – Knickhagen, 0 km.
The night sucks for obvious reasons. The camping is at the bottom of a valley and with the river
going through the camping, there is plenty of moist during the night and morning.
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Gator pond
The camping is very cheap 8.30 Euro, the state of everything reflects the low price. Most of the
buildings are probably more than 40 years old and had at least 10 years since the last coat of paint.
I have an improvised breakfast in the tent, hoping there will be a big lunch at the restaurant
whenever that opens.
There is no Internet since the telephone is broken. There is no lunch until 12, so I read my book for
a bit. Once the sun hits the bottom of the valley it becomes very hot and humid. This will be a long
day.
I slowly kill the day, reading, eating, counting the seconds before I can leave. Why didn’t I stay in
Bielefeld or at least at the Landgasthaus ? Who could have known that half the accommodation in
Kassel closes for holidays.

Day 77. Knickhagen – Grifte, 46 km.
I had found a route back to Fuldatal along the river Fulda on an old map at the camping. Since I
didn’t want to ride the forest track over the mountain that I came in on I decided to try the river
route. It was much longer but since there was a river there it should be flat unless there was a
waterfall somewhere.
So to be sure to be at Rohloff by 8 I set the alarm for 5. Since I was so bored with this camping I
woke up at 4:30, tore down the camp in the dark. Everything was wet. Just as I leave the camping
the dawn starts and my B+M Luxos 90 Lux front light lowers the power. There is a long nice
downhill to the river, then I ride the road since I can't find any bike paths, this apparently annoys
some car drivers, but I couldn’t really care less.
After a few kilometers I find the Hessen Radfernweg R1, and life is back to normal. I exit the R1 a
bit to early so I have to ride over another hill. I arrive at Rohloff by 7:30 and I seem to be expected,
I am directed to bring the bike inside and get a spot where I can dump my bags. Then I have to roll
the bike over to the service department. Even though I filled out “the form” and sent it I am not in
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the database, so we have to fill some information out and then I leave. They will call when it’s
ready.
First stop is the local bakery at the supermarket for massive breakfast. Then I walk to Lidl and buy a
15 Euro refill for my SIM card. Lately some annoying lady gives me a warning every time I call
someone. “You only have 2 Euro and bla bla cents left, please refill, bla bla bla bla, Telekom is so
great”. The 15 Euro shuts her up.

There can only be one.
Then I have to walk to another part of the suburb to find a bank with an ATM so I can get some
more dirty cash. At about 9:30 I get a call to notify me that the gearbox will be ready at 10. So I
start to walk back to Rohloff and when I get there the bike is ready.
It turns out that Rohloff is not impressed with the way the gearbox was installed on my bike, it
seems Schauff didn’t read the page in the manual that said you must not install the torque support in
front of the rear axle. If you do this you could risk that the torque (i.e. force in to the pedals) push
the rear axle out of the frame. Luckily this only applies to lightweight people. I will never be able to
generate enough torque to push the axle out.
Since there was a crack in one of the suspension springs on my saddle I decided to see if I could get
that fixed in Kassel. I found 2 bike stores on google maps. The first one was manned by a grumpy
lady, she only had plastic cheap saddles and my ass deserves better than that. When I asked her if
she knew another store that might have spare parts for Brooks saddles I got the full lecture on how
that she couldn’t really be expected to know what the competition sold and so one. AUF (NICHT)
WIEDERSEHEN.
I went to the next store, it looked much cooler and there was an elderly man that came out and
asked me if he could help. I asked if they had Brooks and he said no, but go to Fahrradhof
Wilhelmshöher they will have them. So I found that on Google maps and 15 minutes later I rolled in
to their shop. Their only question was, is it the left of the right spring that is broken. They had a
look and both springs had to be replaced. 15 minutes later it was fixed and I was back on the street.
I really like stuff that can be repaired, stuff that doesn’t need repairing is of course better.
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By now I was well off my track so I had to improvise my way out of Kassel and suburbs. There
were some really nasty hills and I was starting to think that this is no fun, I have to find another
way. But for that I need Internet I thought.
As it turns out I didn’t need Internet, while I was going up a nasty hill at 3 km/h a nice man who
was gardening shouted out to me and asked where I was going. I answered the name of the next big
city. He said, this is the wrong way, go back down the hill and turn right and you will be on the
Hessen Radfernweg R1 and you have a flat road along the river.
I did as the nice man said, and there it was again, bike autobahn along the river, the highest decent
was 11 cm. Fantastic. Then I spied some information boards with maps of all the Radfernweg in
Hessen. Just as I was planning a new route another nice man out riding his carbon racer stopped and
explained the system and which route I should take to avoid hills. Amazing, and all of this without
Internet.

Eder radweg
So my new plan was to find the first available accommodation and get on the Internet and find all
these roads and put them in my GPS. After a short while I found a place, I called ahead and asked if
they had a room free. When I arrived the inn keeper arrived and helped me to put the bike in the
garage and carry some bags. This time I had my after bike beer before showering.
I found lots of routes and even an online planner just for bike routes, so my plan is to go Eder
radweg, Hessen Radfernweg R4 → R2 and then some normal bike roads towards Bonn. From there
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I will turn south to pass by Schauff in Remagen and then to Koblenz where Mosel radweg starts.
It will be interesting to see how this works out.
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Day 78 – 85. Grifte – Schweich, 494 km (4240 km).

Day 78. Grifte – Niedergrenzebach, 75 km.
Breakfast at 8 after a long sleep, it seems I really needed 10 hours of sleep. It’s a beautiful day and
it’s getting warmer quickly.
I am soon back on Eder radweg and find a Rewe supermarket. It’s my new favorite since they
accept Mastercard, also they have the “real” brands and not “Supermarket XYZ – Cola”. I have had
some luck finding both restaurants and accommodation that accepts Mastercard so I haven’t been to
the ATM in a while. That feels very 2013, if just the availability and speed of Internet would be
better it would completely feel like 2013.
The German system for deposit on bottles confuses me, there seems to be two systems for reusable
bottles and for once off bottles. Also I have found that shops don’t accept bottles of different sizes
than they sell. So if you have 0.5L Coca Cola bottle a shop that only sells 1.25L Coca Cola will not
accept it. Also the low price stores that have their own Cola XYZ will not accept real Coke bottles
since they are reusable. I am sure that this is good for the environment in some very far fetched
way.
I continue along Eder radweg, it’s very nice and flat. There are so many signs that there is hardly
any need for a map or GPS. I stop for lunch, the place is swarmed with wasps, so I hurry out of that
village.
The road continues through small villages, there are not so many facilities for tourists. I am having
a hard time finding any bakery or similar for a small break.
In the town of Wabern I change to Hessen Radfernweg R4.
I had decided that my new method for finding accommodation would be to start looking at 70 km or
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at 16:00 latest. Then for every hour that passes I will lower my expectations and increase my
budget. I really, really don’t want to end up in some place that sucks really bad and also I want a
nice and happy experience. Since I really don’t have a schedule I rather stop early, maybe pay a few
Euros more than I could have gotten away with, and sip a cold beer.
So just at 72 km I was on some kind of flooding prevention barrier that run through the landscape. I
had a look on google and there was a Gasthaus Zum Adler in the next village. I went over there and
once I biked in to their yard I met the super friendly innkeeper, yes there was indeed a room and I
had a look. It was almost new and of hotel standard. He showed me in which garage I could park
the bike and helped me carry some of my bags.
They manufacture their own sausages and the meat is from the village. At dinner I look through the
menu and find “Peters grillteller – lassen Sie sich überraschen”, I order one of those and sit and wait
to be überrasched and I was, the plate is full of meat and sallad, must be 400-500 gram of meat
there. I can hardly finish the plate but I pull through and I am so full that I have to go to bed and
sleep.

Peters grillteller
The food was really great and it was home cooked from fresh ingredients by the innkeeper himself.
For the price of a coke and pizza in your favorite Swedish pizzeria.
The Eder radweg and R4 are very nice and flat, but following the river is very ineffective, I only
made 35 km as the crow flies today.
It seems the innkeeper collect match boxes, he already has a Swedish solstickan box but seems
pleased when I give him my box of matches from KGB bar in Stockholm.

Day 79. Niedergrenzebach - Biedenkopf, 89 km.
I am still full when I wake up, since I went to bed early yesterday I feel really rested. The morning
is cold and clear. I force some breakfast down and pack my bags.
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Since my brain is supercharged with protein from last night I spot a shortcut from Hessen
Fernradweg R4 onto Hessen Fernradweg R2, by not going all the way south to Alsfeld and then
back on R2 I can “save” 40-50 km. The innkeeper helps me with the shortcut and also getting the
bags down to the bike. He is a super friendly person.
The R2 rolls through the countryside, sometimes along roads, sometimes through forest. The
standard weather pattern continues, cold and clear morning, the heat slowly builds and rain and dark
clods in the afternoon.
I am trying to get back to my natural rhythm to have breakfast and lunch early, this is turning out to
be a challenge. I end up at Cölber grill and when I see that they throw the deep frozen burger in the
deep frier I regret stopping there.
On the excellent information boards for R2 and later Lahntal radweg I see that there is a massive
600 meter high mountain ahead. It looks like the road will go from 300 meter to 600 meter in just
20 km. This does not sound tempting. I have seen this little red train “Kurhessenbahn” several
times. I stop at a station and have a look at the ticket machine to see what it can do for me. It seems
the train stops before the mountain and go back, so taking the train would mean a 5 hour train
journey to get to the other side of the mountain.
At 70 km I start to look for accommodation, at 16:00 I really start to look. There isn’t much to
choose from, I have seen some campings but they either have dead rats lying around or are
unappealing in other ways.
Then I spot “Haus der jugend”, great I think, this will be a hostel like a Swedish vandrarhem or
something. I bike there and when I get there I find that there are alarming number of kids running
around making loud noises. The whole building looks like something from the late 1930′s.

Bunker
I find a reception and ask if they have a room, and I can get a 6 bed room with toilet and shower and
breakfast for 29.50 Euro. Since it was including bed linen and cleaning (I hope) it’s about almost
half the price compared to Sweden.
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Room
They offer dinner for a few more Euros but I am not so sure I can stand having dinner with these
300-400 screaming kids. I opt for the restaurant next door.
So today I mainly followed the rail road and went about 50 km as the crow flies. This with riding
these bike roads isn’t very effective but following another route would probably lead me over
mountains instead.
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Easy to understand
I spend a while on Internet and look for an alternative to going over the 600 meter mountain but I
can't find any appealing ones. I decide to go to the tourist office when they open in the morning and
see if they have any input to offer.
My new headphones really pays off since the Internet can only be had in the reception area and the
noise level is about 130 dB in there. Once the kids go to bed at 22 all their leaders/care takers gather
in the reception to drink beer. By then my 1 Euro Internet is up and I go to my bunk bed.

Day 80. Biedenkopf – Köningswinter, 62 km.
The house is quiet when I wake up, it seems the kids like to sleep late. I have already decided to try
to get breakfast before it officially opens at 8. When I am downstairs I see how the staff already has
everything set for breakfast and I stand outside the door and try to look hungry. It works and I am
let in 20 minutes before it opens. I can have breakfast alone and just as I have finished, the first
batch of 50 screaming kids arrive.
I roll down to the tourist information that opens at 9, they have lots of information and some ideas
regarding the train. But all plans involving the train means going back the way I came and will take
at least 2-3 hours. They show me the topo map of Hessen Fernradweg R8, it’s reasonably flat and
follows the river Diete and a rail road. By going this route I can reach Dillenburg which is on a rail
line than can take me directly to Bonn.
The R8 is mostly flat, it is not as great as R2 and R4, sometimes it takes detours over ascents just to
avoid 100 meters of road. There are some real long small uphills but also some long downhills.
I try to find somewhere to have a cooked lunch but fail, so I end up eating some bread and cheese
outside a supermarket. Better than nothing I guess. In Dillenburg the R8 drops me in some nasty
industrial area with just a very bumpy sidewalk to ride.
I am going to visit the company Schauff in Remagen just south of Bonn, they are the ones that
manufactured my bike. I want to have a look at the new models and also buy some spares like a
derailleur hanger. I don’t know exactly when they are open and their website doesn’t really give any
answers. I have a faint memory of that they are only open in the afternoons and that weekends
might be closed.
By taking the R8 instead of going over the mountain I am now off the track I have made, I decide
that I want to take the train today to get as close as possible to Remagen for a visit tomorrow Friday.
I don’t want to get stuck waiting for a company to open again. I think I have had 5 appointments
scheduled in August and it’s really annoying to have to adjust to a schedule. I will make September
appointment free.
Once in Dillenburg I visit the Tourist Information office and they are helpful, there seems to be no
way around the hills/mountains and in direction Bonn there are plenty of them. They look up which
train I must take and print the schedule and changes.
I ride over to the station and find the ticket machine, it quickly relieves me of 20.80 Euro for the
ticket and 5 Euros for the one day bike ticket. Then I start to look around for a way to get to the
platform. I am on platform one and the train leaves from platform 5. I can't figure out how to get
over to the other platforms, I see no elevator or even a stair.
I go inside the station building with my bike and there are some steep stairs there but no elevator. I
see a train conductor and ask him, there is no elevator so I have to carry the bike up and down. So if
you are in a wheelchair don’t go to Dillenburg by train.
He also tells me to change at another station than the computer said, at the one he suggests there is
only one platform so no carrying bikes around.
I take a deep breath and hold/carry my bike down the stairs, then I have to lift/pull it up the other
stairs. Luckily it's only 60-65 kg.
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The train is just a diesel powered bus on rails and once it starts to move I see that it was a great
investment to take the train. Even the rails have a grade and we go through at least 10 long tunnels.
Once in Siegburg I exit the train and station, I am on the GPX track I have made and can cycle to
Remagen without any problems.
The route takes me in the direction of central Bonn, this is not great from an accommodation point
of view. I try some places but they are to expensive. I decide to follow the track all the way to the
river Rhein and then turn south out of Bonn.
Down by the riverfront there are thousands of people, I follow the bike lanes that almost are
congested. It’s really flat and my bike really wants to go home so I can bike really fast. In
Winterköning I find Hotel Schönsitz that is a bit more expensive than I had hoped for but it’s late
and it’s hot. They have cold beer and fast Internet. The friendly owner helps me settle in and
suggest that I lock the bike in their garage.
I have a late dinner a cross the street and go to bed early, tired from todays adventures.

Day 81, Köningswinter – Weissenturm, 46 km.
I have found out that Schauff doesn’t open until 13:30 and I have about 20 km to ride so I check out
as late as possible. The day is already hot and there is a strange haze, almost fog in the air.
After a while I have to change side of the Rhein and get a ferry to cross. There are many, many
cyclists but no more “Guten Morgen”, “Guten Tag” or “moin moin”. Strange, maybe most of them
are tourists that doesn’t understand the German system.
I find Schauff in Remagen, I am there 1.5 hour before they open but they have built a McWifi next
to Schauff so I have lunch and my hour of free Wifi.

Schauff
I have a bruise and sore muscles from the bike lugging yesterday, I feel tired and have started to
dream about finding a ferienwohnung with washing machine for a rest day. Also I probably should
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find a map soon, the one I had was for northern Germany and I am south of that now.

Bits and pieces
Once Schauff opens I get to talk to Herr Schauff himself and after some confusion I get a small bag
with the parts I wanted. In their shop I see that they have the new Schwalbe Mondial 50 mm. These
are the ones that Schwalbe claims to be the worthy successor of the legendary Marathon XR that I
use. Since my tyres has about 5000 km of heavy load on them I talk myself in to that I need these
new tyres. So I leave Schauff with two new tyres and a big smile. The new Sumo bikes only had
minor improvements, like breaks with cooling fins and outside frame cable routing.
The bike road along the Rhein wasn’t all that great and between Remagen and Andernach it was
real crap. It was so bumpy that my bags almost fell of and I had to ride very slowly.
There is an amazing amount of cyclist along the Rhein, it seems like none of them carry tents or
similar. I start to get worried that all of them will have booked all accommodations full. I start to
look for accommodation and after a while I find two hotels next to each other. I choose the left one
since they had a garage for bike parking, as it turns out the other one had Internet.
The evening is very hot and humid, as I sit on their terrace and drink a beer out of a frozen mug I
think that I am far away from home. But that soon I will enter France and then Spain where I will
have a very limited ability to communicate with the locals.

Day 82. Weissenturm - Brodenbach, 56 km.
This day was cloudy and cold. The days are getting shorter now and nights are cold. I want to start
early to get the most of the day but it’s impossible to get breakfast before 8 in most places.
The route along Rhein is real crap, the surface is bumpy, they have just squeezed in the bike path
wherever they could find some space. It’s hard to get any flow in the biking. I can't find a
supermarket, most villages are very steep and I guess they have hidden the supermarkets at the top
to hide the cheap stuff from the tourists.
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Not so great
When I get to Koblenz I am somehow lost in an industrial area. There are signs leading in to a
roundabout but no signs going out. Luckily I have the GPS and find my way to the bridge that leads
over the Mosel. When I finally get to the bridge it’s closed for bikes. I really don’t want to carry my
bike anymore so I try the signs saying “Umleitung” and a bike. After riding in circles for 15 minutes
it turns out that they must have had an all-the-crack-you-can-snort party the day they placed those
signs. I ride back to the bridge along the water, I see that there are some bikes on the bridge and
decide to take my chances and bike even though it’s VERBOTEN. It works just fine and I meet
about 100 other cyclists. The bridge exits at streets covered with cobble stones, another favorite
when riding a heavy bike.
The city of Koblenz has really outdone themselves, all signs leading to the “Tourist Information”
leads down streets where it’s VERBOTEN to ride a bike (but delivery trucks are OK). The German
Red Cross celebrates 150 years and they have blocked every paths that is for bikes. Some of them
looked surprised when I ride straight through their celebrations, but by now I really really don’t
want to be in Koblenz anymore so I couldn’t care less.
So now I am on the Mosel radweg along the Mosel river, and it’s crap. The surface is the worst so
far on my trip. There are almost no signs at all, there are groups of cyclist here and there looking
very confused. The signposted track doesn’t match the one I have and seem to be taking detours.
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Achtung Scheisse
I am already fed up with this day and start to look for accommodation at lunch. Most
accommodation is full and/or very expensive.
Typically, every little village has some map or sign with their accommodation offers, there are some
parallel streets along the side of a hill. Most places have this sign saying “Zimmer Frei” outside, in
many cases that just means that there is a room there. I have to park the bike and ring the door to
find out that its full or to expensive. Some clever people post a description of the accommodation
and price outside the building so it can be read before ringing the door.
Finding accommodation this way takes 20-60 minutes per little village, and when starting tired and
fed up like today it’s really depressing. After a while I find a place without Internet and washing
machine, just a shit place with a bed. I take the room and just fall asleep on the bed. It feels a little
better when I wake up an hour later by some really hard rain showers. Then my shit accommodation
felt a little better.
I found a laundromat in Trier that will be my backup plan if I don’t find accommodation with a
washer soon.

Day 83. Brodenbach - Enkirch, 83 km.
The next day is cold and clear, I have slept well and feel better than yesterday. I am in need of a rest
day soon, I feel exhausted. Since I wake up to early I have to wait for breakfast which is served at 8.
The whole place stinks of cat piss and smoke (not in the room), doesn’t feel to great to eat there.
I continue along the Mosel radweg, I am very unimpressed by it. There seems to be hordes of
people on MC or car that just drive up and down the river. The land that is flat enough to live on is
precious, I regularly stop and look at campings, they seem to be 10-15 Euro for a bike and a tent.
The campings are mostly very narrow and the mosel radweg or some other road often cuts through
the camping. I feel very untempted to camp at any of them.
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German camping
When going along the Mosel radweg it’s like they have built a wall of “touristy” places to shield the
tourists from the villages. I cant spot any supermarkets or bakeries. I end up having a very nice
lunch at one of the tourist places, nice but very expensive.
I see lots of cars and camping cars from BeNeLux and the UK, even some from the Nordic
countries. This is indeed a tourist destination. I meet large groups with Dutch retirees that are out
biking along the Mosel, I suspect they have a boat or bus that helps them when they get tired.
When I get to the village Enkirch they have been clever enough to have an information board at the
entrance of the village with all their facilities listed. I look for cheap accommodation with Internet
and bike garage, I bike there and they have a cheap room. But their Internet is broken so I go to the
other one I had looked up on the board. They have a cheaper room. But their Internet is broken. I go
for the third on the list, they are a few streets up in the village but it’s too steep to climb with my
bike.
I think that life and this village sucks. I have still not seen any supermarkets so I decide to go to the
bakery and buy some bread in case I get stuck on a camping. After eating my pain au chocolate
outside the bakery I see that a Landgasthaus is just across the street and they open at 17. I walk over
there and find the owner, room, Internet, bike garage, YES – no problem. I get to see a room and it
looks great. I decide to stay two nights but then it turns out that I cant have that room so I get to see
another across the street. It’s twice as big and the same price.
I unload all my stuff and park the bike in the garage next to the Landgasthaus supply of wine. To
celebrate I go to the bakery and buy an ice cold beer and drink in my room. I fall asleep early and
dream of fitting my new Schwalbe Mondial to the bike tomorrow.

Day 84. Enkirch - Enkirch, 0 km.
Today was going to be my big bike service day, but I started with a very nice breakfast in the main
building.
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After breakfast I gathered all my tools and spares and went over to the garage where I had been
allowed to thinker with my bike. Since the innkeeper and his family all had nice mountain bikes
they had just the foot pump I needed. Filling my big tyres with the small hand pump is very painful.
I remove my old Marathon XR and see that the rear one is quite worn, maybe that could be the
reason why it has been skipping sideways lately. I check the rear wheel and all the spokes. It seems
like the wheel is holding together, all the spokes seems to have the same tension that they had when
I left Stockholm. So the wheel survived it’s first 1300 km, lets hope it can survive another 10000
km or so.

Service
My rear brake pads were as good as worn out, so I changed those. The new pads will take a few
kilometers to wear in so I must remember to brake early in downhills.
I spend the rest of the day planning for France and making routes and checking the ones I have.
Jean-Francois whom I met in Örnsköldsvik on day 8 (http://tomascarlsson.info/2013/05/30/day-711-asang-anaset/) has helped me to create a great route through France. I will enter France just
south of Luxembourg and ride towards Orléans and then Nantes, from there I will turn south and
follow the atlantic coast down to the Basque country. I will ride in the countryside and hopefully
avoid any big hills. I will follow Voie Verte du canal d’Orléans to Orléans from where I will follow
the river Loire.
My Internet voucher ends at 17:00 and I don’t want pay another 4 Euro so I have dinner and go to
bed early.

Day 85. Enkirch - Schweich, 83 km.
The Landgasthaus is invaded by a bus full of Dutch people, so I will try my trick of going to
breakfast earlier than it opens. As it turns out the Dutch know this trick as well. At least I manage to
get all the stuff I want and sit at a table before they invade.
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Lately it has been hard finding supermarkets, the one I see are always on the other side of the river
and I seldom bother to backtrack and find a bridge. But this time I really want to do some shopping
so I get of the Mosel radweg and enters normal traffic. It such a difference to Northern Germany,
the speed and intensity of the traffic is annoying. Feels like a big city even though it’s just a small
village. The most dangerous is of course the brand new huge camper cars, they constantly ride with
a couple of wheels on the sidewalk in every corner, their owners totally unaware about where their
vehicle starts and ends. So the only safe thing to do is to ride in the middle of the lane so that they
can not overtake and squeeze you of the road.
Several times I meet huge groups with Dutch cyclist on identical Kermit green bikes, them being
old and the bike lane being narrow doesn’t seem to slow them down a bit. I really have to watch out
as they seem to have little control over themselves and their bikes.
I see lots of “campings” that are just parking lots for camper cars, some just have a machine to
insert money and get a ticket from. Just like a real parking place. Doesn’t appeal very much to me.

Parking
After a while I see a sign saying Trier 49km, I thought I would hit Trier today but I guess that’s the
fun part with riding without a map.
I still dream of finding a ferienwohnung with washing machine, but it looks like it’s going to be
difficult. Just before Trier I find the tourist information in Schweich and they are extremely helpful
with finding a room. They call the place and make sure that they have a room and then I get two A4
papers with all important information to do something with.
By now I have gotten so far south in Germany that they started to use “Servus” as greeting and I
can't really understand their German that much. I already miss Nordrhein Westfalen and Hessen
where life was simple and easy. The accommodation is some kind of wine business, restaurant
combined with “Pension”. The room is great, Internet non existent, just like it’s usually is.
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Schweich
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Day 86 - 91. Schweich - Le Chéne, 359 km (4599 km).

Day 86. Schweich - Schloss Thorn, 63 km.
It’s hard to say what was the highlight of this day. The breakfast was surprisingly good, lots of good
stuff and nice bread.
Today I am going through Trier hoping to find the laundromat I found on the Internet. The bike path
between Schweich and Trier is not very good, it’s narrow and full of bumps and obstacles.
I meet several big groups of what appears to be retired Dutch people, some ride wide and fast. One
dropped his map he was reading and almost fell over when riding next to a fellow biker and meeting
me. He could probably tell that a frontal collision with me would hurt.
In Trier it was quite easy to find the laundromat, I can park the bike outside the window. Washing is
done in less than 2 hours and the cost is 8.50 Euro. There is a place to sit and free Wifi, what more
could I ask for.
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Laundromat
On the way out of Trier I visit a bike shop to see if they have some parts for my saddle that is still
making strange noises. They didn’t have Brooks saddles so that was a quick stop.
In the afternoon the temperature on my handlebar reaches 37C, this is a bit to much for me. I try to
stop for lunch. There were not many places to have lunch, most full with the Dutch people and their
Kermit green bikes. One place insisted on that they only served food on the terrace in the sun and
not in the restaurant where it actually was a bit cool.
Luxemburg is just on the other side of the river now, when I see a short bridge I can’t resist biking
over and just cross in to Luxemburg. So 6 countries on the trip so far.
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Luxemburg
The heat is immense, when I see the signs for Schloss Thorn B&B and Vinaria I can not resist going
there for my last night in Germany. It’s just 300 meters up from the river, steep up, up, up. When I
get there I ring a bell and the nice innkeeper comes and ask if I want to try some wine. I ask about
the B&B and there is a room free and there is a nice breakfast also.
The B&B has 40-50 cm thick walls and it’s 20 degrees colder inside, so wonderful. After a cold
shower and some rest I decide to take the offer to try some wine. I really like their 2012 Sauvignon
Gris Auslese, very like a Muscat de Rivesaltes. I manage to buy a half bottle of their
schlossabfüllung.
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Schloss Thorn Vinaria
When I had a look in the kitchen of the B&B I saw that they had a washer and dryer that guests
could use, just what I had been looking for the last week or so.
After a long day in painful heat I fall asleep early (maybe aided by the nice wine), it’s extremely
quiet and there is absolutely no Internet or mobile coverage in the schloss.

Day 87. Schloss Thorn - Talange, 61 km.
After many hours of solid sleep in the cold room I wake up and feel ready for a new day starting
with a massive breakfast.
I kept going south along the Mosel that soon would change name to Moselle, on my right was
Luxemburg and to the south France. I passed some signs for the town Schengen in Luxemburg, and
then I had crossed some magic line on a map. Everything was in French, no more Mosel Radweg
but Chemin de la Moselle vers. THIONVILLE.
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Mosel Radweg
I kept going and the bike paths were better than I though they be, fewer signs, less overview maps,
fewer cyclists. I kept going for a while and came to the first big town, Thionville. I had some things
that needed to be sorted out ASAP. I wanted to get a French SIM for the phone and some maps for
France.
When I biked along the river I saw a sign for city center so I turned there and after a while I saw a
map of the town that I wanted to have a look at. Then I meet Rémi, a very enthusiastic young man
on a BMX style bike that approaches me and speaks almost fluent English. He has been on a very
long tour himself, if I understand it correctly he biked to Portugal and then flew to Mexico and
biked to Argentina. He volunteers to help me find chez Bouygtel where a SIM can be found after
this he shows me where the Tourist Information is and where I can buy the maps.
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Thionville
After all of this is done he shows me the way back to the Radweg, sorry Chemin. Rémi probably
saved me several hours of going around in circles. Thank you very much !
The road towards Metz it’s a bit so so, no major problems but sometimes the route just ends
somewhere and wasn’t it for the GPS it would take some snooping around to get back on track. I
see very few signs about tourist related businesses along the route, I am already starting to miss
Germany.
The temperature again rises above 35C, so with relatively few kilometers done I decide to play it
safe and go for a budget motel when I find one. It was a bit more expensive than I had hoped for but
I didn’t feel adventurous enough to venture in to Metz this hot afternoon.
The Hotel manager gives me a room on the ground floor next to the emergency exit so that I can use
that to get all my bags in. This feels great since all my rooms for the last weeks have been on the
first or second floor.
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Emergency exit

Day 88. Talange – Commercy, 95 km.
I start the day early with breakfast at 06:30, imagine that I had to go to France to be able to have
breakfast before 8.
By 8 I am on the road again, it was fog during the night so everything is wet. I continue towards
Metz on the Chemin. The bike road is not great but OK, just before Metz it just stops in front of
IKEA’s central depot. There is a sign that informs me that the road is dangerous and full of heavy
trucks.
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Ikea
Metz was a real metz to navigate, but soon I am out of town and ride through some narrow islands
in what looks like a river delta. At Ars-sur-moselle my journey along the Mosel ends and it spits me
out on a normal road.
The road is not so bad, in general the speed is crazy, people drive way faster than their own and
their vehicles ability. But that is the way it’s going to be for a while now. It’s still flat until Arnaville
where I turn right and the hills start, it’s up and up and up. I see lots of cyclists on road bikes, seems
like this stretch of road is popular to ride.
There are no facilities for tourists, I can't even find a bench to sit on. And as usual when I am in
France I am always in a place at the wrong time. Lunch is always in 1-2 hours or it’s closed today.
Shops close in the middle of the day or in the afternoon.
French people are in general very friendly and helpful. Contrary to what most people think, most
French people my age or younger speak some English. In most cases they speak far better English
than I speak French.
Since the early 1990′s I have been to France more than 30 times, so I know what I am in for, but
France as a whole is a hostile entity, it’s system that requires severe adjusting to and sometimes I
wonder if there really is a system.
In the afternoon the temperature reaches above 30C again, I start to look for accommodation early
since I do not want to be stranded in the French countryside.
I find a Gite which is on Google maps as a B&B, when I get to the tiny village I see the house and
there are several signs outside saying it’s a B&B. Just as I park my bike a man comes outside and
after some Bon Jour-ing he starts to speak English and tells me the place is closed. I see some small
stickers on their sign saying that they were members of the Gite club in 2006. He looks at my route
on my map and says that there is one Gite in a town 20 km away and that there are many
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accommodations in Commercy that also is 20 km away but not on my route.
When leaving the village I am thinking why didn’t they remove the signs from the house if they
stopped being a B&B in 2006?
Well, I still have some kilometers before I have to decide for Commercy or not. I decide to try
Commercy since the other place just had one Gite, and if that is full or closed there would be
another 15 km to Commercy. So I detour from Jean-Francois carefully planned route and instantly I
get punished by looooong steeep uphills and other fun things.
Eventually I get to Commercy and start to look for Hotels, there are two of them, Google says that
one is closed so I start with the other one. When I get closer it looks great and there are plenty of
empty parking’s around it. So it must be a big hotel that is empty. I park my bike outside and go
inside, the reception is unmanned and there are some keys with small notes on laying on the desk.
There is a button to ring for service. So I ring it, nothing happens, I ring it again and again and
again. Still nothing. I start to walk around to look for the staff, I find an open room that is in the
process of being cleaned. In the room is the counterpart of the reception desk bell. It looks like
someone was cleaning the room and just walked out and went away. How strange.
I call the number listed on the price list, no answer, I already have 95 hard kilometers today so I am
not tempted by going to the next hotel so after the fifth time I call the number someone answers. I
declare that I am looking for a room, she asks if I am at the Hotel and says she will be there in 5
minutes.
Once she gets there I pay the very expensive room, 53 Euros, I opted out of the 15 Euro breakfast
since I had some stuff in my bags. I ask for a room on the ground floor since I am tired of carrying
my bags around. She says I can bring the bike in to the room, that saves lots of time. I wonder if she
was being nice or if one more stain on the carpets wouldn’t matter. The hotel was severely outdated
and worn down. The Internet connection was very good.
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Dirty hotel

Day 89. Commercy – St Dizier, 66 km.
The day starts with rain as I leave the hotel and head for the supermarket. Today is Saturday and
everything will be closed on Sunday so I have to buy lots of stuff to eat just in case. I have decided
to take a rest day tomorrow as I feel as worn out as the hotel was. The supermarkets seem to open
8:30 or 8:45 or 9:00, must be the crazy French 35 hour per week laws that are behind these weird
hours. I have decided to take a shortcut to get back on the track, I am hoping that there wont be any
major hills or traffic. My shortcut works out pretty good, there are some very long uphills but the
downhills are as long.
Today the temperature is 20-25 degrees below what it has been for the last couple of weeks. It’s
cold but it feels quite good after the tropical heat. I can’t find any place that serves or sells food in
all day. I stop to have some food from my morning shopping. All the small villages are empty, I see
less than one person per hour.
When I finally arrive in St Dizier it seems they are rebuilding the bridge I had planned to cross so I
have to ride along the river for many kilometers extra. The hotels I have spied are in a commercial
area with lots of big shops. I somehow manage to get in to that area by crossing a very small bridge.
People seems to be very unused to cyclists in this area that has 15-20 small roundabouts so I ride in
the middle of the lane and take up plenty of space in order to avoid being squeezed.
The hotel Balladins is part of a chain and this hotel looks very promising, it’s new and seems to
deliver lots of value for a quite high price. At the reception desk I find out that they indeed have a
room for 2 nights and that I can park the bike in their linen storage area next to the reception.

Nice Hotel
There are two big chain restaurants across the street and as a hotel guest I get a discount, this sounds
great.
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Accommodation in Germany was in general between 30-40 Euro including breakfast and Internet.
Internet mostly sucked in Germany. In France it seems accommodation will be at least 40-50 Euro
without breakfast (another 5-15 Euro). Internet has been OK so far in France. I guess I will have to
live with this until I crack the secret code to get a private room or bed&breakfast in France.

Day 90. St Dizier – St Dizier, 0 km.
Today is rest day. I have breakfast at 8 and I am the only one there - great stuff.
The Internet connection is excellent, I spend lots of time on Google trying to find accommodation
and other things along the route. The quality of Google data for France is horrible, when I search for
campings I get car garages and DIY shops. When I search for hotel more than half of the hits are the
town hall. I find some candidates for the next stop on the journey but beyond that it’s hopeless to try
to find something.
Since it’s Sunday all the big shops are closed, so probably 300000 m2 of shops are locked and
empty. I wonder what all the French and Germans are doing on Sundays.
I have lunch at La Boucherie, totally overpriced and a great disappointment. I order a burger with
2×110 gram meat. When the burger arrives the 110gr meat looks like a slice of banana or an Oreo
cookie, apparently they use so fine ingredients in their food that the meat looses half it’s weight
during preparation. Bollocks. I should have gone to McDonalds instead.
I have dinner at the other restaurant, it’s some kind of “Italian” restaurant, I have a pizza and it’s
OK but expensive. It was the same price as Peters Grillteller which is the new benchmark for food.

Peters grillteller
When I collect my bottles from the bike I see that there are about 15 road bikes parked there as
well. It seems Balladins indeed is a bike friendly hotel.
Since the Internet is quite fast I can make a complete backup of my photos and documents to my
server at home.
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I go to bed early, the bed is really nice and comfy and I sleep well.

Day 91. St Dizier - Le Chêne, 74 km.
I woke up before the alarm, fully rested. When I went down to have breakfast the room was full and
all the other cyclists were there in their spandex outfits. I went back to my room and packed my
bags. Thirty minutes later the breakfast room was empty and I could have a nice and long breakfast.
I was in no hurry since the supermarket I wanted to go to didn’t open until 9, it felt a bit sad to leave
this great hotel and for a moment I thought about staying one more day. The weather has not been
great for the past days and the forecast for this week doesn’t look great either. The night
temperatures in south of France is going down towards 5C. The autumn is coming, I better keep on
moving south. I have been looking in to going a bit by train in case there is bad weather along the
Atlantic coast, it seems possible to go by train from Nantes to for example Bordeaux.
So this day started out cold but with sunshine, according to the forecast there were some bad
weather coming in from the west. Today I actually found a restaurant just before noon, they had a
plat du jour and everything looked great. The only problem was that they were closed on Mondays.

Perfect but closed
With nothing to sit on I ended up eating lunch standing next to my bike on a great open field. I
could see the rain coming so I suited up well before it started raining.
The route I am following is really great, I haven’t had any nasty hills today. I were aiming for Arcissur-Aube where I had spotted 3 different accommodations that might exist and might be open.
As the rain increased I tried to pedal on as hard as I could to keep warm, that wind from the Atlantic
was really cold. When there are only a few kilometers to go I pass through le Chêne, and I spot one
of the magic signs for bed&breakfast.
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Magic sign
I stop to have a look and a woman approaches me from inside the yard, there is a room free and it’s
35 Euro including breakfast! Great I think as I park the bike in the garage. It turns out that I also can
have dinner for 18 Euros, I think that’s a bit expensive but decide to give it a try. So dinner for 18
euro turns out to be a full 3 course meal with a bottle of wine and a digestif.
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B&B Room
I eat the dinner while listening to the hard wind and rain outside, good thing I found this so I didn’t
have to pedal on for a couple of more hours. This was really great, price vs. performance almost
like in Germany. I am hoping that these little signs will occur when I need them.
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Day 92 – 98. Le Chéne – Bordeaux 260 km (4859 km)

Day 92. Le Chéne – Traînel, 69 km.
The B&B was nice and quiet so I had a nice sleep. The breakfast was just two pieces of bread,
butter and marmalade. Not an ideal start of the day for a cyclist.
I went in to Arcis-sur-Aube in search of a supermarket. A bit in to town there is a sign that displays
the speed of the vehicles passing by. The speed limit is 50 km/h and the slowest vehicle is a big 2530 ton truck doing 58 km/h. The “normal” for cars seem to be 70-80 km/h on a narrow street in the
town, totally crazy.
Somewhere along the road I cross the voie verte du canal de la Haute-Seine, it seems to be an
organized bike/walking path with signs and places to sit and all. This looks promising for my travel
along the canal de Orleans and Loire. I sit down and eat some stuff I bought at the supermarket.
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Picture: Voie verte
I did not find any places open for lunch but I found a bar/tabac/PMU that was open, imagine that I
were in a place when something was open. I had to celebrate, since I didn’t drive a car or truck there
like the others I couldn’t have booze and beer like they had for lunch. I had to settle for the only
warm beverage they had, an espresso and some peanuts.
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Picture: YES IT IS OPEN
The day has been very cold and windy, just after lunch the rain started. I felt severely unmotivated
and after trying to find some accommodation at a B&B that apparently wasn’t open for business I
had to settle for Hostellerie de l’Orvin. The place was severely run down and looked like it was
obsolete already in the 70′s. Highlights include carpet in the bathroom.

Picture: Old place
There was a 3 course dinner at a nice price. There was no heating in the building since it was
summer so my clothes wouldn’t be dry tomorrow either. Their Internet connection was very good
and their hot fudge cake swimming in vanilla sauce with whipped cream almost made up for the
misery.

Day 93. Traînel – Cepoy, 80 km.
Some bread for breakfast and I was ready for another day in the rain and cold. Clothes are still
damp but they will be wet soon anyways. The day started out cold and rainy, just after 11 I came to
a small town with intense traffic. I was too early to have lunch but I decided to wait this one out. I
really wanted to sit inside and eat hot food. Instead, I went to the station to see if there was some
way to jump forward by train, the station was closed for lunch. Their ticket machine was broken but
from the time tables on the walls I could figure out that the train line went towards Paris and not to
the west where I wanted to go.
I went back to the town square and sat down at the bar/brasserie, I saw lasagne on the menu. That
would be nice I thought. When I ordered the lasagne I was informed that they didn’t have lasagne
today. This probably was national no lasagne day or the lasagne was only served after 14, who
knows. So I had an overpriced not very nice omelet instead. But it was nice to be indoors and warm
for a while.
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The rest of the day is really cold and I have to bring out my thick jacket to stop freezing. I spend the
rest of the day listening to old Swedish comedy shows called Hassan, this one make me laugh so
much I have to stop for a while.
I have seen a Hostel just outside Montargis where Canal de Orleans maybe starts. I want to rest for
a day and the prices at the hostel seem to be very low. I find this place and check in.
This place is part of HI Hostels but I have never seen such worn down and dirty place. On second
thought dirty doesn’t really cover this place, filthy might be a better word, I am not sure filthy is
correct either but I don’t know what the next word would be, maybe disgusting.

Picture: Dirty, filthy or disgusting?
I am tired so I spend the rest of the day in my room. When time for dinner comes I walk down to
the center of the village. There is a Kebab place and a “Taverne”, since I don’t like Kebab I go for
the other place. It seems that their evening menu during the week is crepes or similar. So dinner is
two overpriced pancakes but they were not all that bad.
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Picture: Tavern
Back at the hostel I inquire about heating, but since it’s summer it’s turned off. It doesn’t seem to
matter that it’s only 12C and 100% humidity, if the calendar says it’s summer it is.
It is strange that everything here is so very expensive, maybe the proximity to Paris explains why
they can get away with it. But on the other hand it’s almost deserted, sometimes I can bike for 1-2
hours without seeing another person. Strange.

Day 94. Cepoy – Cepoy, 0 km.
I sleep as late as I can and then I go downstairs for my breakfast a.k.a. Baguette . I have spotted a
washer and dryer in the kitchen, I see that the washer is free and with the speed of a cobra I get my
laundry and starts the machine.
There seems to be whole families living here and several generations of women are already cooking
lunch or dinner. These families does not look like tourists at all, maybe they are just unfortunate or
live there for some other reason beyond me.
I was not popular with the crowd in the kitchen, I suspect that they had their own system for which
family got to wash and then I just grabbed the machine when it was free.
While waiting for the dryer I service my bike in the garden shed, I really didn’t feel comfortable to
expose it too much to the crowd living here.
At lunchtime I go back to the tavern and they have a menu de jour, a really nice four course meal
with a small pitcher of red wine for 12.50 Euro. This is the way I want it to be every day. There are
mostly handymen or construction workers in the place, most of them have a drink before lunch and
a bottle of wine. I guess it is needed to drive back to work.
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Picture: Menu
Back at the hostel I read my book and go to sleep for a small siesta. There is no shop or supermarket
in town so I settle for dinner at the tavern again. Just as yesterday it’s just crap, sorry crepes.
In the evening I try to use the Internet to find a train ticket to fast forward a bit. I would like to go
west or possibly all the way south to Bordeaux. The French rail company has forgotten to add a
search criteria for traveling with bike. So I have to look through all the suggestions, train by train, to
see if there is a cycle symbol there.
As it turns out I have to go to Paris and change not only train but also stations, I am not interested in
this idea and decides to struggle against the wind and rain for some more days.

Day 95. Cepoy – Combreux, 60 km
I am woken by 300 ducks having a party in the canal outside so I get up and pack all my stuff and
await my baguette/breakfast.
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I left the hostel thinking no more hostels in France, it’s not worth it. I aim for Montargis where my
agenda is supermarket, refill SIM card with money and tourist information. Supermarket was easy.
Tourist information was interesting. I ask if they speak English and yes they did, they didn’t really
know where the canal to Orleans started or had any information on how to bike it. So if I didn’t
have my GPX track in the GPS I would never have found it I guess.
Finally, I find a Bouygtel store that can help me refill my SIM card so that I get another 300 MB for
the next 10 days. Bouygtel is great at service and at most places they have coverage, but the speed
is lower than I ever have experienced. Sometimes it so slow that my Android phone almost stops
working, it’s hard to even close applications. I guess it’s all that data they need to send to NSA.
I found my way to the canal d’Orleans and started biking. There was at least a small path on one
side of the canal the whole time. Sometimes it was not much wider than my tire but hard and nice
surface. There were no signs along the canal but it was easy to navigate, I had a GPX track for the
first half but had no problems navigating the second half.

Picture: You are here
I realized that I would not find any services along the canal so I decided to have one of my freeze
dried meals for lunch. I stopped at a park bench and started my Jetboil flash to boil some water for
the meal and some tea.
It was some delicious Bulgarian donkey or possibly Rumanian horse, it’s hard to tell with all the
added chemicals. But at least I had a hot lunch at a time I decided.
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Picture: Lunch
It was raining most of the day, it was not so cold as the other days as I was out of the wind for most
of the time along the canal.
The biking along the canal would have been wonderful if the weather was nice, now I am feeling
cold, wet and possibly sick. I am very tired and feel a sore throat coming.
When I cycle along the canal I see a sign for Auberge, I feel done for the day and decide that this
first sign by the canal must be investigated. The door is locked and there is someone sitting inside
watching me, but when I ring the bell he opens. I ask for a room and there is one. I decide that I
have biked enough for today and check in. There is no Internet available to customers but I get to
park my bike in their locked back yard.
Dinner is at 18:30, that almost feels early by now. I read in the brochure that they are three people
that run this Auberge and the restaurant, they all have long experience from the hospitality industry,
they take great care to present the products and flavors from the region bla bla bla bla bla, it’s all
very pompous and big nosed.
They serve breakfast at 9 so I decide to have breakfast in my room and leave before 8. I pay my bill
before I go to bed and tell them that I will skip breakfast since I want to leave before 8. There is no
heating since it summer so my clothes will not dry until tomorrow.

Day 96. Combreux – Orleans, 34 km
Since I went to bed early yesterday I feel very rested and have my breakfast from my stash and pack
up. I bring my bags downstairs, the corridor and stairs are so narrow that I have to make two runs to
get all bags.
Then I try to open the door to the yard, it’s locked, it’s an emergency exit and it’s locked. I try my
key but it doesn’t work. I have heard of locked emergency exits in third world countries but never
found one myself. I try the front door and it’s locked but my key works. But the gate to the
backyard is locked.
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I start to walk around in the hotel, bar and restaurant to find some other way out to the backyard
where my bike is. After a while I find the backdoor in the restaurant that the staff uses when they
smoke. This door is completely unlocked and can opened from inside and outside without a key. So
in order to secure the hotel these very experienced hoteliers make sure that their guests will die in
case of a fire and they also make sure that the hotel is left wide open to thieves.
I can not see any reason why people that lock emergency exits should be allowed to exist, at all. I
hope that one day they get to experience a locked emergency exit themselves.

Picture: If you see this run while you can.
So, a great start on a great day, it’s about 9C and the rain is pouring down like a waterfall. My mood
was very bad this morning.
The track along the canal is unpaved and in this intense rain it turns in to mud, it’s a bit slippery but
my Schwalbe Mondial dig in and spray sand and mud all over my bags and the bike.
After a while I get to the magic point where Canal d’Orleans connects with the Loire river. It’s a
whole bunch of water that runs by every second. A big river.
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Picture: You are here now
When I get to Orleans I see some signs about what lies ahead along the river. There seems to be
some organized accommodations and maps. At this point I feel sick and tired of France, I start to
feel that this whole idea with cycling sucks.
The rain is still very intense and I stop under a bridge to think a bit, I decide that I really do not
want to bike all the way to the Atlantic in headwind and rain. I do not want to be cold and wet every
day.
I see a hotel that looks to expensive but I am to wet and cold to really be bothered about the budget
right now. They have a room and there is a weekend special price, still the most expensive hotel so
far but it’s 20 Euro under the advertised rate. After seeing the room I decide to stay two nights and
have a little thinking session.
Their bike storage is full, there are 4 bikes and lots of rubbish in there. So I have to leave my bike
locked to a bike rack outside the reception. When I have carried my bags to my room I fill my water
bottles and go outside and clean the bike. It’s covered in mud and sand.
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Picture: Clean after 24 hours hard rain
I dash to the supermarket and buy groceries, dinner and breakfast. The rain is pouring down so I
really don’t want to go out for dinner and eating supermarket stuff in the room will balance the
expensive room. I would really like to bike some more along the Loire but the weather forecasts
promises plenty of storms from the Atlantic and rain,rain,rain,rain,rain. And constant headwind.
It doesn’t make sense to fight the Atlantic, I want to go somewhere where the sun is shining and I
can bike in shorts instead of head to toe Goretex. I decide to take the train to Bordeaux and go along
the coast from there, if that still doesn’t help I will cross in to Spain by train and cross the
mountains by train to the city of Vitoria where it seems to be summer still.
I use the website of the French railway company SNCF to figure out a likely route, bikes seem to be
OK on trains in France. Unfortunately there is no option for only searching for trains that accepts
bikes. I have to enter my start and destination and manually check each connection. I find a few
possibilities and write down on a paper as I intend to visit the ticket office on the station tomorrow.
So far France has turned out to be far more expensive than I could imagine, it’s even more
expensive than Finland and for sure delivers extremely low value for money even compared to
Finland.
Going from Germany directly to France was like going from Heaven to Hell. Everything is 50100% more expensive and a 50-200% less value for money.
I guess I will just have to live with that everything is very expensive and in general just garbage.

Day 97. Orleans – Orleans, 0 km.
Today is the day when I buy a French train ticket. I walk to the station and enter the ticket office. I
have my notes ready and go to the counter. I ask if the staff speaks English they say they don’t but
with our combined language skills we manage to get me some train tickets.
I lurk around the station looking at different trains to see how the bike compartments look, every
train seems to be different so no point in trying to figure the system out.
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I walk around town everything is closed so there is nothing else to do than going back to the hotel
and rest. Today the sun is shining and there is no rain.
When I go out for dinner I find out that all the restaurants open at 19 and not 18:30 as I thought.
That leaves me walking around for a bit, while I do that I see something that looks like a bookshop
that looks like it’s open. This can’t be, a shop open on Sunday evening. I go inside and it is actually
a shop and they have maps, I find a map of south west France and one Spain/Portugal map. So I
managed to buy something I needed on a Sunday in France. Amazing.

Day 98. Orleans – Bordeaux, 15 km
I wake up very early, the rain has been pounding the roof and windows all night. I have breakfast
and pack up. Just as everything is loaded on the bike and I start to bike, there is a quick shower, just
to make sure everything is wet.
Monday morning and rush hour, it’s interesting to bike through Orleans to get to the station that is 5
km from the hotel. There are bike lanes, sometimes just green arrows, sometimes proper bike lanes.
Very impressive. Unfortunately not everybody is on board with the bike lane program, here and
there someone parked in the bike lane, sometimes it just ends in the middle of an intersection.
The station has no elevator so there will be some heave lifting involved. When I look around I find
a handicap access on the outside of the station. When I start to go up the ramp on the outside of the
station a SNCF employee appears and tells me it’s not allowed to use the ramp unless you are
handicapped. We have a look on my bike and how heavy it is, but it’s IMPOSSIBLE to use the
ramp for a bike.
There is sort of ramp on the stairs so I can wheel my bike up to the platform, just behind me
stressed French people roll bags up the ramp. I almost tell them that they should wait until I have
reached the platform, if I drop my bike it will crush them and their bags. But I decide to let
Darwin’s principles rule instead.
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Picture: Easiest stairs in France
The train arrives, there are 3 employees on the platform looking after people, on the train there are
at least 8 employees. They all stand around and smoke and look when I have to remove all the bags
and lift the bike about 1.2 meters on the train. They probably thought it was nice with 2-3 minutes
extra time to smoke. The door is very narrow, my handlebar is almost to wide to go through.
The train is an Intercities, I have never been on a train that is so bumpy. I have to hold on to
something whenever I stand up. I get a little bit motion sick, something that I never experience in
normally.
There are a few stops, I sit next to the bike and the staff compartment, on every stop there is an
exodus of SNCF staff from the train. Smoke,smoke,smoke. They just suck down a half cigarette
before the train has to leave again. I have never seen a train with so much staff, that could explain
why the ticket was so expensive.
I have to change train after 2 hours, I only have 7 minutes to the next train, if it’s not on the same
platform I am toast. As through a miracle all SNCF employees are gone when I have to exit the
train, they are at some other doors smoking. So I lift the bike down to the platform and rush back to
get the bags. It seems there were some other people that needed to use the same door to get off the
train and smoke. They have cleverly placed themselves between the train with my bags and me.
Fortunately they were not very heavy so they were easy to move, also the automatic door in the
train wasn’t fast enough, I hope it was easy to hang back.
I remember in Finland when I rode a similar train, there was one employee and he actually helped
with lifting the bike and the bags. He also actually checked the tickets and did not sit and talk and
smoke all day. SNCF should hire Finnish people instead, they could reduce the staff by 90% in one
go.
Luckily there are at least 12 SNCF employees to ask about my next train and even more luckily it’s
on the same platform. It’s a tiny train with two cars, it’s one of these small diesel powered buses on
rails.
The first door is full of bags and boxes, I think I also saw a goat but I am not sure. The second door
is almost full, but by now I have enough speed to just go full speed in to the train. People start to
move themselves and their bags from the dedicated bike area. There is another cyclist as well, we
move our bikes around and I get to park my bike inside of his as he is leaving before me.
The small train takes 3 hours to get to Bordeaux, at every station people smoke standing inside the
train and the cigarette halfway outside the door. As there are many people leaving and entering the
train, all carrying at least one big suitcase , it’s mayhem at every station. The train is completely
full, people leave their bags in front of the doors and the one man show staff on the train has to
chase people and there is lots of shouting over the speaker system. “You can not leave your bags in
front of the door, yes I know it’s full but I do not care”. At one point I thought they were going to
start to throw bags of the train.
But after 3 happy hours I arrive in Bordeaux, I have seen how people behave so I decide to preempt
them being assholes by being one myself, so I just stand up and throw all bags left in front of my
bike away and start to push the bike out. People really enjoy this and I exit the train very fast, my
Schwalbe Mondial almost eat a small dog that the owner didn’t see fit to carry in the chaos.
Once on the platform I ask one of many employees if there is a lift, no lift, so I have to take the
stairs, I have to travel over several levels with small stairs and escalators to get outside.
Once I get outside it’s really warm in Bordeaux, and just for good measure it starts to rain as I make
my way out of town.
I am completely exhausted so I decide to find accommodation and I bike to edge of town and find a
cheap motel. The nice owner suggest that I take the bike inside the room when I ask if there is a
bike parking.
Then I go to McDonald’s for lunch/dinner, imagine that the only place where I can eat when I want
is McDonald’s. To get to McDonald’s I have to cross a road with one lane in each direction where
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the speed limit apparently is 800 km/h. But since it’s just between lunch digestif and dinner aperitif
some people are kind enough to risk their lives by stopping at the zebra crossing and letting me
cross.
I feel pleased with the decision to stop fighting the storms from the Atlantic and take the train south.
In Bordeaux it is still summer, shorts and t-shirt.
Hopefully I will only have one more day of systematic headwind and then I will just sail south,
south of the mountains where it still is summer and prices allegedly are lower than in Germany.
This sounds like paradiso, I wonder if it is to go to be true.
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Day 99-103 Bordeaux – Irun 290km (5149 km)

Day 99. Bordeaux – Biganos 61 km.
The sun is not shining but it’s much warmer than in the north of France. I start my long and slow
journey out of Bordeaux. There are plenty of bike lanes, some just painted green arrows and some
real proper bike lanes. The town of Bordeaux clearly has made an effort to make it possible to go by
bike in town.
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Picture: Bike roads in Bordeaux
Some inhabitants of Bordeaux are not with the program, there is a lot of parked cars and glass in
some bike lanes.
It has taken a while to get out of Bordeaux, there are many red lights and stop signs, once I get to
the outskirts of the town there are nice bike paths along the road.
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Picture: Outside Bordeaux
I meet a cyclist that is on his way back home from Santiago de Compostela, he is catching a plane
in Bordeaux to go home to Holland.
I leave the bike road since I do not know where it’s going, I want to go to the coast and join
Eurovelo 1 or La Vélodyssée, the route Google has chosen for me is on very small country roads.
The roads get smaller and smaller, eventually it’s just a tractor trail. When the road turns in to sand I
decide to detour back to the normal road to enjoy some hard surface. The Schwalbe Mondial tires
works well in sand but when the sand gets soft the bike is to heavy to get any traction, it just digs in.

Picture: Too much sand
Just as I enter the road towards the Atlantic I see some trucks and tractors parked in the distance, I
am starting to hope that this might be a place to have lunch. It could also be a Bar/Tabac/PMU
where the drivers are relaxing with some drinks and smoke before getting back on the road.
But as it turns out it’s a restaurant that serves a menu du jour for 13.50 Euro. It’s soup, salad/meat
buffet, main dish, cheese and chocolate mousse and to drink there is an unlimited amount of
Bordeaux wine. Again since I am not driving a truck I skip the wine. The food was great and this
was the second proper lunch I have had in 12 days.
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Picture: Buffet
When I leave the restaurant and get closer to the ocean I start to see proper Eurovelo 1 signs. I find
a tourist information and inquire about what accommodation that is available around here. Not
surprisingly the accommodation closer to the ocean is much more expensive so I decide to just take
the next available hotel instead of pushing forward the last 10-15 km to the ocean.
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Picture: Eurovelo 1
I find a hotel and they have a room, I check in and get to park my bike in the storage area next to
the breakfast room. When I walk over to the shopping center for an evening meal it starts to rain.
At the shopping center they have a Flunch restaurant, it has very good price performance ratio.

Day 100. Biganos – Biscarrosse, 61 km
Some rain in the morning but it stops just as I leave the hotel. There are bike lanes but they are slow,
and there is headwind.
I am looking for maps of Spain so when I see a Decathlon shop I stop to see if they have maps, they
didn’t have any maps of Spain. Then I see a McDonald’s and decide to take a break, from
McDonald I see a bookshop that went bankrupt and there is a sale. They have the maps with a 25%
discount.
When I get closer to the Ocean there are big sand dunes and the road along the coast is very hilly.
There are nice bike lanes that go through a forest.

Picture: Nice and quiet
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Picture: Forest
When I finally turn south the headwind I have had for the last 18 days or so ends. I hope this will be
the end of the systematic headwind, there will be days of headwind but nothing like biking towards
the Atlantic.
There has been rain on and off during the day and the afternoon seems to be very rainy, I decide to
make it a short day and do some laundry. The laundromat is worn down, filthy and expensive.
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Picture: Dirty and expensive

Day 101. Biscarrosse – Leon, 96 km.
Breakfast I getting less and less, I will probably have to start making my own breakfast soon. The
bike road going south is fast, it’s mainly flat and I have some tailwind. I can pedal uphill at high
gears. That is so great.
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Picture: Flat and straight
The first 40 km just fly by and I find a McDonald in Mimizan that is open when I want to eat, so I
have a long lunch break there.

Picture: To much
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After lunch I keep flying south, I find some campings that are closed and some that are still open.
They seem to want around 20 Euros for the pleasure of parking my bike and tent in a sand dune.
There are lots of people out cycling, I must have met more than 2-300 people in the afternoon. The
bike road is clearly signposted, sometimes it takes long detours just to avoid 100 meters on the road.
There are no signs for services like accommodation or food. The French still have something to
learn from the Germans here.

Picture: The gravel is the car road
After about 80 km of fast and easy biking I turn off the Eurovelo 1 and head to the nearest town,
they have a tourist information that helps me to find accommodation.
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Picture: Lets make it complicated beyond reason, just like Citroen
I end up at a tourist oriented hotel, they generally suck compared to the chain hotels and motel.
With the big chains you get a consistent price performance ratio.
I manage to get some dinner at a beach cafe of sorts and as there is no Internet to speak of I make an
early evening.

Day 102. Leon – Biarritz, 72 km
There is rain in the morning so I delay my departure by booking accommodation in Bilbao through
airbnb. I am hoping that this will be as good as the first airbnb I tried.
Once the rain stops I go outside to pack my bike which has been locked up in the hotels backyard
during the night. While I pack I get all sweaty, I start to wonder what the problem is, when I look at
the thermometer it’s already 20C. That is so far from the 10C I have had since I entered France.
The day just gets hotter and hotter and by lunchtime is almost to hot for t-shirt and shorts. I find a
small place just next to the road that serves lunch, they have some fantastic food, possibly the best I
ever had in France. But it is also the most expensive lunch so far on the trip.
I am getting close to Bayonne and during the last 20 km or so the bike road quickly deteriorates.
The surface get worse and worse, signs are few. Just before Bayonne the Eurovelo 1 just disappear
and I am left in the middle of the city. I have my GPS so I can get out of town and head for Biarritz.
This stretch is severely hilly and I struggle for a good while to get just a few kilometers. The sky is
looking very dark so when I see a Ibis Budget I check in and lock the bike outside. Just when I am
done the sky opens and there is a real shower.
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Picture: Ibis Budget, excellent price performance ratio.
I cant find any restaurant nearby that is acceptable or open so I just buy some stuff at the
supermarket and head back to the hotel. I spend the rest of the evening making GPX tracks for the
coming week or so. I plan to go to Irun and get a Spanish SIM card and possibly spend the night.
The day after next I plan to take the Euskotren to Bilbao and check in to my airbnb.

Day 103. Biarritz – Irun, 34 km
Going out from Biarritz is very hilly, up and down all the time. The whole route towards
Hendaye/Irun is just a series of crazy uphill and downhill.
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Picture: Downhill
After one long downhill I have to stop and let my brakes cool, the discs are wobbly from the heat
but luckily they survive.
The weather is back to full summer now, it’s really hot going up all the hills. Since it’s Saturday
there are lots and lots of people outside riding their road bikes.
I hardly see any signs for Eurovelo 1 but I get by with the GPS. When I finally arrive in Hendaye
and pass the bridge to Spain it feels really good. I start to look for a hotel that is close to the border
and the Euskotren.
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Picture: Geltoki Euskotren !
After just a few hundred meters on the Spanish side I find an old tired hotel, the staff is quad-lingual
and the price is acceptable so I stop there.

Picture: Espagne
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I ask them how to get to the shopping center a few kilometers away where I have found a Vodafone
shop. They tell me there is no need to go there since there is a Vodafone shop around the corner
from the hotel.
I hurry there and ask if they speak English, they do not they say, but I have prepared my question.
“Yo quiero un Móvil Prepago – Hablar y Navegar – Smart 16”, they think it is so funny that they
forget that they don’t understand English. So 5 minutes and 10 Euros later I have “Muchos
MB+MINUTOS+SMS”.

Pictures: Muchos, Muchos, Muchos
After some walking around I find a restaurant that is open as early as 18:30 and I have a great meal.
It’s sort of a chicken schnitzel with pasta AND fries, completely covered in roquefort sauce. At
11.50 Euro it’s the best meal in a very long time.
I hope this is the start of a new trend, summer, tailwind, easy, good food, cheap.
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Day 104-111. Irun – Burgos, 215 km (5364 km)

Day 104. Irun – Bilbao, 5 km.
My first night in Spain was noisy but eventually things got quiet. Breakfasts have been getting
smaller and smaller the last couple of weeks, judging from this hotel they will continue to be even
smaller.
I bike over to the station and buy my ticket, the man that sells the ticket writes down the details
about how I have to change trains in San Sebastian. The elevator is to small so I have to roll down
the stairs. Once on the platform I see that there is another way in to the station that doesn’t involve
stairs.
It was really amazing to see how clean everything is in Spain or at least in the Basque country.
When I crossed the border in to France it was like going to a trash dump, garbage, glass, plastic
everywhere. Even in the country side there was some trash or plastic every 5 meters. Bordeaux and
towards the south was a bit cleaner than the north.
But once I crossed the bridge to Spain everything was much cleaner and almost no garbage on the
streets. The train is completely clean, almost like it’s just out of the factory. No graffiti or other
damages.
The Euskotren is a nice commuter train, just roll the bike on and there is a nice place to park it.
When exiting you just roll out the other door, no need to turn or lift the bike.
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Picture: Euskotren
The first part of the train ride is to San Sebastian, looking through the windows it doesn’t look to
hilly but the train goes on some bridges and through tunnels.
In San Sebastian the change is very easy, I have the instructions from Irun and find the train to
Bilbao in a few seconds. It’s the same type of train, so easy to get on. This train is also very clean
and looks new. The journey to Bilbao is through seriously hilly landscape, it’s very beautiful to
watch through the window.
When we get closer to Bilbao there are some graffiti and garbage, but in general it’s less than in
Stockholm.
In Bilbao a dog wants to greet me just as I roll through the barrier to get out of the station so the
bike get stuck, the staff at the station has to come and open it manually to let my bike out.
I follow my GPX track through the old town and along the water towards the Airbnb apartment that
I am staying in. I used google maps to create the track but something went wrong so I end up biking
on pedestrian street but no-one seems to mind.
It is insane hot in Bilbao so I go and sit in a park next to the apartment to wait for check-in. Just as I
arrived I get a SMS saying it’s ready for early check-in.
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Picture: Park in Bilbao
The apartment is 20 degrees colder than outside so I just stay there and rest, later I walk out and
find a Chinese store that is open so I can buy water and bread.

Day 105. Bilbao – Bilbao, 0 km.
This was the first of three rest days in Bilbao. I slept very late and enjoyed a massive breakfast that
I had in the fridge. After a slow start I go shopping food for the next days and then I find a
laundromat.
I walk around the neighborhood and check things out, this seems to be a nice area.
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Picture: The apartment
I have lunch and go back to the apartment for some siesta. In the afternoon I walk back to the
laundromat and do some washing.

Picture: Laundromat
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While I am waiting for the washer to finish Jokin calls me and tells me that he is coming to Bilbao
by car and we figure out where to meet.
After meeting him we walk around for a few hours in Bilbao, have a quick look in the old town. Go
to the train station and find out that there are no trains to Miranda de Ebro that allows bikes.

Picture: Abando station
We go to a bar to have some bocadillo for dinner and afterward Jokin walks me back to my
apartment.

Day 106. Bilbao – Bilbao, 0 km.
Sleep late and do almost nothing all day. I walk to Bilbo Bike and buy new water bottles as the ones
I had are beyond cleaning. I do some research on the route south of Salamanca and it seems that I
can ride along the Vía de la Plata which is one of many Camino de Santiago.
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Picture: Bilbao

Day 107. Bilbao – Bilbao, 0 km.
Today is last day of rest in Bilbao. I do some more laundry and shopping. I also spend some time
exchanging e-mails with the tourist office in Vitoria about a possible way out of Bilbao without
going through the mountains. There is a commuter train to Orduña and from there it’s just one
massive uphill to get on the meseta. This sounds better than spreading it out over 10-20 km so I
decide to go for that.
In the evening I meet Ainoa and Jokin for a walk in Bilbao and we have dinner in old town.
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Picture: Bilbao

Day 108. Bilbao – Vitoria-Gasteiz, 46 km
Time to leave Bilbao, I ride to the train station through the cool and clean Bilbao. The first possible
train is at 09:45 so it’s a late start. I buy my ticket and the staff makes sure I get through the barriers
and on to the right platform.
The station is very nice and I sit and wait for my train. I am going on line 3 which for some reason
has a bit higher trains than the other lines. Maybe it’s because it’s going up the mountains.
The train is super clean, it smells like it just had been hand scrubbed with soap. There is no garbage
or graffiti.
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Picture: Renfe train
Orduña is almost at 300 meters altitude so there is only 400 meters further up to Vitoria-Gasteiz.
Most of that altitude is gained in one big crazy uphill with 8% grades and switchbacks. It’s almost
one and half hours of biking to get up the hill, as the crow flies it might be 2-3 kilometers.
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Picture: The only way is up

Picture: Finally
I continue towards Vitoria-Gasteiz, the roads are nice and quiet. The route was the one the Tourist
Office suggested but they were unsure about a stretch of 500 meters along the N-622 but once I get
there it turns out that bicycles are allowed.
It is incredibly hot today and the temperature on the handlebar goes over 40C. On my way in to the
town I find a big shopping center with a McDonald so I stop for some ice cream.
Once I get to Vitoria-Gasteiz I am exhausted, the first hotel I find is a 5 star one so I get the next
one.

Day 109. Vitoria – Briviesca, 81 km.
It’s a cool morning which feels great compared to yesterdays crazy heat. Vitoria-Gasteiz is a really
nice town, the whole layout of the town is grandiose. There is plenty of space and streets are 20-30
meters wide.
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Picture: wide streets
I find some nice bike lanes out of town. The plan is to ride on or along the A-1 and then the N-1
road.

Picture: Service road
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On a hill just outside Miranda de Ebro two MTB riders catch up with me and they tell me that there
is a camino here as well. All I have to do is to follow the yellow arrows and they will take me to
Burgos. This is the via de Bayona.

Picture: Yellow arrow
So for the rest of the day I switch between the camino and the back roads and riding the shoulder of
N-1. The N-1 is big and wide and the shoulder is mostly 1 to 2 meters wide, but there is lots of
traffic.
During the last 10 km in to Briviesca the headwind is increasing and becomes very strong. I visit
the tourist information and they give me a map of the accommodation available, I try the nearest
hotel and they have a cheap room and bike parking.
The next stop is Burgos, it’s a relatively big town so I book a hotel in advance. Also I have decided
to take a rest day in Burgos and celebrate my birthday.

Day 110. Briviesca – Burgos, 49 km.
The day starts with rain, not great. The breakfast is served in the cafeteria in the hotel. The cafeteria
is open to the public and it’s full of people when I enter at 07:30. There are some hunters that has
leaned their guns against their table and there are some other people that drinks beer and brandy.
Once I have eaten my two toasts with butter and marmalade I check out and start pedaling. The rain
has turned the camino and the unsealed roads in to mud, the going in mud is very slow. Since it is
raining most of the day I try to stay on the N-1 shoulder as much as possible.
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Picture: Mud
Lately I have had a hard time finding any places that serves food when I want to eat, today is no
exception but I find a cantina that serves some bocadillo and tortilla de patatas.
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Picture: Cantina
By now I regret booking the room in Burgos, it rains and there is headwind. Also there are some
high mountains that I end riding over on the camino.
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Picture: Going up again
While on the camino I ride through a wind park that is located at more than 1000 meters over sea
level.
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Mud
I struggle on and eventually I get to Burgos, I see a river that goes through town. I stop and wash
the bike and the bags. Everything is so dirty.
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Almost clean
I find the hotel and it’s nice and all but the bastards wants 6 Euro/day to park the bike in their
garage.

Expensive parking
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I hurry out to shop at the supermarket since tomorrow is Sunday and everything is closed. Sleep
comes quick and early.

Day 111. Burgos – Burgos, 0 km.
I sleep late and eat breakfast in the room. Yesterday I bought some bread that is not full of sugar and
has fibers, imagine how great that tastes for breakfast. I take a walk around town, there is an attempt
to make the worlds longest sausage, “la morcilla más larga del mundo”, if I understand it correctly
they manage to make a sausage that is just a bit more than 187 meters long.

Sausage machine
There is also some kind of marathon going on, so the town is full of activity. Since coming to Spain
I have been completely out of sync with when eateries are open. Breakfast can be early but is
normally useless and full of sugar. Lunch is very late 13-16 and dinner before 21 seems to get
harder and harder. I have an early dinner disguised as a late lunch.
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Day 112-117. Burgos – Salamanca 270 km (5634 km)

Day 112. Burgos – Torquemada, 74 km.
The weather is not great, rain and headwind. I mainly cycle on the small service roads along the
highway. As it has been raining for a while now the going is heavy and dirty. In a small village I
cross paths with two other cyclists, they have narrower tires with less thread so they have to
struggle to keep going. I think they are going along the camino towards Santiago de Compostela.
In most towns the service road exits in to the “old road” and I get to bike through the ghost towns
along the old road. In one of these places I find a hostal that serves hot food as extremely early as
12:00. It’s just a hamburger plate but it’s fantastic.
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Hostal

Hostal
I ride mostly on the east side of the highway but after a while google maps thinks I should ride the
west side. I can’t really see why but it might be that it’s not possible to go through on the east side
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somewhere along the road. This turns out to be the hilly side of the highway. Sometimes there are
grades almost to steep to walk.

Picture: Steep
I have spotted some hostals in Torquemada but when I get there I can’t find any of them. I ride up
and down the village and after a while I find the hostal, it’s about 200 meters from where google
said it would be.
The hostal and room was very nice, almost brand new. They could agree to serve dinner as
extremely early as 20:00. They had a local beer named Torquemada,
http://www.cervezatorquemada.com.
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Hostal
I feel I need a rest day in Valladolid so I book the Ibis hotel, it’s located in the outskirts of town but
it will have to do.

Day 113. Torquemada – Valladolid, 68 km.
The room was raw and cold in the morning. They had cake, beer, cigarettes and boze to choose
from for breakfast.
The first hour or so was very warm and humid, then the headwind and intense rain started.
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Roman bridge
I had to abandon the plans of the service roads today, there was to much rain. So I ended up taking
some small roads over some small mountains instead.

Muddy
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The day was just getting colder and colder, the rain wouldn’t stop at all and the wind kept on getting
stronger.

Gravel road
I found a hotel/bar/cafeteria/restaurant in an industrial area that served hamburgers as early in the
morning as 11:00. Just a hamburger but warm food at a decent hour can’t be beat. The surroundings
are nice and it would probably have been a great ride if it wasn’t for the constant rain and headwind.
Just before Valladolid I have to ride over a mountain pass, it really sucks and on the top the wind is
so hard that it almost pushes me back down the hill again.
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Windy uphill
The road in to Valladiod was a real mess, it went through an industrial are and I managed to hit rush
hour. The traffic is insane and for about 3-4 kilometers the road is full of cars and trucks. Once I
cross the ring road and get inside the town it quiets down and there are bike lanes. I find the hotel
and since there is no bike parking I park the bike just outside the door and hope the rain will clean it
up a bit. Everything is soaking wet and dirty so I clean the bags in the shower and leave everything
to dry. Later I have an early and expensive dinner at the hotel.

Day 114. Valladolid – Valladolid, 0 km.
Enjoying a day of rest in Valladolid, sleep late and even later breakfast. I spend some time on
finding out if there are any trains going south and planning routes from Plasencia and south.
The weather is strange here on the meseta, the clouds comes very fast and low, they are also very,
very black. In the afternoon the skies clear up and go for a walk. I do some shopping, prices in the
supermarkets are lower than in Germany.
Next to the hotel there is a service station and I wash the bike with their high pressure wash. I
manage to get most mud of the bike, the chain is as new after some drops of Rohloff oil.
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Almost clean

Day 115. Valladolid – Alaejos, 71 km.
Leaving Valladolid takes a good while, it’s a maze of one way streets and huge intersections. In the
outskirts there are some nice bike lanes.
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Ooops

Clear
I ride some nice gravel roads next to the highway, the sun is shining and the clouds keep their
distance. After the town Tordesillas I leave the gravel roads and enter the N-620. It is a very nice
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road that runs in parallel with the highway. The N-620 is really wide and there is very little traffic,
ideal for bike touring.

N-620
Along the road I find a nice lunch in a small town and life is good.
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Lunch
I had decided to stay in Alaejos, there are two hostal/hotels there. When I approach the small town
(population 1500) I see two big churches that look almost identical.

Two churches
I search for the first place, it’s not at all where google thinks it should be so I head for the other
place.
It’s in the town square, they have a room and I get to park the bike behind the bar in the beer
storage. No restaurant open before 21 so I buy dinner in the small supermarket and eat it in my
room and make it an early evening.

Day 116. Alaejos – Salamanca, 57 km.
There was some heavy rain during the night but it seems to clear up in the morning. Breakfast was
as disappointing as the place itself, just yesterdays bread toasted in a pan and some butter. When I
am leaving the staff can't unlock the bar to get my bike out, I have to help them with this. Then
there is no paper for the credit card machine, but since I guess that they were trying to get cash to
put in the pocket I say that I have no cash. After a while the missing roll of paper is found but they
can’t get it in to the machine so I take care of this to.
After being delayed by the staff at Fawlty towers I am on the road. There are some very dark clouds
in the south but they disappear. This is a really nice day and biking is great. There are many very
long uphills and some steep downhills.
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N-620
The N-620 is fantastic, the shoulder is 1-2 meters wide and there is almost no traffic. I can’t find
any place for lunch today so I end up eating some cakes for lunch. The last bit in to Salamanca is
small gravel roads that turn in to mud for a while.
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Mud again
But I find the hotel and get to park my bike in their garage for free.

Safe
Salamanca is a really nice town. By the time I have had a shower and gone out for food everything
has closed so I end up having a bocadillo, I must do something about this with the food situation. I
decide to try to get more protein powder as I have calculated that there is no way I can be getting
enough protein when more than 50% of the food is bread.
I visit the tourist information and I get a map with a big X for where the laundromat is, this and
protein powder will be tomorrows projects. I also find a small guide book in English about the
Camino de Santiago.

Day 117. Salamanca – Salamanca, 0 km.
I sleep for many hours so I wake up rested. First order of business is to find the laundromat and
wash my clothes. When I get there it turns out that it’s a laundry so I drop my clothes off and they
will be ready in 2 hours. The morning is very cold, it feels great.
I start to look for shops that might have protein powder, most “sports shop” seems to be clothes
shops. But after walking around for a while I find a shop that only sells protein powder and other
supplements. Unfortunately the smallest can they have is 1 kg, that is a very big can to store in
bicycle panniers.
I hurry back to the laundry to get my clothes before they close for the weekend. After leaving
clothes and protein powder at the hotel I rush out to get lunch, I find a nice restaurant that is open.
They look a surprised that someone wants to eat as early as 13, but they serve an excellent meal.
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Lunch
By now it’s really hot so I spend the rest of the day in the hotel resting and reading.
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Day 118-123. Salamanca – Merida, 291 km (5925 km)

Day 118. Salamanca – Vallejera de Riofrio, 74 km.
Leaving Salamanca starts with a long uphill out of town.
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Leaving Salamanca
The road continues to go up until I reach a pass at 1005 meters altitude.

1005 meters and still going up
The days start out really chilly, often below 10C and then the heat builds slowly. After one in the
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afternoon it’s usually above 30C. Today is Sunday so most places are closed and the roads are quiet
and nice. I manage to find a bar that is open where I can have some tostados. Things are really
cheap here in the countryside.
The road continues to go slowly up and up and up, I will pass the highest pass on my journey today.

Slowly going uphill
The road I am cycling is the N-630 and it’s a service road to the A-66 highway. The road is
incredibly good, it’s really wide and the shoulder is mostly between 1-2 meters wide. There is
almost no traffic at all, some tractors and some trucks.
In one of millions of roundabouts I see another cyclist parked talking on the phone, I stop and ask if
she needs help. She is from Salamanca and on a 4 day tour, she doesn’t have a map or GPS and
wonders how to ride back to Salamanca. Fortunately I just came that way so I can tell her how to
get there, just follow N-630 and the signs with “Via de servicio”.
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Via de servicio
Next is the “Puerto de Vallejera 1202 meter” pass, there are some switchbacks to get up to the top
but from there is just on big downhill towards Bejar where I was planning to stay.

The peak
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After going downhill for a kilometer or so I meet 3 Englishmen, they are biking the via de la Plata
and they don’t look so happy when I tell them about the road ahead to Salamanca. I was planning to
stay in Bejar but with a few kilometers to go I see a sign for a hotel and decide to try my luck. They
had a cheap room and a nice dinner. It looks like the place is a ski resort, just like in Finland, high
mountains, steep hills, ski resort, why do I keep going to these places ?

Day 119. Vallejera de Riofrio – Plasencia, 64 km.
It’s really cold in the morning, the Hotel is probably at about 1100 meters altitude. The morning
start with a crazy downhill towards Bejar, really cold it was. After Bejar there are some uphills but
mostly crazy long downhills. I loose about 750 meters altitude over 30-40 kilometers.

Going down
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Still going down
It was really cold going down, but once in the lowlands the sun really heats up in the afternoon. I
decide to make it a short day and check in to a hostal while the restaurant still is open for lunch.

Still going down
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Soon I will have to make my mind up about which route to take in Portugal. My two options are to
go south to Merida and then west to Badajoz and in to Portugal, or go south to Sevilla and then west
along the coast. I am sure the first option would be nicer cycling but the second option is probably
easier for someone that doesn’t speak Portuguese. Today was fantastic cycling, as usual, the views
and nature is really fantastic. The roads (N-630 and N-620) are the best ones I have seen. Surface is
great and there is almost no traffic at all. Maybe 10-20 vehicles per hour. In towns and cities it can
be a bit narrower and busier.

N-630
From what I can see the A-66 highway is also has very light traffic, it must have cost the EU
taxpayers enormous amounts of money.
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A-66

Day 120. Plasencia – Caceres, 86 km.
The hostal wasn’t so great as their A/C shut of when the outside temp was low during the night. The
temperature in the building was still 25-30 C. The morning started with yet another cold downhill, it
felt great after the night without the A/C. The first part of N-630 was also the access road to the
highway A-66 so it was a bit messy and lots of traffic. Just outside the town before the highway
there was one of these enormous roundabouts, there was something like 16 lanes going in to it and
the roundabout itself had 3 lanes and were about 100 meters wide. I am guessing that this must be
financed by the EU taxpayers and not the 41 000 people that lives in Plasencia.
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Yet another mega roundabout
Today’s biking along the N-630 will be at an altitude between 300 and 600 meters, so many up and
downs but none very steep I hope.
One of the great things with N-630 is that it runs along the highway so here and there I find small
access roads to the service stations on the highway. Today I found a place with 24×7 open
restaurant, it was fantastic to have a plate with one fried chicken and fries for lunch at 10:30 !
Finally !
After lunch, at 11, it’s almost to hot for t-shirt and shorts, the sun is really hot. The N-630 and the
highway split up to cross the Rio Tajo at different bridges so now it’s all countryside until next
town. Since the bridge over Rio Tijo is the only one for a long distance the actual Camino Santiago
walking trail comes out on the road for long stretches so I meet lots of walkers.
The nature is as usual fantastic and the bike ride is also fantastic but in the afternoon the
temperature passes 35C and going is hard.
When I get to Caceres I try the first Hostal I see, a quick look on google confirms what I can see on
the outside, it’s a dirty place with cockroaches. So I move along some kilometers until next hotel
appears. This happens to be a 4 star hotel but by now I am exhausted and after trying to get the
internet rate but failing I decide so suck it up and check in. Very expensive but at least the A/C
lowers the temperature in the room to 15C and I slowly recover from the day in the sun.
Today I was riding along one of Spain’s enormous infrastructure projects, the high speed train line
between Madrid and Lisabon. Further north I was riding along another high speed train line for 3 or
4 days, that was the line between Madrid and Burgos. These projects involves enormous bridges
and moving around earth in such a scale that the building sites must be visible from the moon
without binoculars.
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High speed train in the sky
As I am guessing that all or most of it is financed by EU taxpayers I wonder how good idea it
actually is to reward Spain’s failing economy with these projects. Spain has this great idea to place
signs next to all projects financed by EU taxpayers so that the citizens of Spain can see how much
money they get from EU taxpayers. That is probably why it seems like people here like EU a lot.
From these signs I can see that the panhandling has been going on since they had pesetas instead of
Euro.
So congratulations Spain ! If you live in a country that is a paying more than it’s getting from EU,
go to Spain and enjoy the best roads in EU, you probably paid for them anyway.

Day 121. Caceres – Merida, 67 km.
So I woke up in this expensive hotel and went for a shower, there was no hot water. Yes! I thought,
I’ve struck gold. I called reception and complained big time, they said there was nothing they could
do. So I went down to have breakfast and it was really nice with scrambled eggs and bacon. Back in
the room I called again and complained that there was no hot water, there was nothing they could
do. Soon I would teach them what they could do.
When I checked out I placed all my bags in front of the reception desk in a nice pile and started to
complain that there was no hot water. They said it was nothing that they could do about it and
handed me the bill. I handed it back and said no hot water no pay for expensive room. This went on
for a while and 4-5 calls were made to managers somewhere and the queue of business people were
building behind me. Once they understood that I had the rest of my life to stand there and wait and
wait until they compensated me they canceled my bill and the stay was for free. This was better
than I even had hoped for.
Since there was a small delay when checking out the super markets had opened so I stopped by one
of the big ones to get some drinks for the day and also to get some cash as I was running low. None
of the ATM machines would give me any money, claiming that there was some technical problem.
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I bike out of town on their nice bike lanes, once they stop it’s out in traffic on N-630 again. The
road is a bit up and a bit down, but all uphills are very flat so no major effort is needed.

Nice bike lanes
I find a small bar along the road that can serve a bocadillo tortilla francesa for lunch at 11:30, not an
ideal lunch but under the circumstances it’s great.
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Bar
In the afternoon it becomes really hot, well over 35C. The sun is so strong now that I need to re-coat
myself in my SPF 30 suncream several times per day to avoid getting burnt.
In a small town along the road I stop at a service station to get something cold to drink and while I
stand in the shadow and cool down I see two minibuses with trailers pulling up to fill diesel. One of
the guys starts to talk to me and it turns out that they are an adventure travel company that do bike
rides on the Iberian peninsula. They have a bunch of people out biking on Trek hybrid bikes and
they follow them around, bringing food and cold drinks when needed. The trailers also had bike
racks with spare bikes and place to store all the bikes and luggage. Sounds like a great idea, I
wonder what it would cost to do my 6000 km journey with a minibus following me around. The guy
is Portuguese and he’s super friendly and offers me water or cold drinks.
Just before Merida I get overtaken by 4 people on Trek hybrid bikes and no panniers, I guess that
they are the adventure cyclists. As there is a downhill in to Merida I almost manage to keep up with
them. In the last roundabout before town I see the Portuguese guy with the minibus again, he’s
cheering on his cyclists. When I pass by he again asks if I need water or cold drinks.
So yet another day of fantastic cycling, a bit to hot but thinking of Finland and France I have
decided to not complain about that.
I reach the Hostal where I was planning to stay, once I get inside and ask if there is a room for two
days the receptionist says – yes there is a room but first here is the key to the garage so you can park
your bike and take the elevator up with all you bags.
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Safe
I like this place already. The room is very small, but everything needed was there and the price was
also very small. I ask if there is a restaurant open for lunch and there is one just down the street.
They have a menu of the day for 6.50 Euro.
There is a big supermarket just across the street, this place will be great for a day of rest.
I walk around the neighborhood and try some ATMs but no luck. Then I go to the supermarket and
buy dinner.

Day 122. Merida – Merida, 0 km.
I wake up in a cold and dark room feeling very rested, I decide to have two days of rest here. I get
up and go over to the supermarket and buy a big breakfast, then I take a walk around town.
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Old bridge
I find a tourist information but they can’t help me with finding a self service laundromat, they only
have laundry services they claim.
I find a ATM that works and have a late lunch at the same restaurant as yesterday.
The mornings are really cool and nice but already at 10 it’s 25C and the afternoons are really hot.

Day 123. Merida – Merida, 0 km.
Second day of rest. I pretty much do nothing this day. I have a look at the bike and do some minor
maintenance on it. I have lunch at the same place as yesterday, it’s great, starter, mains and dessert
for 6.50 Euro. In the evening I walk over to the supermarket to buy drinks and food for tomorrow
and also get some more sunscreen as my SPF 30 is running out. They have SPF 50 so I decide to get
that as it might require fewer re-coatings.
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Day 124-129. Merida – Monte Gordo, 369 km (6298 km)

Day 124. Merida – Fuente de Cantos, 87 km.
I woke up before sunrise and had breakfast and packed all my stuff. After a while I started to
wonder why there was no sunlight outside, I had a look through the window and it was dense fog.
My bottle of SPF 50 felt like a really good investment.
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Fog
Getting out of Merida was not so complicated, the town is not so big. I saw plenty of MTB and road
cyclists heading out for a ride. In the afternoon the fog and clouds cleared and it turned out to be a
great day, fantastic cycling.
There was wine harvest season, the countryside was bustling with activity and small tractors and
cars that looked that they had been rejected by the scrapyard. Many of the cars had Rumanian and
Bulgarian plates, maybe it’s the same people that pick berries in Sweden during the summer. The
road (N-630) was really great, almost no traffic at all, about half way to Fuente de Cantos the road
became narrower and the surface was a bit worn.
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N-630
In Fuente de Cantos I found a Hotel Rural, it’s big building complex with cafeteria, restaurant, pub,
disco, cinema and hotel. After some searching they have a room free and I check in and get to park
my bike in a big garage.
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Hotel Rural
The restaurant doesn’t open until 21 so I have a quick dinner in the room. I have gained some
hundreds of meters of altitude now, but there is still 20 km uphill to go before the downhill to sea
level.

Day 125. Fuente de Cantos – El Gorrobo, 81 km.
It is a dark and cloudy morning, it seems to be hunting season, there are dogs barking and shots
fired all over the countryside. My two toasts a.k.a. breakfast is served at 8 so no early start. The first
20 or so kilometers up to Monesterio are a bit boring, I am so looking forward to being at sea level
again. When I reach the summit the view is fantastic and there is a very long crazy 8% downhill. I
almost expect to see the sea but on the horizon there are more mountains.

Steep
Half way down the cold descent I meet two Japanese cyclists that are going to Santiago de
Compostela, they are in a hurry since their visa expires in a few weeks. The day has many up and
downs, but the cycling is beautiful as usual in Spain. Fantastic views and great road. I stop for lunch
and since the kitchen isn’t open I have to settle for a Bocadillo de Tortilla Francesa. Not ideal food
but I am starting to like it. After some really insane downhills I have to conquer one massive really
steep and long uphill. The new and shiny highway next to my road has a 6% grade and it looks flat
compared to my road.
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Long uphill
At the top of the hill I find a cheap hotel, it really looks worn down but I can imagine that it was
really great back in the 1970′s or so.
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Old
For some strange reason the restaurant is already open at 17:30, or maybe they are still serving
lunch, I have a really nice dinner with some massive steaks. There is no Internet and only Spanish
TV so sleeping is the only thing to do.

Day 126. El Gorrobo – La Palma del Condado, 85 km.
The night was very quiet, I am probably the only one living here. I start the day with my two toasts
and marmalade. Then I am set to start the continued descent to sea level.
There are many, many kilometers of downhill from here, nothing really steep but just nice long
downhills.
Just after the 800 km marker I leave the great wonderful N-630, which I will miss, and go west
towards Portugal.
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Bye bye N-630
There are many, many cyclists outside Seville, it seems to be very popular to ride the N-630. I had
my mind set on very flat roads to the west of Seville but I was mistaken, there are many up and
downs. Some really nasty hills. At about 13 I find a place for lunch, they have about 100 seats and
the staff is there, but I am the only guest. Maybe they have lunch later in Andalusia than in the rest
of Spain. I have a menu of the day for 5.50 Euro.
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Andalusia or Dalarna ?
I pass by an enormous solar power plant, it’s a bunch of mirrors that concentrate the suns rays to
high towers with water tanks. The towers are more than 100 meters high and the mirrors stretch out
over several kilometers. Again a project visible from space partially financed by EU tax payers.
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Sunshine
I didn’t find any open supermarkets today so I end up buying water and drinks and service stations
along the road, it’s about 2-5 times more expensive. I ride in to town and find a hotel, they are
closed during the day but opens between 17 and 22 for check-in. I try their automatic check-in
machine outside the hotel but it tells me that the hotel is full. Since it’s just 10 minutes to wait I
decide to wait and see if the humanoids can find me a room.
As it turns out the machine outside the hotel is broken and there are rooms available. I wonder how
hard it would be to put a sign on the machine indicating that it is broken. There is a restaurant next
door and I am told it opens at 19, that seems to good to be true but I go there anyway. The staff tells
me that it opens in about 30 minutes or so. I take a walk for 30 minutes and come back, now they
tell me that it will probably open in 15 minutes or so. I have a look in the kitchen and there is noone there, all the stoves are turned off and there is no food in sight.
Well, that is life, I take a walk to the supermarket and buy a bunch of food and have dinner in my
room.

Day 127. La Palma del Condado – Huelva, 41 km.
In Spain it seems very common that parents drive their kids to school and just stops or parks outside
schools. In some cities I have been the streets of some neighborhoods are completely blocked of
double or triple parked cars outside bars and schools in the morning. The town La Palma del
Condado has about 10 000 inhabitants and they have solved the problem by having a Policia Local
standing outside school and blowing his whistle every time someone stops. It is really great that
they can afford this and even better is that my hotel is next to his post during this critical mission.
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Let's split the bill, EU taxpayers pay most.
Today is going to be a short day since I have decided to take a rest day in Huelva. I have this great
idea that since there is a big university in town I can find a laundromat and also perhaps find a
bookstore that has maps of Portugal.
The last 10 kilometers or so in to Huelva was very, very busy and not enjoyable at all. Many trucks
and high speeds.
Just as I enter the city I find a McDonald’s so I combine lunch with some free wifi. None of the
hotels downtown seems very tempting so I decide to try my luck at the nearest one, it’s on the
outskirts of town. I manage to get a rate lower than the best one on Internet but still it was more
expensive than I had hoped for. I had some solid leads for a laundromat but it seems all of them
where either non-existing or laundries that charge 1-2 Euro per item. The infrastructure of this town
is enormous, there are roundabouts that will take 10 minutes to walk around. The main street in to
town is big enough for a military parade with all of Sweden’s military. With a population of 150 000
people it must have been really hard for the people of Huelva to finance all of these enormous
streets, good job !
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Big streets
Back at the hotel I do some laundry in the room instead and run the A/C on really cold and go to
sleep exhausted from walking around town in the sun.

Day 128. Huelva – Huelva, 0 km.
I need to rest so the day is mostly spent in the hotel. Starting with a massive breakfast buffet,
followed by lunch and dinner at nearby restaurants. I think I manage to do as little as possible today.
For a while I contemplate to go to Decathlon but it’s 4-5 kilometers away and it’s very hot outside. I
see on the Spanish weather program that it has been extremely warm in October, if I understand it
correctly the temperature has been higher than the average for August.

Day 129. Huelva – Monte Gordo, 75 km.
As usual getting out of town is complicated, Huelva is no exception. The bike lanes they have are
just a big joke. It seems like the traffic system is made to spit out all traffic on the big avenidas as
soon as possible. This is great for cars to spare the population the noise and exhaust fumes. But
riding a bike this means that there are no riding the small streets, there is a system with one way
streets that just spits you out in traffic whatever you do.
On the western outskirts of Huelva there is sort of a slum, it looks like really rough neighborhoods.
I am glad I stayed on the east side with the mega roundabouts.
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With love from Brussels
The countryside is also looking very dodgy, sometimes it looks like people are living in old semi
demolished buildings or shacks made of whatever could be found on the side of the road. The day is
cool but as usual it heaths up in the afternoon. Along the route I follow a strange waterway, canal
del Piedras, nice service roads along the canal.
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Canal del Piedras

Canal del Piedras
When I get to Ayamonte I just miss the ferry to Portugal so I have to wait for the next one. The ferry
is a really small boat with a big flat deck where people, bikes, cars and donkeys can ride.
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Ferry to Portugal
The ferry is full of tourists, it feels really strange to hear Swedish people talk to each other. My first
stop in Portugal is Vila Real de Santo Antonio, I spend a while trying to find the Vodafone shop.
The town has this really interesting system with no signs with street names or numbers, so having
the address didn’t really help.
Once I find the shop it’s closed for lunch between 13 and 15. Vila Real felt like a dangerous place,
there was people walking around looking in to every car to see if there was something to smash &
grab, also gangs of young gangsta walking around. I decided to bike out of there and find a hotel in
nearby Monte Gordo and then go back after 15.
In Monte Gordo I picked one of 50 hotels that had gotten nice reviews and they had a room. I
managed to get a room on the top floor with a view of the ocean, they also had a special bike room.
After checking in I biked back to Vila Real and got my SIM card, no ID or passport required, just
pay the 21 Euro and I had 500 MB of mobile Internet.
Since this was a tourist only place the restaurants were open when I wanted to eat dinner, all menus
in English and I could hear lots of Dutch, Swedish, German and English.
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Day 130-135. Monte Gordo – Sagres, 236 km (6534 km)

Day 130. Monte Gordo – Faro, 70 km.
First morning in Portugal, there is one hours time difference with Spain so now breakfast is yet
another hour later. The morning was cold and very foggy.
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Fog
The breakfast buffet was really massive with everything a hungry cyclist could want. I have found
something called Algarve Ecovia that is supposed to be a trail/route that runs along the Algarve
coast. I also found some different sets of GPX files of the track that I could load in to my GPS.
The track seems to consist of a series of walking tracks that are loosely nit together, so there is a
mix of sand, mud, gravel and bad roads. I am lucky to have the track on my GPS as there are very
few signs at all.
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Algarve Ecovia
The countryside outside the tourist towns is very beautiful but rough, there are places where people
seems to live in sheds or abandoned houses. The quality of the roads are nothing like Spain, it’s
really bumpy and rough. The traffic along the Algarve coast is horrible, I think this picture describes
it better than any words can.
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Traffic in Portugal
It’s a lethal mix of locals and people on holiday, the only thing they have in common is that there is
absolutely no slowing down ever, the speed on the roads is truly amazing. Also there seems to be no
two drivers that can agree on where on the road to drive, some drive with their left wheels over the
center line and some drive with their right wheels on the shoulder. Everybody drives really close to
each other. The result is that you can meet a group of cars going 80-100 km/h with 2-3 meters
distance spread out over 75% of the available road.
Roundabouts are designed for maximum speed, the shoulder disappears 1-2 meters before the
roundabout, so drivers are used to going fast, looking left and driving very far right when going in
to roundabouts. This is not the place to be cycling. Unfortunately there is not always a connection
between the tracks of Algarve Ecovia so from time to time I am forced out on the N-125 road. This
is not a pleasant experience. I have no plan on where to stop for the night but when I am getting
near Faro there are some clouds on the sky that looks like rain, so I decide to stop in Faro. I find a
great little hotel that offers me to park the bike in their garage. With the added hour before
everything opens for dinner I decide to buy dinner at the supermarket and eat in my room. Making
it an early night listening to the rain pouring down.

Day 131. Faro – Faro, 0 km.
Faro in rain is not very great. They tell me that they didn’t have any rain in a long time, that would
explain why the streets are slippery like ice. This does of course not slow traffic down. I take a walk
around Faro and then to the shopping mall Forum Algarve. It’s probably a great idea to have an
outdoors shopping mall all the days when it does not rain.
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This is how fun Forum Algarve is
I have lunch at a global chain of restaurants well known for their delicious and tasty food. After
walking back to the hotel in the rain I spent the rest of the day resting.

Day 132. Faro – Portimao, 78 km.
The rain has turned the unpaved parts of the track in to mud so biking is slow and hard today. There
are many people out on their MTB today, it seems to be a popular Sunday activity. The track goes
through many tourist villages, there are many turns and up and downs, with the heat slowly picking
up it becomes quite hard to bike. There are some mountains a bit inland and there are some very
dark clouds hanging over them, but the coast itself is very sunny. The bike has started to make
noises and seems to be as tired as I am, I am so near the South West corner of EU now, tomorrow I
will reach Sagres and the journey from North East to South West will be completed. The Algarve
Ecovia sometimes even run across the beach, sand is really fun with a heavy touring bike.
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Beach bike
When I near Portimao I see a swank hotel by the river, I am very tired so the threshold for
accommodation cost has gone up a bit. I get the same price as on Internet so I check-in, they even
have an elevator from the garage to my the floor where I am staying. What a luxury. There is a
buffet dinner, it seems like there are many people staying here on an all inclusive regimen. I have
never seen people eat so much, the food was not at all very good so I am guessing they haven’t
eaten anything since lunch or breakfast. Today I decided to take the train back to Spain, the Algarve
Ecovia is a once in a lifetime experience in the sense that once is enough.

Day 133. Portimao – Sagres, 73 km.
This is the day when I will reach Sagres, 133 days of travel over 5 months. I start off by following
the Algarve Ecovia track, but the person who made these GPX files has a death wish, the track goes
over a railroad bridge (for the second time). I am not going to lift my bike up on the track and roll it
on the railroad track over a bridge. I have to backtrack about 10 kilometers and decide to take the
N-125 for the rest of the journey. The N-125 was just boring and the last 10 km or so was very
windy.
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6500 done - 8 to go
Once in Sagres I shop around for accommodation, I am staying 3 days to enjoy the end of my
journey to the South West corner of Europe. Now all I have to do is bike back or something. I end
up in a B&B that offered a very nice room and great breakfast buffet at a great price.

Day 134. Sagres – Sagres, 0 km.
I woke up hearing the rain pounding the windows, it was a really hard rain. I still decided to take a
walk around town and suited up in my rain clothes. The rain and wind made it feel like standing in a
car wash, sometimes the wind almost blew me over. Even with the rain and wind the views from the
old fort was great, the bad weather made the landscape look very dramatic.
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Storm
When I got back from the walk I was soaking wet, I guess there is just so much rain Goretex can
withstand. The weather was so bad this day that I stayed in the hotel for the rest of the day and even
had dinner in their pizzeria.

Day 135. Sagres – Sagres, 15 km.
The morning was a bit foggy and chilly but the sunshine soon sorted that out. I biked to the Cabo
San Vincente, just a few kilometers away. I was not sure if that or Sagres was the most South West
corner of Europe so I decided to not take any chances.
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cabo de São Vicente
The coast line is very dramatic and beautiful. It’s crowded with surfers in all kinds of crazy
vehicles.

Germans
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Tomorrow the slow return to Stockholm will begin
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Day 136-147. Sagres – Benalmadena, 344 km (6878 km).

Day 136. Sagres – Manta Rota, 36 km.
After a few days of slacking in Sagres I have decided to spend 5 nights in an apartment hotel closer
to Spain. Portugal is cheaper than Spain and I feel I need a semana tranquila. Since the Algarve
Ecovia and N-125 were once in a lifetime is enough experiences I have decided to try the train from
Lagos. I had semi-tailwind so the ride to Lagos was quick, I found the train station and bought a
ticket. The train had one small cargo area at the end, the door was wide but the lift was quite high.
Once the bike was secured to the train I was warned by one of the employees to keep an eye on the
bike at all times or it could be stolen.
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Train to Spain
The train ride was uneventful and I was lucky enough not to have to change trains in Faro. Once I
got to my destination, Cacela, I did some heavy lifting and got the bike off the train and started to
bike to Manta Rota just around the corner. I had found and booked the apartment through
hotels.com, as it turned out they had no idea where the apartment was or how to contact the
company that owned the apartments. However they gladly accepted my reservation and credit card
details.
After some searching I found something that looked like the pictures on the hotels.com site, there
was a reception that was manned a few hours per day and luckily enough it was open when I
arrived. Since hotels.com had no means to contact the hotel they had no reservation for me, but
luckily again they had a room. So I have now added hotels.com to the list of companies/sites I will
never use again (just like airbnb.com). The apartment felt very luxury with kitchen, fridge and
washing machine.

Day 137-140. Manta Rota – Manta Rota, 0 km.
Not much to say about these days, one day was rain the rest was sunshine. Did all my laundry, read
some books, cooked some food, ate lots of food, walked on the beach, lazy days in the sun.
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Sun and sand

Day 141. Manta Rota – Lepe 42 km.
Time to go back home to Spain. A short ride to the ferry and then some waiting and then I was back
in Spain. First order of business was to refill my SIM card to get some muchos MB Internet again.
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The ferry to Spain
Obviously the Vodaphone shop near the harbor was closed since a long time, I had to bike around
for a while to find the tourist information. They directed me to the Vodaphone shop in a shopping
mall on the outskirts of town. An added bonus was that the shopping center was a massive uphill
from the main road, but once I got there I got the refill sorted quickly.
With the one hour time difference between Portugal and Spain, the ferry, the hunt for Vodaphone it
was already afternoon and I only had 15 km on the GPS. I found some great lunch and biked on to
the town Lepe, the town felt a bit dodgy but I found a nice and clean hostal, fast Internet and the
bike parked securely indoors behind the bar.
It felt great to be back in Spain, the roads are nice and wide. People drive fast but it feels much
more controlled than in Portugal. More consideration is given to cyclists on the road. Things are
easier in Spain, it seems I know more Spanish than I thought, when I was in Portugal I felt very
handicapped by not knowing the language.

Day 142. Lepe – Moguer, 53 km.
I got on my way late this morning, it was really cold, less than 10C. I don’t have a plan for where to
go today, I have started to think that I am getting near the end of my journey, I should focus on
riding as few kilometers as possible per day to make the ride last more days. I have to ride back past
Huelva and I really wanted to avoid that town so I biked north of it in the beautiful countryside.
When I had rounded Huelva I went south of the highway to San Juan del Puerto, there is a nasty
stretch of road through an industrial area there, lots of trucks and smelly factories. I had a look at
some hostels there but decided to go on to Moguer, it was supposed to be a typical Andalusian
village with a long and glorious history.
There was a massive uphill to Moguer, the village itself was a myriad of narrow roads with
cobblestones, there was very few street signs and they had a very elaborate one-way street system
since no roads were wide enough for two cars to meet. I found the hotel I had my mind on, from the
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outside it looked really small but inside it had a big atrium.

Picture: Not so small hotel
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Atrium in the hotel
After convincing the staff that the Wifi actually was broken I helped them with troubleshooting and
rebooting of access points. Next big city is Sevilla, I really struggled to find a route through this big
city. Later I saw a TV program about the southern outskirts of Sevilla, it’s called “Las Tres Mil
Viviendas” and apparently the Spanish police do not dare to enter unless in great numbers and
heavily armed. I had to rethink my route through southern Sevilla.
My scripts that updates the map from the SPOT tracker had broken, it seems SPOT changed their
website so I had to thinker a bit with my scripts to get the updates going again.

Day 143. Moguer – Aznalcazar, 66 km.
The morning was really cold and clear. The breakfast at the hotel was surprisingly good. I start to
bike towards Sevilla without any plan for where to go, I decided to just bike for as long as it was
fun. I found a really nice lunch in Pilas and the cycling was great. I found a cheap and nice hotel in
the town of Aznalcazar. At sunset I saw the mountains between me and Malaga for the first time.
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Distant mountains
Later I got information about a ferry over the river Guadalquivir, the crossing was in Coria del Rio.
This saved me from the hassle of biking through Sevilla.

Day 144. Aznalcazar – Utera, 59 km.
The restaurant/cafe at the hotel didn’t open until 9 so I had breakfast in another place. I loaded up
and went for the ferry, there were many cyclist out and about in the countryside. Eventually I found
the ferry as it was about to leave, I just made it. It was hard to find since it wasn’t on google or GPS
maps.
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Small ferry
After crossing the river Guadalquivir I biked through the countryside, it was nice and quiet since it
was weekend. I made it to Utera and found a hotel, it was really cold in the evening and I started to
hope that Malaga would be warmer once I got to the other side of the mountains. It was some kind
of public holiday so shops were closed but I managed to find a Dia supermarket that was open and
bought plenty of supplies to last me trough the weekend. In the evening I started look closer to
planned route and found that it was going to some mountains, so I re-routed to ride along the
highway on the via servicio.

Day 145. Utera – Osuna, 68 km.
The hotel I stayed in had an indoors atrium where all the rooms had their windows. During the night
I woke up to a horrible sound, it seemed like someone had brought a donkey in to the hotel and now
was sexually molesting it. When I looked out through the window I saw that it was the night
manager that was snoring while sleeping on their sofas instead of watching my bike. I called the
reception number and after a while it woke him up and I could go back to sleep again.
In the morning I woke up with a sore throat and felt a bit sick, this is not a great start of a day on a
bike tour. It was really cold in the morning, I had to put on several layers of clothing. I biked along
the highway all day and there was some head wind and I felt miserable all day.
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Endless roads
I didn’t find any lunch along the road so I just pushed on until I got to Osuna, I quickly found a
hostal with a cool bike-in reception. I rushed to the supermarket to do some shopping for food. I
tried to find a place to eat dinner at around 21, but it was either to early or to late , not sure which,
so I ate some of my supplies instead. In the evening a car with PA-speakers on the roof drove
around town and played a commercial for something, the first 10 times it passed the hostal it was
annoying, then it got worse.

Day 146. Osuna – Osuna, 0 km.
My cold had gotten worse during the night so I had to take a day of rest. I walked around in Osuna
and found the train station, I managed to buy a ticket for Malaga on a train that could transport my
bike as well. I spent the rest of the day looking at different accommodation options and finally
managed to find a small studio apartment in a hotel in Benalmadena just south of Malaga. My plan
is to stay there for 2 weeks while I search for a real apartment to rent until spring.

Day 147. Osuna – Benalmadena, 20 km.
I woke up with an even worse cold, I was happy that I had booked the train but still wondering if it
would really carry my bike and how much heavy lifting that would be involved. The morning was
cold and grey as I rode to the train station. The station was really small and the switches and signals
were operated by wire from a console on the platform.
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Control panel
The train was delayed but once it came it was quite easy to get the bike in to the train. There were 3
places to hang bikes, to small for my bike so I just parked it opposite of the vending machines and
tied it to the wall. I didn’t bother to unpack the bike so I just stayed next to it during the whole trip,
the man from Renfe didn’t seem to mind my parking or me standing around.
The trip was very uneventful except for that one asshole had to smoke in the lavatory and not
surprising managed to set the trains fire alarm. After 4-5 minutes the man from Renfe came to
investigate, since its about 40-50 meters for him to walk from his cabin I guess he was sleeping,
there was no fire so he went back to his cabin. Perhaps this happens all the time.
Once outside the station in Malaga I biked towards the beach and went south along the sea. In order
to get out of Malaga I had to ride on a to narrow sidewalk across a highway bridge, and then
through some really nasty industrial estate. Once in Torremolinos there was sort of a bike lane for a
part of the way and then I had to mix with the crazy drivers on the N-340.
After conquering the insane steep road to my hotel I settled in, Benalmadena, my new home for the
next couple of months.
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Many things are broken in Spain
As I am writing this I have been in Benalmadena for almost 3 months, I found an apartment with a
very nice view, I have attended some weeks of Spanish courses, I have traveled around the Iberian
peninsula and been to Spanish Africa (Ceuta). I still have some travels in Spain planned. It has been
very nice and I have really enjoyed the 10 or more hours of sunshine almost every day. But now I
starting to feel the need to get back on the road again. I have started to get my bike back in working
order. I have changed some broken parts, the one that is going to be most painful is a new Brooks
saddle (B135), normally they need 1000-2000 km to get comfy.
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La vida tranquilo en Benalmádena

Lisbon, Sevilla, Cordoba, Granada, El Chorro, Ronda, Gibraltar, Ceuta, Melilla
This chapter is not on the blog. I wrote it while compiling my blog in to this book. I wanted to add a
detailed story of my time in Spain.
During my trip east after leaving Portugal I really had no idea on what to do next. One option was
flying back home to Sweden and work during the winter and return to Spain the next spring and
bike back. The other idea I had was spending the winter in the south, for a while I thought of
spending the winter in Africa, Morocco or the Spanish enclaves. The more I researched it and
thought about it, the more I became drawn to Malaga.

Accommodation
So a week or two out from Malaga I started to look in to getting an apartment, there were many,
many sites on the Internet offering all sorts of deals. Most of them felt like scams and I decided that
I needed to be in Malaga so I could look at apartments before paying any money.

So I started to look for a cheap hotel, as there is no winter season for tourists in Malaga there was
plenty to choose from. After some searching I found Hotel Bali in Benalmádena, a worn down 3
star hotel near the beach. They had studio apartments with a fridge and basic kitchen, both
instrumental in keeping costs down. I booked two weeks and hoped I would find an apartment
before that.
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As I arrived by train from Osuna I had to bike from central Malaga to Benalmádena, this turned out
to be an adventure. There is plenty of bike lanes in Malaga, but getting out of there and going south
was a nightmare. I later learned that the safest and shortest route is through a small nature reserve
and then pulling the bike over the beach.

After biking south for a good while on the unsafe N-340, found my hotel and checked in. As usual
there was no problems parking the bike, just bring it to the room, no worries. The elevator was to
small for the bike so I had to carry it a few floors.

Once I had settled in the studio apartment I got connected to the Internet and started to look for
apartments. I filled out forms and sent e-mails. There are lots of apartments out there, but it seems
very few of the owners can be bothered to answer inquiries. After a few days I started to feel bad
about my chances to find somewhere to stay over the winter.
I got the tip to look at the Swedish advertisement site Blocket. It's a site where people can advertise
and sell their stuff. It also has a section for apartments abroad.
This turned out to be a great idea. I soon learned that advertisers that didn't reply the same day
didn't have an apartment to let to me. In a couple of days I had been to look at a couple of
apartments in Torremolinos, but I got strange vibes from the owners and the showers were to small
for me to fit.
Eventually I found an advertisement, it came of as very weird, but I decided to send them an e-mail.
Their story was that they had family in Benalmadena that had many apartments which they acted as
contacts for. The advert clearly stated unless a phone number they could call was provided there
would be no deal. It felt very weird but I send the e-mail with my Spanish number. Very quickly I
got an answer saying that I should call their friends in Benalmadena instead and a number was
provided.
I thought this was weird but I gave the lady a call, as it turned out they lived in the building next to
the hotel. She gave me directions and I walked over there. We had a short meeting and she showed
me an apartment that was small and with a view of the hotel. This was not really what I had in
mind, it didn't appeal at all.
The next apartment was on the top floor, I noted that the elevators were to small for any bike and
thought to myself that carrying a bike to the 12'th floor is not going to be fun. Once she opened the
door and I got to see the view, I was sold, the mountains to the west, Malaga to the north, the
Mediterranean sea to the east and Africa/Gibraltar to the south.
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View of the Mediterranean in the East.

View of the mountains in the West
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View of the Sunset over the Atlas mountains in the South

View of snow capped mountains in the North
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Aerial view of Costa del Sol
The apartment was almost within my budget so I quickly changed my budget and we had a deal, the
view was one of the best experiences in Spain, if not in my whole year I was on the road.

So with that taken care of I could relax. I had a few days of overlap between when I had to leave the
hotel and when I got the apartment. When I got the apartment I had to clean it properly to be up to
my standards, I spent a few days cleaning and going to the supermarket to get supplies. Once the
apartment was livable I left the hotel.
Once I had moved in I flew back home to get clothes and more good to have stuff, by doing this I
also reset my travel insurance and got 45 new days for free. So all in all it was good deal to fly
Norwegian back home. It also reminded me how fortunate I was, being back in Stockholm in the
end of November really sucked. All dark and cold.
So my new home away from home was Benalmadena, a small municipality along the coast south of
Malaga. One in a row of many small tourist paradises along the costa del sol.
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The Marina
Benalmadena is a very quiet place in the winter, there is really no winter season. Many places
catering for tourist closed during the winter and hotels were empty and quiet.
I soon found my favourite place, a non touristy place that reminded me of the
cafeteria/bars/restuarants in the country side. A bar serving an endless stream of cafe con leche and
cañja all day, a big flat TV blasting out Spanish daytime TV and football. A very basic menu del dia,
cheap and nice. The daily challenge was to find out what the items on the menu was.
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Menu del Dia
When I went to Argentina and Chile in 2009 I spent 4 months in evening classes trying learn
Spanish, during my bike trip in Spain I noticed that I had forgotten most of it. Now I wanted to try
learning Spanish when in Spain, I started to look for a suitable school. After some looking around I
found a school that taught Spanish according to Instituto Cervantes methods. They did not have any
classes starting so I signed up on their waiting list.
After some days they had found enough students to start a beginners class and I went back to
school. It was horrible to get up in the mornings and then spend 6 hours sitting in class. Neither me
or my body was used to this much time sitting indoors. They used a full immersion method, very
little English was spoken, just Spanish all days. Very effective. Then a bunch of homework every
day and extra homework for the weekends, not the glamorous life I had in mind.
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AVE - Alta Velocidad Española
After two weeks of Spanish school I felt I wanted to get started on my plans to see as much as
possible of the Iberian peninsula. I booked a weekend trip by train to Cordoba, very exiting to try
the very fast Spanish trains AVE and to see the city of Cordoba. I liked Cordoba a lot, as it turned
out I visited the city three times. A very small and nice old town with a very nice ambiance.
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Cordoba

Mezquita de Córdoba
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Alcázar de los Reyes Cristianos
My last week of Spanish school was before they closed for Christmas, by then the grammar had
become complicated and I also felt that it was a full time job to keep up with the home work. I
wanted to learn more Spanish but the return on investment (of time and money) would be poor as I
probably wouldn't speak much Spanish once I left Spain. So I decided to not sign up for more
training and just have a couple of months of tranquilo.

Gibraltar
During Christmas weekend I went to Gibraltar. There was a long bus ride and then a walk across the
border and then the runway. The “rock” is an interesting place, lots of history, the best part however
was the monkeys on top of the rock. After a bus tour around the island and then late lunch at one of
the pubs, there was a long wait at the border to get back in to Schengen and Spain again. The bus
ride back felt much longer. In total I visited Gibralatar twice.
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The Rock

Run fast
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Lots of history
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Monkeys

Lisabon
After Christmas and New years I went to Lisabon to check out the capital of Portugal. On my way
to Sagres and back I spent almost 2 weeks on the Algarve coast. I was determined to get another
view of Portugal.
I wanted to go by train but it would have involved expensive and complicated night trains so I
ended up going by a small propeller plane. It is always interesting when they hand out earplugs at
check-in. The flight was uneventful and the views of the Iberian Peninsula was stunning. I had
booked 3 nights at an Ibis hotel. Not the most fantastic hotel but as usual consistent value for
money.
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Propeller
I got a multi day ticket for the sightseeing buses and went around town and looked at it for two long
days. The city is very hilly it was distinctly colder than in Malaga.
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Grafitti in Lisabon

Monument
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Torre de Belém

Ceuta
My next adventure was going to Ceuta, a small piece of Spain on the African continent. There was a
very long bus ride to Algeciras, the bus broke down and we had to change bus. I just made it to the
ferry, walking to the ferry terminal was not very nice at all.
Algeciras is one of the largest port cities in Europe, it felt like security was tight and there was a full
blown passport and customs control when boarding the ferry.
Ceuta is a very interesting place with a long history and current high tension between Spain and
Morocco. There is a steady stream of incidents where the fences at the border are forced and masses
storm in.
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Relevant flags
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Just a statue
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La Glorieta del Teniente Reinoso en Ceuta
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Hercules
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Gibraltar and Europe

Ronda / El Chorro
Ronda is a small city inland Andalusia. It is easily reached by train from Malaga, Renfe has made
an effort and it is actually possible to go there and back on the same day. The train actually waits in
Ronda until it's time to go back in the afternoon. Ronda is a small Andalusian city next to a big
canyon, there are stunning views to be had. There is also an old roman bridge to look at. In total I
went to Ronda 3 times.
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Viewing the Canyon

The view
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The view
The same train (and others) also stops at El Chorro, a steep river valley where it is possibly to walk
around in the neighboring mountains. This place is always full of mountain climbers. El Chorro is
famous for the Desfiladero de los Gaitanes with the Caminito del rey for the really brave.

Desfiladero de los Gaitanes
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Caminito del Rey

Melilla
Next stop was Melilla, just like Ceuta it is located on the African continent. It is further east than
Ceuta and would involve a night ferry so it was once again back to the propeller planes.

Flight to Melilla
Melilla is bigger than Ceuta and has some touristic offerings. There was disturbances at the border
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while I was there so it didn't feel very safe.
Melilla is full of history and an interesting place to go to, a bit more touristy than Ceuta but still
very quiet.

Old Town
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Nice parc

Melilla la vieja
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Sevilla – Cordoba - Granada
I also did a 5 day long trip by train to Sevilla, Cordoba and Granada.
First there was a long ride with Media Distancia train from Malaga to Sevilla. Sevilla is a big
vibrant city, most of the tourist attractions are located along the river. There is the cathedral, La
Giralda, Plaza de España, Las Setas. Lots to see and do.

Las Setas
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Plaza de España

Skyline

Catedral de Santa María de la Sede
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Catedral de Santa María de la Sede
Next stop was Cordoba by AVE train, a really fast way to travel.

The roman bridge and old town
The last stop was Granada to see the famous Alhambra. All the fuzz about Alhambra made me
wonder if it really would be worth the effort. It was. It has a very interesting history and is a
magnificent place. Also a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
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Alhambra overlooking Granada

Snow capped mountains to the south-west
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Patio de la Acequia
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Palacio de Carlos V
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Day 148-151. Benalmadena – Cordoba, 175 km (7053
km).

Day 148. Benalmadena – Estepa, 67 km.
The time has now come to leave Benalmadena and Costa del Sol and start the long journey back
home. To make life easier I had decided to stay in a hotel for the last nights. The reason mainly
being logistics, I had to clean and leave the apartment at 10 in the morning, then carry the bike and
all my bags down the stairs (12 floors). Then I would have to ride the 20 km to the train station and
get the train.
So after spending many hours on cleaning the apartment and getting everything in order I went to
sleep the day before my last in Benalmadena. Unfortunately there were many groups of people
roaming around the hotel partying, the last ones went to bed just after 5 in the morning. So I started
the day with only a few hours of sleep.
I had made sure that I had a room on the same floor as the reception so that I could just load the
bike in my room and roll out the doors.
Unfortunately the weather was not so great, there were a few drops of rain in Benalmadena and the
nearer I got to Malaga the more it rained. My plan was to take the Media Distancia train to
Bobadilla to avoid the nasty traffic around Malaga and the mountains between Malaga and the
inland.
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It was dark when I left so I toke a chance biked on the beach walk, it is not allowed but the
alternative was to bike through Torremolinos and Benalmadein in the dark and rain. A small portion
of the route to Malaga goes over the beach, it was not fun dragging my fully loaded bike through
the sand and mud. I had already bought the ticket for me and the ticket for the bike so all I had to do
was to pass through the X-ray machine, it was a 10 minute project to get all the bags off the bike
and through the machine and then on the bike again.
The train I am taking goes all the way to Ronda via El Chorro and Bobadilla, a familiar route by
now. It is only 13-14C and I am all wet, so I wait and wait and wait until I can board the train and at
least be a little warm.

Media Distancia
The train ride to Bobadilla was very uneventful, El Chorro looked great in the rain. When I left the
train in Bobadilla the rain was pouring down and it was 12C, not really what I had hoped for on my
first day of the return tour. But there is really nothing in Bobadilla so I put on my winter jacket,
gloves and hat and started to pedal.
The ride through the Andalusian countryside was as beautiful as usual, the rain made for some
dramatic scenery. Towards the afternoon the clouds went away and the sun came out.
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Country road
I had forgotten how fun it was to bike around in the country side, it seems there are not many
loaded touring bikes going through this area as almost every car/truck I met smiled, waived, smiled,
shouted, honked and/or stared.

Sun is coming out
I found a car/bus/truck stop along A92, they had a restaurant with menu del dia, it was not fantastic
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but at 9.30 Euro it was a bargain, and dry and warm.

Country road
When I got to Estepa after some hills I felt that I had enough for one day and quickly found Balcón
de Andalucía. Hostal, bar, cafe and restuarante in a one stop shop for cyclists. I got to park my bike
in the garage and they had central heating, fantastic place.
The view from the room was fantastic. Since I now had left the tourist paradise and entered the
proper Andalucía there was no dinner to be had until 20:30. So I hung my clothes to dry and had a
quick siesta.

The view
I was the first and only guest in el comedor, dinner was great as it mostly is in Spain.
I was very tired so I went straight to bed after dinner (around 21:30).
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The view

Day 149. Estepa – Estepa, 0 km.
I wake up and hear that the rain is pouring down and it’s really cold outside (about 6C). I quickly
decide to take a strategic rest day, no point in spending a day in the rain if it can be avoided. After
all, I am not in any particular hurry.
I sleep for a while longer and then I go down to the cafe/bar and enjoy my breakfast, tostadas.
Nothing much get done this day. I have lunch, excellent menu del dia, at the hostal. I take a small
walk in the rain and do some shopping at the supermarket DIA.
I have made a eBook copy of the blog so that it can be read offline, but in the latest version it
became to big to fit the eBook formats. So I had to remove all the pictures from it. I have spent a lot
of time testing new tools to create eBooks with pictures, but in the end it turned out that Libre
Office is the best so far (at least for PDF). So I spend some time adding pictures back in to the blogbook.
I notice that my Spanish no longer works, I don’t know if it is that I am tired or that people outside
Costa del Sol don’t understand bad tourist Spanish.

Day 150. Estepa – Fuente Palmera, 61 km.
Clear skies but a very cold morning. The heater is very hot but it is not enough to bring any real
heath to the room. I pack up my stuff and go downstairs for my tostados.
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Cold Estepa
It was so cold that I had to put on winter clothes, I could see my own breath as white smoke.
The first 12 km or so was mainly downhill and I average close to 30 km/h almost effortlessly. The
day turns out to be great, it’s a bit cold but the sun is shining and the sky is big. It feels great to be
back on the road, in the country side on small roads.
When I rode through Ecija there even were some bike lanes, felt great, but the town was not very
big so soon I was back on the roads again.
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Bike lanes
During the pause in my tour I bought a louder speaker to have on the handlebar, in theory it can
connect to my phone with Bluetooth. But luckily it also has a line-in jack. This was the first time I
tried it out while biking, it was really great to be able to listen to music even when cars pass by. It
seems like it also confuses all the nasty dogs along the road, it seems like they think it’s a car
coming and discover to late that it’s cyclist that needs barking at.

Wide roads
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Later in the day it got warmer, almost 20C. I have been feeling a minor strain in my calf, so decide
to push it to much and check in to Hostal Carlos III in Fuente Palmera.

Hostal Carlos III
The rest of the day is spent shopping at Dia and eating in the hostal. I have a bocadillo de tortilla
francesa con mayonesa y tomate, this is the perfect food for a hungry cyclist.
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Nice road

Day 151. Fuente Palmera – Cordoba, 47 km.
I wake up and it’s a light rain but not as cold as yesterday. My next stop is Cordoba and a planned
day of rest. It will be my third time in Cordoba.

Fog and light rain
The road to Cordoba is relatively flat, once in Posadas I turn on to the big road in to Cordoba. A
little bit to much traffic for my taste but mostly a very wide shoulder to ride on. There are many
road cyclists out today, it seems like they are not at all using the shoulder. They just group up and
block the lane, I guess that’s the only safe way to ride if you can’t ride the shoulder.
Once inside the city limits I find my way to my favorite hotel and amazingly enough they have
rooms to spare. I park the bike in their garage and set out to have a look around Cordoba. This is my
third time here since December so nothing new.
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Wide shoulder
Early dinner at my favorite restaurant and then an early night looking forward to my day of rest
tomorrow.

Restuarant
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Day 152-155. Cordoba – Linares, 130 km (7183 km)

Day 152. Cordoba – Cordoba, 0 km
Sunday in Cordoba. I practice the noble art of doing nothing for most of the day. I have a look at
maps for the route ahead, update the blog, upload pictures.
I go out for some walks but the temperature is 30-31C in the shadow so the heat is intense. There is
a massive amount of people out and about, most bars and restaurants are full, all the parks are full
of people. No sign of La Crisis.
All the supermarkets are closed, even the little corner shop, maybe it’s some kind of local holiday or
so.

Day 153. Cordoba – Andujar, 85 km
I start as early as I can to enjoy the cool mornings. The first 10-12 km out of Cordoba and then
along the N-IVa is horrible. Massive traffic and nowhere to bike except on the highway-like road.
After this I am out in the quiet and nice country side again.
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N-IVa
There are many, many cyclists out and about, strange given it’s Monday. Most of them seem very
serious cyclists with carbon bikes and carbon wheels.
A man on a bike catches up with me and we start talking some strange mix of
Spanish/French/English, he is very impressed with how long my bike tour is.
It is a very hot day and before noon it’s well over 30C, the sun is shining.
I find a nice menu del dia and get to spend an hour indoors in the cold dining room.
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Cold inside
Towards the end of the day there is a 14% uphill to conquer. I am very tired when I finally get to
Andujar.
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14%
The hotel I have set my sights on is on the outskirts of town, in some kind of industrial area. At first
I don’t like it but when I see that there are several restaurants and a big supermarket just across the
street I decide to like it more. When I get to park my bike in the Business Center I like it even more.
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Business Center

Day 154. Andujar – Linares, 42 km
The breakfast buffet is fantastic and the morning is very cool at 14C. The ride to Linares is on some
very dodgy via servico. At two underpasses I really start to wonder if there actually is a road to
Linares except the highway.
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Almost a road
It’s very hilly with many small up and down, the sun is blasting and before noon it’s 30C again.

My new friend
It seems I was in the hottest place in Spain this day and temperature records were set.
When I arrived in Linares I could not get any 3G network and find my hotels I had looked up, so I
just stopped at the first hotel I could find. When I saw it was 4 star I thought to my self that this will
hurt. As it turned out it was very cheap, and I stayed two nights to have a day of rest tomorrow.
I park my bike in their garage next to the owners (?) Rolls Royce and go to my room and turn up the
A/C to max and have a small siesta to cool down.
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Exclusive high performance vehicle and a Rolls.
Linares is an old mining town. I will explore it tomorrow.

Mining
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Day 155. Linares – Linares, 3 km
I sleep late and go out to the supermarket and buy breakfast, there is a small fridge in my room so I
can store stuff there for 2 days breakfast.
I walk around the area and have a look, it’s not very exciting so I go back to the hotel.

Something important
The bike was very dirty from riding the flooded underpass, so I decided to take a ride to a service
station and spend one euro on cleaning of the worst. I have had some doubts about the tension of
my spokes, so I decide to take the bike to a local bike mechanic for a second opinion. He thinks
they are perfect, I test some spokes on new bikes in his shop and they are like spaghetti. So I guess
that my hand strength has increased or maybe it just is a long time since I built a wheel (August
2013).
The road ahead along the N-322 looks like it has partially been “improved” to Autovia A-32, I ask
in the reception and the bike mechanic, there is no clear verdict on exactly where I can ride or not. I
guess I will find out tomorrow.
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Day 156-159. Linares – Alcaraz, 160 km (7343 km)

Day 156. Linares – Torreperogil, 42 km
I start the day with breakfast in the room. This is a very nice day, sunny and nice. The first 9 km,
out of Linares and then on to N-322 is very messy with road works going on, they are in progress of
“upgrading” the N-322 from nice road to highway. After leaving N-322 I travel nice back roads,
they are nice but even hillier.
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N-322
I gain something like 500 meters of altitude the first 10 km so when I get to Ibros and find a park
bench in the shadow under a three I take a well deserved break. Things are going slow today, uphill,
headwind and hot like hell.

Ibros
In Baeza I find a Teberna with a table in the shadow, so I stop there and have a very nice lunch.
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Table in the shadow

Nice lunch
When I arrive in Torreperogil I feel exhausted, I don’t feel like going another +20 km for the next
possible accommodation. So I call it a day after only 43 km. The reception is at the bar desk and I
get to park my bike in the yard in the back of the pension.
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Bike parking
One from the staff and some volunteers help me carry my bags up to the room.

Casablanca
The place is very new and nice. I celebrate by turning the A/C on max and sleep some siesta to cool
down.
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Later I take a walk around the village, it’s all quiet and nice. When I go down for dinner at 21 I
discover that the bar/cafeteria of the place I am staying in seems to be the watering hole for local
law enforcement, several Guardia Civil and Policia Local units are there. As usual in Spain, I am
the first for dinner and have to wait for the lights to be turned on and with them also the TV. Very
nice dinner.

Day 157. Torreperogil – Puente de Genave, 66 km
I slept with the A/C running all night, it was tropical heat, 20C already before 8 in the morning. I
have some breakfast at the bar, some locals arrive in jeeps and 4×4 and have their first stiff brandy
of the day.

Grey day
The day is very, very gray. Just as I pack my bike up and start to leave the happy folks from local
law enforcement arrive and joins the crowd in the bar.

Grey day
The road follows sort of a ridge so the first 20 km is relative fast. Once the road comes down to a
bit lower altitude the temperature increases. My friends the farmers helps to keep the speed down,
they travel between fields with their tractors at 25 km/h and the rest of the world just has to adjust.
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My friends
Towards the end of the day there are many long downhills, my brakes started to fade a bit and when
I checked the GPS later I had gone faster than 55 km/h down those hills.
I find a restaurant with a nice menu del dia, it’s really cold inside so it’s fantastic to sit down and eat
for a while.
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Picture: Cool place

Starter

Main
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Dessert
I continue to ride, the temperature in the afternoon is well over 30C, I bring out my new speaker
and play some music.

Boooom Boooooom
I have a strong tailwind, I can bike at 35 km/h when it’s flat.
The hotel I find is for some reason expensive, maybe because it’s next to a nature reserve, the hotel
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and the interior is very dated. I take a walk around the village and do some shopping in the
supermarket. Very nice little village.

Dated hotel
I had an amazing dinner at the hotel, it was truly amazing and less than 10 Euro. The last couple of
days it seems like I have been traveling through olive headquarters, there are olive trees
everywhere. The olives they serve as tapas with drinks here are so delicious, the local olive oil is
beyond fantastic. I think that I will not be able to eat any olives again after leaving this region or
possibly Spain.
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Green gold
This is my last night in Andalusia, my home away from home during the last 5 months or so.
Tomorrow waits uphills and Castilla-La Mancha.

Day 158. Puente de Genave – Alcaraz, 52 km
The morning is chilly and a bit gray., the day starts with a 15 km uphill.
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Andalucia
This is my last day in Andalucia, the sun is strong but the winds are chilly. The scenery is stunning
and I have to stop and take pictures frequently.

Taking pictures
As the day progress the temperature rise and also the intensity of the traffic, there are big clouds on
the sky behind the mountains and I hurry up.

Scenery
I have decided to stop in Alcaraz, the next town with accommodation is to far away and also behind
a high pass.
There is a hostal down by the road, it doesn’t look great and reviews on the Internet are not good
either. I decide to go for the hostal in village and have to push the bike up a very, very steep hill.
Once up there is a small village and at the end of it I find my hostal.
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Picture: Narrow streets
The price is right, I get to park my bike on the balcony, I decide to stay two nights and have a day of
rest tomorrow. I rush to the supermarket but it’s already closed. I have to settle for a small corner
shop, just the basics to survive a Sunday. I return to the Hostal and do some laundry and hang it on
the balcony and have a small siesta.
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Proper parking
When I went shopping I found the tourist information, I went inside to see what they had to offer, I
found out that there is a Via Verde along an old railroad going from Alcaraz to Albacete. This
sounds almost to good to be true but they had maps and folders with information.
The clouds I saw earlier today have now grown and covers the whole sky, which is pitch black. A
good time to go to sleep.

Day 159. Alcaraz – Alcaraz, 0 km
I slept very well and woke up late. There is no breakfast in the hostal so I eat some of the stuff I
managed to buy yesterday. I do some more laundry, it looks like perfect weather to dry laundry in.
I go for a walk up to the ruins. I though the hostal was on the top of the village but it as it turns out
there is a steep walk up to the ruins. The view is magnificent.
I spend some time looking at the route after Albacete, I have a challenge in getting down to the
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coast again without going in to Valencia. I don’t want to ride through a big city like Valencia, but
there are very few options, I hope I will find the right one.
Nothing much to do in Alcaraz on Sundays so I spend the evening in my room.
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Day 160-164. Alcaraz – Pucol, 303 km (7646 km)

Day 160. Alcaraz – Albacete, 88 km.
A cold and nice day, I look forward to biking the Via Verde. I have my breakfast and get going. I
struggle a bit to find exactly where the track starts but once I find it, it looks fantastic. It seems to be
an old rail road track that the clever people have converted to a walking/biking road. As I will find
out during the day it runs through many tunnels and has a very gentle grade, I guess it was a very
old and tired train that used to run here.
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Tunnel
The first tunnel has a sign saying “con iluminacion”, interesting, I will later find out that many of
the tunnels did not have lights. The lights are very high tech and are operated by motions sensors so
that just the section that you are in is illuminated.

Tunnel with lights
The first 18 km or so are uphill, once I get to the rest area in Robledo it’s mostly downhill to
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Albacete.

Rest area

Downhill from here
There are many MTB cyclists out and about on the track, it’s a very nice day for biking. There are
many tunnels and bridges, some of the longest unlit tunnels must be about 400-500 meters. It’s
really cold in the tunnels. I bring out my speaker and play some music, it’s really great to be off the
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road for a day.
Unfortunately I have a headwind that means that I must pedal the bike downhill, that sucks a bit.
One tunnel is closed so I must take a detour out on the big road, the tunnel was very short and I
could see all the way through it, no reason why it should be closed.

Broken tunnel
I meet a Dutch cyclist just as he is coming out of a long tunnel, his front light has been cracked
while flying Ryanair to Girona. He is trying to fix it in en route. He has a house in Fuengirola so we
talk some about the costa. He is riding from Girona to Fuengirola, he has gone inland over Teurel.
He had some very high passes at 1700 meters. He had brought his tent but found out that all
campings are closed this time of the year so he had stayed 15 days in hostals and likes. He was
going to Alcaraz so I gave him some tips on hostals.
As I get closer to Albacete there are two more detours on the Via Verde so I give it up and ride the
N-322 almost all the way.
The last 10 km or so were very slow, I biked the outskirts of Albacete and found the hotel. It was in
a shopping area outside Albacete but had restaurants and supermarkets.
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It IS open

Day 161. Albacete – Casas Ibanez, 61 km.
I plan for this to be a long day and I have set the alarm to get a very early start. I have all my bags
and the bike outside before 8. I have heard some noises yesterday so I check everything on the bike,
and of course there is a spoke that is broken. It has cracked in the thread so it is still engaged and
has not come loose. This sucks. I think through my options for a while, I decide to find a bike shop
and see if they can replace the spoke and re-true the wheel.
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Opens at 10, mas o menes.
After some searching I find one that is nearby, it doesn’t open until 10 but I decide to wait and wait
and wait. Just as I am about to leave and find another shop the staff turns up 20 minutes late. Once
the bike is inside the spoke is replaced and the wheel properly re-trued. At just after 11:15 I am back
on the road again, I decide to bike back to the area where the hotel is and have lunch at a global
chain that provides WiFi with their fantastic food.
I got some great tips in the bike shop, there is a very long fantastic bike road between Albacete and
Valdeganga, from there it’s a road that goes through a canyon.
I bike through the countryside to find the bike road and it was fantastic, completely clean, no sand,
no gravel, no glass. There were plenty of cyclists riding their carbon bikes along the road.
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Quiet country side

Magic bike road
I cross the canyon but it was too much steep up and downs to be really enjoyable so I kept with my
original plan and went to Casas Ibanez. Due to the fun with spokes in the morning I didn’t get to far
this day. I found the hotel, one of the typical Spanish ones, the hub of the village. Combined
bar/cafeteria/restaurant/hotel with a constant flow of guests.
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Small canyon

Road to Casas Ibanez
The landscape here is much greener than in Andalucia.

Day 162. Casas Ibanez – Requena, 52 km.
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There are some clouds today. I slept very well in the hotel, cold and quiet.

Quiet, cold, cheap, nice hotel
I start biking and the kilometers fly by. Then I reach a much bigger canyon, there is an insane
downhill for 3-4 kilometers followed by a longer uphill.

Big canyon
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It gets very hot in the canyon, there are also small flies or something that attacks whenever I stop or
bike to slow. Some of the uphill is steep enough to have to walk. This is not fun with the flies. I
think it takes between one or two hours to get up from the bottom of the canyon.

Out of the canyon
The day so far was hard with hills and heath, when I get to Requena I decide to try to find a hotel
since the next possible accommodation is about 30 km away. I don’t know if this is 30 km uphill or
not.
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Cerveza or not
I find a very touristy hotel in the old town part of Requena, it’s very expensive (probably because of
Easter) and it’s more or less crap. There are only tourists in this hotel and I feel sorry for them if this
is the only things they get to experience in Spain.
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Noisy and expensive hotel
When I try to sleep I find out that the hotel is extremely noisy, my room is on top of the
reception/bar and the door is uninsulated. Around midnight I go downstairs and try to talk to the
staff but they are not interested in it being quiet. Nothing much o be done then and there, I don’t get
many hours sleep.

Day 163. Requena – Paterna, 78 km.
When morning comes I ask for the official complaints form (from the local government of Valencia)
and this gets their attention. The staff don’t know where the forms are so they call the owner, I think
that businesses that can not produce this form are subject to an on the spot fine if the police catch
them. They find the form after a while and I get a full refund, I fill out the form and leave with my
copy.
So the day did not start well, but the morning was beautiful. It was cold and there was low clouds. I
started down the via servicio that goes along the A-3, a big nasty and busy highway. There was an
amazing amount of cars out driving, maybe Easter celebrators. I am just hoping that they don’t book
up all hotels down by the coast.
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Biking in the clouds
This via servicio was very rough and in some places it was really hard to get through, but eventually
I made it to N-III which is the old road going in parallel with the highway.

Busy, busy, busy
After a while I start to circle Valencia east to north, I don’t feel like going in to the center and the
out again. So I get to ride the countryside again. Some small villages and some farmland. After a
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while I reach very big suburban areas with small villas. It feels like I make 1000 turns in a short
while. After going through a forest on rescue “roads” I arrive at the hotel.
The country side smelled like expensive shampoo, maybe it’s the orange tree blossoms.
There is a room but only for one night, I really wanted a day of rest, but I have to move on
tomorrow.
The hotel has no parking for my bike so I lock it just outside the reception/cafeteria, as it turns out
lots of the local security guards and Policia Nacional spends a lot of time in the cafeteria so my bike
is properly protected.

Thank you for watching my bike
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Thank you for watching my bike
I am very, very tired, I am having serious problems staying awake during dinner. I got to bed early
and sleep very hard until the alarm next morning.

Day 164. Paterna – Pucol, 24 km.
I wake up at 07:30 when the alarm rings, I have slept like I was unconscious, I feel rested.
Yesterday I searched for hotels nearby but many were full, I managed to find one near Pucol, it’s
only 24 km so it will be like 1.5 days of rest.
I have a late start and spend awhile going through all the spokes and tighten them a bit, the wheel is
still true, but I tighten them a bit anyway.
I bike some small roads in the country side, cross some small towns and finally a very long bike
road. There are lots of people out on their bikes today as well. But most shop and bars seems to be
closed and it’s very quiet.
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Bike lanes again
I find the hotel as advertised, they have not turned on the A/C but after some talking to the manager
he sees my point that since he charges 40%-50% extra because of Easter he should get up on the
roof and start the A/C. He calls for some A/C techs that come and start it up. They look mighty
happy to celebrate Easter on the hotel roof.
I make it an early night.
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Day 165-168. Pucol – L’Ampolla 205 km (7851 km)

Day 165. Pucol – Pucol, 0 km.
I slept well in my very cold room. The hotel seem more or less empty so I enjoy my tostadas in
front of the always present TV. The highlight of the day is when I walk along the big road that leads
in to Pucol and do some shopping in the Supermercat.
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Hotel
I do almost nothing else all day, since the walk to downtown Pucol is to far and unpleasant I have
my meals in the hotel. The proprietor allegedly is Gallego and the cuisine is supposed to be as well.
The meals are delicious and there are lots of veggies.
In the local papers I find an advertisement for a Lavenderia Autoservicio in Sagunt, this will be the
highlight of tomorrow. I have done some washing in the bathroom sink but no washing machine
since Benalmadena.
This accommodation was very expensive, I am so hoping that once Easter and semana santa is over
I will be able to find cheap accommodation.

Day 166. Pucol – Grao de Castellon, 61 km.
I manage to get an early start, I want to be at the laundry when it opens at 9. The first bit is through
the nice countryside with orange threes in full blossom.
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Orange Three
Then I find that the road I was planning to bike on had been converted to autovia so I could not bike
there. Instead I had to bike through the enormous and mostly empty Parc Sagunt. It is and industrial
estate measuring roughly 3 by 1 km, most of the land is empty but as always in Spain the
infrastructure is built.
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No biking
After Parc Sagunt I get to the industrial harbor, not a very nice place either. I bike around in Port de
Sagunt and manage to find the laundromat.
This being Easter Sunday it was very, very quiet in town. I start my laundry, one machine, four
Euro, 30 minutes, amazing. The drying takes 24 minutes and cost another 4 Euro. So in less than
one hour I have a whole bag full of clean and dry clothes. Perfect!
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Laundry
Before laundry I had some tailwind but it’s gone and now there is a headwind. The route takes me
through half completed and/or half empty tourist ghettos along the coast, sometimes on bike lanes,
sometimes on small roads.

Going down ?
All in all this is not great cycling, it feels more and more just like transport. The villages, views,
food and accommodation are uninspiring.
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Caca
Once in Le Grao de Castellon I find a small hotel/bar/cafe/restaurant, still 6-8 Euro more than it
would have cost if I had gone inland but such is life on the happy costa.

Day 167. Grao de Castellon – Benicarlo, 81 km.
Today actually looks like there might be some rain, very dark clouds over the mountains in the
west. There is supposed to be a bike lane all the way to Benicassim and from there a Via Verde to
Oropesa del Mar. The bike lane/road and Via Verde is absolutely crowded withe people, it seems
everyone is out and about today. They are also very fast to bike on. The Via Verde is the old road
that has been converted to walk/bike road, complete with tunnels and all.
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Via Verde Tunnel
After Oropesa del Mar I ride through the countryside to Alcossebre, I have decided to attempt riding
through the Serra d’irta nature park. In theory it will save me from riding the big N-340 road and it
should be shorter. The information I have managed to find is that the track is somewhere between
facil and dificil, ranging from 20 to 30 km.

Map
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It turns out that I have to push the bike for a very long while and the road is at best very rough
gravel. The clouds hoovered on top of the mountains just west of me so I guess that riding the N340 would have meant rain. But I doubt it was worth the effort going through the Serra d’irta.
Maybe with a full suspension MTB it would have been more fun.
I started to look for a hotel on the other side of the parc, in Peniscola, but the prices were very high.
It felt like they had doubled already high prices. There were some drops of rain but I decided to
keep biking and in the next town I found a reasonably priced little hotel. It was about 10 Euros more
than what I would have expected.
Everything but Lidl was closed so I bought dinner there and ate it in my room.
The general impression from today that this part of the coast is not very nice, lots of garbage and
smell of sewage. Yet another day of transportation.

Alien spaceship

Day 168. Benicarlo – L’Ampolla, 63 km.
I did the first 30 km on N-340, really fast biking but horrible with all the noise from traffic.
I cross the border of Catalonia and things become very Catalan.
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Catalonia
When I get to river Ebro delta I have a close look at the map and find two canals with small roads
next to them, first Canal de navegacio along TV-3408 and then after crossing the Ebro Canal nou de
camarles. Really nice biking in the delta.

Next to the canal
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Next to the canal
I have lunch with low value for money, food and accommodation is becoming more and more
expensive. Tomorrow will be a day of rest, some of it will be spent on planning some train travel
across Europe.
I find a hotel in L’Ampolla, a small tourist-place, not very nice at all. When I park my bike in their
storage area I notice that yet another spoke has broken. I will fix this tomorrow.
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Hotel
Before dinner I visit the tourist information, they were surprisingly well informed and had maps of
all sorts. I also got some train related information.
Dinner was a mediocre menu del dia, all meals in this part of the world seem to come with a hefty
serving of aoili, I like it and it makes other people less smelly.
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Day 169-172. L’Ampolla – Cerbere 138 km (7989 km).

Day 169. L’Ampolla – L’Ampolla, 0 km.
I slept late and had some breakfast at the hotel. Then I collected my bike from storage and setup
workshop on a small square.
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Workshop
I replaced the broken spoke and then made the wheel straight again. After this I spent about 1 hour
slowly increasing the tension in the wheel. First I inflated the tyre to the max and then I went
through the wheel spoke by spoke and increased tension by turning the spoke key 1/8 of a turn. I
repeated this many times and from time to time I pre-stressed the spokes so hard that my hands hurt.
Once it got hard to turn the nipples more I let some air out to my normal 3.5-4 Bar and went for a
testride. I went full speed over some bumps and even jumped a bit with the bike. The wheel seems
solid. It’s strange that two spokes on the drive side broke.
But all in all I think the wheel was built to soft, Rohloff dictates that they need at least 1100 Nm
tension and they claim (I believe them) that the wheel looses 30% tension when the tyre is inflated.
I plan/hope to find a true Rohloff certified Meister in Germany that can rebuild the wheel with
approved high quality Swiss spokes and massive perfectly distributed tension.
Spent some time on looking on the route through France and all my trains. But I had done my
homework, I couldn’t find anything that could be improved on.
I did some repacking and moved my tools and spareparts to the front bags, the bike is more stable
with some weight on the frontwheel.
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Day 170. L’Ampolla – Cambrils, 48 km.
The morning was humid and strange, felt like there was thunder coming. I started to bike along the
coast instead of the N-340.

Small road
The road along the coast was hard to bike, continuously up and down but anything beats the N-340.
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Picture: Up and down
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Up and down
I ride through coastal tourist ghettos, endless rows of houses that all look the same, the streets don’t
have name but numbers. I am starting feel very done with this part of the world.
Near the Central Nuclear Vandellòs there is a big clusterfuck and I have to bike the big road for a
few meters before N-340 becomes a local access road again.
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Clusterfuck
Just as I leave the small gravel roads and begin to bike the few meters on the A7/N-340 there is a
service station and I decide to stop and have an ice cream. As I sit inside and enjoy my ice cream a
man starts to talk to me, he is very interested in my tour and my bicycle. He tells me that there is
another touring bike coming this way on the N-340, he just passed it 5 minutes ago. I decide to wait
and see who the other biker is.
It seems like the man also has a touring bike with many similar components on, I bring my map out
for some local advice. He tells me that the road to Barcelona and the road to Barcelona is caca de la
vaca. Tarragona and Girona is supposed to be much better.
I am already planning to take the train from Cambrils (before Tarragona) to Flaca (after Girona) but
I promise to try to stop in one of the cities if I can.
I sit and wait in the shade for a few minutes and indeed there is a touring bike coming my way, it is
Dan from England but he’s in a hurry so we don’t have time to talk much. 10-15 minutes later I
overtake him in an uphill and I never see him again.
I find a good menu del dia, it’s 14 Euros, so things are getting more and more expensive.
In Cambrils I find my hotel quickly and they have a good room at a decent price. I move in and then
I rush down to the station to get tickets for the train. The station just closed but thanks to my mad
skills in Renfe ticket machines I managed to get tickets for the two trains I planned to take.
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Hotel
I stay at the station for a while, I observe two trains and they are really old and worn down compare
to MD trains in Andalucia. There is a bike compartment in each train but it’s locations seems to be
random. The crowd hanging out at the station really alerts me to fact that I am approaching a big
city, no more friendly countryside.
The forecast for tomorrow is rain and thunder, I hope the weather is nice in Girona so I can stop
there instead of Flaca.

Day 171. Cambrils – L’Escala, 30 km (Train 250 km).
Stormy, big dark skies out over the sea, really cold. I pack up and roll down to the station, the train
is delayed. The train ride to Barcelona is uneventful, all I see from the train is beaches and industrial
areas, probably didn’t miss much by going by train.
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Main station in Cambrils

Old Media Distancia
I have been told by two people that the station in Barcelona has all platforms on the same level and
no stairs are required to change platform (like Malaga and Bilbao) but not to any great surprise
stairs are required to change platforms. I look at the monitors before leaving the arrival platform
and see that there is another train going to Flaca on the same platform and it leaves in a few
minutes. I ask the driver if my ticket is good for this train and it is, I load the bike and off we go. So
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I got on a train that was 90 minutes earlier than planned.
Unfortunately it rains in Girona so no stopping there for sightseeing. When I get of in Flaca the
clouds are dispersing in the north but the wind is very, very strong. Of course it’s headwind and it
takes more than 4 hours to go 30 km, if the wind is the same tomorrow I will bike back to the train
and go by train all the way to France.

Headless wind
I find a small bakery/cafe/shop that serves lunch, so I stop there for a while and eat, but the wind
will not stop.
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Lunch
The nature is great, all green and there are snow capped peaks in the distance. I think it’s the Pic du
Canigou I see.

Pic du Canigo
In L’Escala I find a hostel and it’s only 23 Euros, the cheapest so far, slightly dated but everything
was clean and in perfect working order. Fantastic!
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Hotel

Day 172. L’Escala – Cerbere, 60 km.
Fantastic weather, just a light headwind. Views of snow capped mountains all day, really nice
landscape. Unfortunately there is lots of traffic even on the smallest roads, the Andorran cars drive
like crazy, the French also suck at driving, they have some fear of crossing the center line so they
overtake really, really close to the bike. I have to ride more than 1 meter out from the line on the
right side to make them stop doing careless takeovers. I’m really looking forward to France, by
train.
I have breakfast in a small village, there are some locals there having a cooked breakfast with beer
and booze, then they get in to their cars and drive.
The N-260 was crazy busy, lot’s of tourists and mad-insane driving (I will not point fingers but they
had French plates). After Llanca the road became very narrow and there were some tunnels (500
meter downhill in a tunnel) and then some insane downhills.
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N-260
Nice biking except for all the other road users.
In the middle of a big uphill I apparently cross the border to France, just on the border there is a
service station and I stop to get an ice cream. I cant find any so I ask for helado and ice cream, the
nice lady informs me that I am in France now and that French is spoken here. I leave and just grab
something from my stash instead, when I look down the hill I came up I see the border sign just 50
meters away. Imagine, just 50 meters and I find the first backwards unfriendly person in 6 months.

¡Hasta luego España!
Once down the long downhill to Cerbere I go to the station to get my tickets. I am in luck, I arrive 5
minutes after they have opened and there are only 2 people in front of me. Since I have prepared
notes detailing the exact trains I want to go with on which dates the transaction takes less than 2
minutes. 93.70 Euro for 5 trains.
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Preparations

Result
Next stop is the hotels down by the harbor and I get a small room for 52 Euros, at least 2 times
more than a similar room would have cost in Spain. I have missed lunch so I do some quick
shopping and the prices are traumatizing, even more expensive than shopping at a service station
along the highway in Spain. Caca de la Vaca.
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Hotel
Dinner is at 19, really early. I see that the people next to me get big juicy hamburgers but when I try
to order I cant have any, the people on the table next to me are the adult children of the owner so
she’s made special food for them. I settle for a steak, very nice, but very expensive.
Tomorrow I will take the train direction Germany, I just hope that all the trains will be new nice roll
on trains that does not require any lifting.
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Day 173-175. Cerbere – Brunstatt 56 km (8045 km)

Day 173. Cerbere – Orange, 1 km (Train 340 km).
I feel a bit like I have a cold, good that I don’t have to bike too much today. I have breakfast in my
room and then I bike over to the station. There is almost storm outside. The station does not have
any elevators or escalators, so stairs both up and down to reach my platform. The train is already
there but it’s locked, after a short while they power the train up and open the doors. It’s a new nice
train with no lifting required to board.
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Nice train

Nice train
The train is very dirty, not at all like the clean Renfe trains in Andalucia.
After crossing the Pyrenees through tunnels we ride along the coastline for a long while, it’s really
windy outside.
The 4 hours to Avion pass quickly, once off the train I ask a SNCF employee which my next
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platform is and he checks on the radio. The elevators are to small so the stairs down and the
escalator up.
The train to Orange is an old TER train, it requires lifting the bike 3 steep steps trough a narrow
door. It’s hard work to lift the bike up and then down.

Bad train

Long train
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I cross the street and check in to the hotel. I ask if there is a laundromat nearby and there is, I grab
my dirty clothes and start walking. After some asking around I find it. Not as nice as Sagunt but it
gets the job done.

Laundromat
I find dinner at small restaurant that server homemade burgers cooked to order, very nice and cheap.

Day 174. Orange – Burg-en-Bresse, 1 km (Train 270 km)
I slept well, grab some breakfast and cross the street back to the station. It’s the same type of train,
the train is very long and I have to sprint to make it to the back of the train where the bike door is.
The train is full of cyclists, 2 south africans on MTB’s, 4 Americans on small foldable bikes, 1
French on a Surly Long Haul Trucker with FFF. The Frenchman is going to Iceland via Denmark
and he is going to spend 6 weeks there.
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Morning at the station
I get off in Lyon and so does all the other bikers, I see lots of bikers on all platforms, seems to be a
popular place to bike. The station has great ramps and big elevators, so no lifting required.
Train number two is a new TER train with simple roll-on no lifting required.
There has been clouds and some rain all day, when I exit the station in Burg-en-Bresse the sky is
black and there are some drops of rain. I quickly decide to just check in at the expensive hotel next
to station and think happy thoughts about Germany instead.
Just across the street I find a great place for lunch and dinner, pasta and pizza, but cooked from
scratch by the chef.
I find an overview map of Germany and spend some time thinking about how I want to bike in
Germany. I will probably follow Eurovelo 6 at least to Ingolstadt, from there I can either continue
east or go north, I will decide later.

Day 175. Burg-en-Bresse – Brunstatt, 54 km (Train 265 km)
Slept very well, the best hotel this year, also the most expensive this year (71 Euro). Weather
forecast says 4 C in the morning and 17 C in the afternoon, yack! What is wrong with this place, it’s
summer now.
The train to Belfort is the new kind of TER so easy boarding. It’s diesel powered and it feels very
nice to go through the French countryside and look at the rain through the windows. I am alone in
my carriage most of the time.
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The race to Belfort
When we pass Clerval I have a vague feeling that I have been there before, many years ago. The
train continues along the Doubs river and it looks like a very nice route to bike.
I have late lunch in Belfort, crazy expensive. I decided to try and find accommodation outside
Belfort so I started to bike towards Mulhouse and Basel.
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Eurovelo 6
After a while I found a big enough town and asked some people if there was a hotel there
somewhere, and yes it was in the center. So I kept biking around looking for the hotel, I found a
tourist information instead, they also said there was hotels there but not in this town. They had some
maps and I got the description to one hotel that was good. I biked there and found the place closed.

Eurovelo 6
By now it rained so much I had to stop and put my new rain clothes on. I bought them in Sweden
and it’s the type of high florescent rain clothes that road maintenance workers use. The top is bright
yellow and it’s like a coat, it goes like 10 cm below my knees. I guess I look like a crossover
between a chicken and a stormtrooper, but it was very nice to bike in.
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Eurovelo 6
I kept biking and looking for accommodation in the little book/brochure I got, the next place was
also closed. There was an old man outside, he spoke some language that sounded like German or
French or Klingon. He understood when I spoke German to him. The place had been closed for
years, just no-one bothered removing the signs and delisting it at the tourist office.
Next on my list was an expensive hotel, once I got there they had a sign stating it was closed on
30′th of April and 1′st of May. Today is the 29′th but it was closed anyways.
I almost biked all the way to Mulhouse before I found a small expensive hotel. Expensive food and
I had to park my bike outdoors in the rain. I checked in after 19, must be a record for me.
French people are normally very friendly and helpful, but France is an evil hostile system that
makes life miserable.
30 km to Germany……..
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Day 176-180. Brunstatt – Immendingen, 191 km (8236
km)

Day 176. Brunstatt – Weil am Rhein, 40 km.
My last day in France can be described with tree words, rain, rain and rain.
It’s cold and dark when I leave the hotel and start to bike along the Canal du Rhone au Rhin towards
Mulhouse.
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Canal

River rat
After passing through Mulhouse I near the German border and bike along the Canal du Huningue
that runs in parallel with the river Rhein. The track EV6 is well signposted. I start to feel very tired
and uninspired from the constant rain and heavy skies. I decide to stop at the first hotel in Germany.
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River

Dirt track
I bike cross the river on the Dreiländerbrucke, I wonder why it’s called that since I cross between
two countries.
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Many countries
When I cross the bridge there are lots of people carrying shopping bags, so it looks like Germany is
lots cheaper.

Bridge
At the end of the bridge there is a hotel in the same building as shopping center, as get close to the
door I see that the reception is on the 6′th floor. I cant leave my bike outside a shopping center so I
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decide to bring it with me, the lobby is big but the elevator is huge. So I bring the bike to the
reception on the 6′th floor.

Consumer heaven
I ask for a room and there is an expensive room, but I have decided that I will take the first hotel so
I go for the room. I get to park my bike in a storage room on the 5′th floor and then they lend me a
shopping trolley to ship my bags to my room.
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Trolley
When I enter the room I can't believe my eyes, it’s a 2 room suite with kitchen, it’s bigger than my
apartment at home.
Even if the price was high (cheaper than in France) the value for money is exceptional, OK I didn’t
need that much value but searching for accommodation in the rain without a good map and Google
maps is not my favorite.
Once I get settled in I go downstairs and do some shopping, tomorrow is the 1′st of May and
everything is supposedly closed. I even find a refill for my old German prepaid SIM card.
I also find a useful map of the SW corner of Germany.
The prices for the things I buy are less than half compared to France, water and coca cola is even
cheaper than in Spain. Then of course the Germans have an annoying deposit systems that makes it
very expensive to not bring back empty bottles to the store. 1.5L of water costs 19 cents and the
deposit is 25 cent.
When I try to add the refill to my SIM the phone refuses to connect to Telekom and keeps roaming
with France and Switzerland. Hmmmm. I have a look on the map and as it turns out Switzerland is
about 100 meters away and France 150 meters away, so maybe that’s why.

Switzerland
In the evening I take a walk through Switzerland, Germany and France, just a 10 minutes walk to
reach all 3 countries, pretty cool.
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Day 177. Weil am Rhein – Weil am Rhein, 0 km.
I fell asleep early yesterday and slept like a log. The laundry I washed yesterday has dried over
night so the indoor climate is very good, varm&dry inside and cold&humid outside. Very high tech.
It rains today as well, I haven’t seen this much rain in the last 6 months, I hope that it will stop
soon.
I walk around a bit and everything is very clean and well organized, shared and empty spaces/land
is also maintained and clean. In Spain unoccupied land is normally used as garbage dump.
The shopping center is so close to the border that it has different exit lanes for the different
countries, choose the wrong lane and you end up in the wrong country.

Which country
I do very little all day, some more laundry, some Internet stuff.

Day 178. Weil am Rhein – Bad Säckingen, 50 km.
First day of biking in Germany and as I will later find out Switzerland.
It’s cold and cloudy. I bike further in to Weil am Rhein trying to find a ADFC Bike+Bett book that
has listings of all the bike friendly hotels in Germany and also some maps of the Donau. After
visiting 2 bookshops, 1 tourist information, 1 bikeshop I give up and go back to following my GPS
track.
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The track leads me back to the hotel and crosses in to Basel, I ride through Basel along the canal.
After this I think I am in and out of Switzerland once more but it’s hard to know as there are no real
borders here.

Basel
Back in Germany I follow my track Eurovelo 6, it mostly weaves in and out of small clusters of
houses, looks like very rich suburbs of some city, I have very little contact with any river.
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Suburb ?
At about 13 it starts to rain again, I manage to find a place for lunch. After biking some more I
decide to give up on the rain when I reach Bad Säcklingen. The hotel I find on the outskirts of town
is expensive but the least expensive in town, according to Google some hotels in town wants more
than 100 Euro for a night, I blame the Swiss and the Rhein for these prices.

River of mud
Once I am installed in my room that has a balcony with a glimpse of the river the rain starts to
hammer down, the streets are flooded. Then the 59 Euro for the room feels like a better investment.
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Rhein

Mad Rhein, sorry rain
My phone has been going mad today, it can not get any connection with telekom.de and it keeps
roaming with all kinds of Swiss and French networks. This results in that I get many, many SMS
with offers describing how fantastic telekom.de is and how cheap their roaming costs are.
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Day 179. Bad Säckingen – Oberlauchringen, 44 km.
Today is the same as yesterday, cold (10 C) and rainy.
Once I get going the cycling is slow, not very nice at all, there is also a headwind slowing me down
even more.
Today is also not a real bike road, but a series of bike lanes and small roads. It seems like an endless
crossing of wealthy suburbs, it requires constant looking at the GPS to make sure I didn’t miss a
turn.
It is Saturday but there are very few cyclists out and about. Eventually I have to stop and dig out my
winter clothes, it’s very cold with the wind and the rain.
When I reach the river Wutach which I plan to follow almost to the Donau I give up and check in to
the gasthaus next to the river.
I take a walk to Lidl and do some shopping, later I have dinner in the Gasthaus, it’s fully packed
with loud people but the food is great.

Day 180. Oberlauchringen – Immendingen, 57 km.
I woke up really early as the curtains couldn’t keep the sunlight out. It was semi-clear and very cold
outside. Todays biking is the connector between Rhein and Donau, mostly along the river Wutach.
It would be uphill with a bit more than 400 meters gained over 40 or so kilometers. Nothing drastic
but just a very long uphill with headwind.

Going up ?
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The day is very beautiful and the landscape is very nice to.
After a while a man catches up with me, we have a talk about my trip and where I am going. He
tells me that there are some big hills ahead and that I should have gone over the Bodensee and then
to München instead. I tell him that I want to have the Donauradweg experience and if it turns out to
suck I will turn off Donau towards München in Ulm or Ingolstadt.
After a while I bump in to an old museum railroad and then I see the actual steampowered train,
great fun. It seems like this is a very popular outing, lots of people ride the train.

Old train
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Slow train
Since I can't really find any places open for lunch I stop at a park bench and boil some tea and have
some sandwiches.
Then I reach the highlight of the day!
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YES !
A 2 km long uphill with 15% incline, I had to push the bike all the way up, to make life more
interesting there were no shoulders on the road.
After conquering the hill I was back in the nice countryside again, I bump in to a Swiss cyclist that
is out on a short trip in preparation for his long trip. He is leaving for Tarifa in a weeks time, he is
planning to ride along the coast in Spain. Was this his lucky day or what, I stopped and brought out
all my Spanish maps and gave him some ideas on how to go instead of following the expensive
coast along the N-340 in Spain.
When I reach the Donau I bike until I see the first Gasthaus and then I check in and busy myself
with more important things than biking.
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Donau
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Important stuff
I have an early dinner and sleep for 12 hours, the past days cold and headwind has taken it’s toll.
But from here to Ingolstadt it should be relatively easy sailing and a drop of almost 500 meters.
As I am writing this I made a small summary of the trip so far, sometimes it’s easy to forget how
long this trip has been and just focus on what is ahead.
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So far

So far 8236 km by bike and about 4100 km by train/bus/ferry bringing the grand total to more than
12 000 km. I have biked in Sweden, Finland, Norway, Latvia, Germany, Luxemburg, France, Spain,
Portugal and Switzerland. France and Finland being by far the most expensive, Germany the easiest
(language and bike infrastructure), Spain by far the best.
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Day 181-186. Immendingen – Ingolstadt, 346 km (8582
km).

Day 181. Immendingen – Beuron, 41 km.
My first day of biking along the Donau river. The morning is very cold, there is even frost.
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Frost
The river meanders is in a deep valley and it’s mostly flat or downhill. But the wind is coming up
the river, so I have to pedal all the time, even downhill.
As the day gets warmer I see lots of e-bikes swooshing by, it looks so easy. As I am getting further
away from France and Switzerland my phone stops roaming and I get fewer SMS with offers from
my providers.
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Nice
It’s very nice along the Donau river, at one point the bike road goes through a farm, as they have a
cafe there I stop for lunch. I have some homemade sausages and bread. After lunch I have a chat
with the goats.

Wurst! Wurst! Wurst! BIIITTTEEE ein Wurst!
I feel like I have a cold or pollen allergy, drained of energy and running nose. I decide to make it a
short day and stops in Beuron. It is a small village, no 3G coverage, no shops, no Internet, feels like
a third world country compared to Spain.
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Goat
I have an apfelstrudel mit vanillesaus and practice saying Grüß Gott.

Day 182. Beuron – Beuron, 0 km.
Ruhetag.

Highlight of the day.
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Some computer-stuff, service on the bike, washing in the sink.

Big building
As I am pretty sure I will follow the Donau to Wien I am starting to look at routes to get to
Berlin/Lübeck from there.

Day 183. Beuron – Obermarchtal, 81 km.
Gray and cold morning with rain.
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Cold and wet.
I suite up in my GoreTex winter clothes and just pedal down the river, the landscape is beautiful,
sunshine would of course have been better.

Landscape without rain.
After 20 km or the rain almost stops. I find a bakery and sit inside for a while enjoying some
energy-rich pastry and hot beverages.
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The rest of the day is a mix of rain and wind, at very few times little rain and tailwind. I start to look
for a bed but every place is full for the last 20-25 km of the day, so it became longer than I planned.
81 km along the river and 50km as the crow flies, following rivers is not a very effective way of
traveling.
At the place I am staying the have the special bike maps for the Donau radweg that I have been
looking for, they wont sell me one but they say that the bookstore in the next town for sure has
them.

Day 184. Obermarchtal – Unterelchingen, 77 km.
Dark, rain, cold, just as usual.

Picture: Landscape
I bike the 8 km to the next town and find the bookstore and they indeed have the maps. I buy part 1
(Germany) and part 2 (Austria), I would have bought the part 3 as well but it is 5 years old and I am
not sure I will go any further than Wien.
I keep on biking, try to use my new map, it’s a challenge to have to keep track were I am instead of
just looking at the GPS every 5 minutes or so. But practice makes perfect.
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Map
I stop at a bike store and ask if they have shoes in big sizes, they do not but they say that there is a
shop in Ulm that might have. I have had my shoes for the whole trip and they are falling a part and
stink, so I need new ones.
Outside Ulm I spot a clever info board where the bike shop is listed.
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Ulm info
I navigate through Ulm (by GPS) and find the store, and they have one single pair of shoes in my
size, thankfully they were not pink so I bought them. So some happy days ahead while my feet
defeats the new shoes.
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New shoe feeling.
Also I noticed that I had 3G coverage in Ulm (population 120000) and could actually use my smart
phone and apps and stuff, wow! It’s just like in Spain.
It seems like all accommodation along the Donau is very expensive, it’s also very good, but 50-65
Euro per night is more than I hoped for. I blame the Swiss and hope that prices will get lower the
further east I go.

Day 185. Unterelchingen – Donauwörth, 82 km.
Dark, rain, cold, just as usual.
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Donau radweg
The weather gets a bit better in the afternoon. I have tailwind all day, sometimes even a strong
tailwind.

Almost rain
I plan to go to München and vote in the EU Elections and meet an old friend, as München is off my
route I plan to take a day trip by train there from Ingolstadt. So I have a schedule with
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appointments, this is not fun.
The weather sucks and I am tired, if I didn’t have to be in Ingolstadt and go to München by train I
would have found a cheap place and taken some days off from biking, this feels just like transport.
In Donauwörth I find yet another bunch of expensive hotels, but when I ask why the hotel is so
expensive they take 5 Euro off the price. Maybe that will be my new strategy.
I find a bike shop and invest in some new and bigger mudflaps, judging from the weather forecast
for the next 2 weeks it will be a good investment.
I start to look in to accommodation in Ingolstadt and for some reason it seems like all hotels there
are made of gold.

Day 186. Donauwörth – Ingolstadt, 65 km.
The sun is shining and it is warm. Something must be wrong.
As I have made reservations for Ingolstadt I take it easy and bike slowly. There are some nasty
uphills along the route.

Hills
My sunglasses has broken and I have fixed them with some duct tape, I have found that there is a
reseller in Neuburg a/d Donau. After rebooting my phone I manage to get an Internet connection
and navigate there. They say that they might be able to repair the glasses but they need to have them
for at least one day to drill out the broken 1.5 mm thick screw that snapped off. I decide to buy new
glasses and just move my lenses over to the new pair of sunglasses.
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I have lunch at a supermarket bakery and ride on towards Ingolstadt.

Jagdschloss
As I get closer to Ingolstadt there are more and more people out and about in the sunshine, lots of
people on their bikes.
I rush off to the supermarket and buy food and snacks for tomorrow as everything will be closed
then.
Riding along the Donau is mostly away from the river, in the countryside or through small
villages/towns. I was expecting more contact with the river. The river is starting to get really wide
now. From the maps it looks like that there will be more river contact ahead.
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Day 187-191. Ingolstadt – Bogen 159 km (8741 km).

Day 187. Ingolstadt – Ingolstadt, 0 km.
Ruhetag. Cold and rain on a Sunday in Germany. I did some blogging, reading, lots of
reading/planning for the Czech republic.
I went to a service station and washed of all the mud from my bike. The last couple of days biking
in the mud had left a thick coat of mud on my bike.
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Clean
When the bike was clean and back at the hotel I installed my new bigger mudflaps, hopefully this
will keep the mud of the bike. As the forecast for the foreseeable future is rain and cold I expect
there to be more mud.

Mudflaps
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Day 188. Ingolstadt – Ingolstadt, 8 km.
Sunshine and cold. I walk to the Ingolstadt nord station which is about 30 minutes away by foot. I
manage to buy a ticket from the machine and get on the right platform. The train is not very modern
but they have an ambulating vending cart that sells everything from coffee to beer. At 17.40 Euro
one-way the train is much more expensive than in Spain.

Munchen
I arrive at the München Hauptbahnhof, it’s full of people and trains. I get out and start walking
towards the SCHWEDISCHES HONORARKONSULAT, which turns out to be a room in a lawyers
office. Lots of Swedes are here to vote, I stand in line and then cast my vote.
The rain comes and goes, I start to walk to the Globetrotter Ausrüstung shop, after a few rain
showers I eventually get there. They have an immense selection of maps and guidebooks. I am
looking for a map or guidebook for the Prague-Vienna Greenways Route, I want to bike from
Vienna to Prague and this seems like the best way. Unfortunately there are not maps or books for
this, there are free information on http://www.pragueviennagreenways.org/resource.html but as I
don’t have a printer they are of little use. The clerk in the store can speak Swedish and has biked in
the Czech republic so we spend a long time looking at many maps. Eventually I decide to bike the
river Moldau to Prague end the river Elbe from Prag back north. I get the guidebooks and an
overview map of the Czech republic in case I get lost.
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Munchen
I meet up with my old friend Winfried and we go for lunch at Weisses Brauhaus, excellent food and
beer. Afterward we go for a walk around München but we are constantly interrupted so we and up
in a cafe inside the Haus der Kunst.
Afterwards I walk back to the station in the rain and take the train back home to Ingolstadt.
Once back at the hotel I grab my laundry and bike 4 km to the laundromat.
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ZENTRALE

MASCHINE
When I bike back to the hotel it’s almost dark and I am very tired but I have a bag of clean clothes
so it was worth it.

Day 189. Ingolstadt – Bad Abbach, 65 km (Ferry 5 km).
Just another normal day, cold, dark and rain. It was very easy to get out of Ingolstadt, just a few
kilometers and I were back on the river. The route is flat and there is mostly tailwind so easy biking.
I manage to find a gaststatte along the river that serves an amazingly good and cheap lunch (8 Euros
with drink).
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Schnitzel
At Weltenburg Kloster there is a ferry that goes on the river to Kelheim, I take this ferry instead of
biking over the mountain next to the river. It was very nice to sit on the ferry and watch the canyon
in which the Donau flows.

Donau
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Yatch club
At the end of the day it starts to rain, I try to find accommodation in Bad Abbach, I guess the rain
made people seek shelter early so there is nothing left but the most expensive they have. At 60
Euros it’s amazing value for money, but again I didn’t need that much value.

Great room
But it was warm and dry, the dinner was also very nice.
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Day 190. Bad Abbach – Sossau, 73 km.
Cold and some rain. Headwind the first 20 km in to Regensburg. In Regensburg I manage to take a
wrong turn somewhere and miss the whole town, I just follow the river and get out on the other
side.
Strong and very cold wind today, it is a mix of side/tail/headwind. I see some other cyclists today,
one has stopped for a small break along the river. I join him, he’s Australian and is traveling from
Newcastle to Budapest, we talk for a while about how hard it is to keep going when the weather is
like it has been for the last couple of weeks. After a while a German cyclist also joins us, he’s going
from Berlin to Salzburg.

Walhalla
We end our meeting and the others speed away, they ride much faster than I do. I go hunting for
accommodation, since I want to have a day of rest tomorrow I want something nearby shops or
restaurants. I check some places out but they are closed until 17 and I am not going to wait for a
couple hours to find out if they have rooms or not. After a while I find a proper Landgasthof in
Sossau, the place is huge with more than 400 seats in the restaurants. different rooms. I will not
spend a day of rest here since there are no shops, no Mastercard and no Internet. But I stop for the
night and at dinner I meet the German cyclist I met earlier today.

Day 191. Sossau – Bogen, 13 km.
It’s very cold, the sky above the hotel is blue, I heard that the staff had to remove ice from their car
windows this morning and that it’s snow at 800 meters altitude (I’m at 300 meters now).
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Cold morning
I eat breakfast with the German cyclist and then I slowly pack up and get going. I have to stop and
get cash, lately food and accommodation has gotten cheaper but no one accepts Mastercard so I
have a constant need for cash.
I bike around for a while but I can't find any accommodation that is open, then I spot a pension,
they have a room, Internet, nice price and shops and restaurants nearby. Perfect. I decide to stay two
nights and have a proper do nothing at all day tomorrow.
I spend the afternoon in my room and make final preparations for my Czech adventure. At the
moment the weather in the region I am going to travel is 4-6 C, rain, rain, wind, wind. There is also
talk about a storm that has created severe flooding in Serbia, it is moving north, not ideal for my
river and mountain route. But according to the forecasts the storm will be gone before I turn north
in Linz.
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Day 192-196. Bogen – Rožmberk nad Vltavou, 237 km
(8978 km)

Day 192. Bogen – Bogen, 0 km.
A whole day of doing nothing, the last 3 weeks of constant rain and cold had worn me out. Spend
the day with breakfast, lunch, supermarket, dinner, Internet.

Day 193. Bogen – Seebach, 34 km.
Early start, cold and dark again. Just as I am about to leave there are two other cyclists that are
riding the Donau to Wien. After using some of my best school-German it turns out that one of them
are Swedish and we can talk Swedish instead.
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Dark and cold
After 17 km of cold and dark I meet René who has stopped to adjust something on his recumbent
longbike, I stop and we have a talk for about 4 hours. He goes cycling for long periods every year
and has managed to bring his costs down to 4 Euro/day, that is amazing. Unfortunately we are going
in opposite directions.
So I bike on along the Donau, looking for somewhere to stay. I am guessing that it wont be so hard
to find something since most people probably don’t go outside in this weather.
I find a proper Landgasthof, they have 70 rooms with 1-5 beds, it looks like their restaurants can
seat several hundreds people. I have my lunch/dinner and retire early. I think I suffer from travel
burnout, the last 2-3 weeks of rain and cold weather has not improved on the situation.
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Landgasthof

Day 194. Seebach – Inzell, 96 km.
I wake up early, it is a little bit warmer and more light today than usual. I collect my bike in the
garage where it spent the night with the tractor. I bike on, nothing fun happens, today has a god flow
and before I know it I am through Passau and on my way to the border with Austria. At 63 km I
have lunch at a place that I am not sure if it was in Bayern or Austria.
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Mermaid
After a while the track ends at ferry station. There are two ferries, one just cross the river and one
further down the river, I wanted to go with the one that went furthest down the river but the wait
was to long.

Donau
When I look in my guidebook for the Donau I see that I can cross the river several times with
ferries.
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On the Donau
On the other side of the river I find a cluster of accommodation and decide to stop for the day. I find
a room and dinner, the place had no Internet or mastercard but it was very cheap and nice. It was
full of elderly (=older than me) folks riding e-bikes and smoking, that must be the reason why they
invented e-bikes, so that smokers can get out of their homes and smoke.
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View from hotel
During my first (1/2) day in Austria I noticed that things are slightly less organized, drivers show
less consideration and there are many more signs with PRIVAT, VERBOTEN,
DOBERMANKLUB, compared to Germany.

Day 195. Inzell – Hellmonsödt, 71 km.
For the last 10 days all weather forecasts have said that today and 4 more days should be summer.
There should be sunshine and there has been talk about 30 C or more.
When I look outside there is fog and it’s cold, but I can see the sun behind the fog. I have my
breakfast and get going, I am so hoping that it will be summer today and 4 more days. These last 23 weeks of misery has been depressing.
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Hope of summer
Today I hope to get to Linz and turn off the Donau and go north towards the Czech republic. Since I
do not know what to expect I want to change some Euro-dollars to Czech-dollars, so I stop at the
first bank I spot. I go inside and ask if I can change to Czech money, the clerk says yes and returns
with checks. I clarify that I want the money they use in the Czech Republic not checks. Amazing
that they still have banks with people in them and actual cash money, I am not sure that it would
have been so easy in Sweden.
I have lunch on a square in a small town, it was not fantastic.
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Small town
Going in to Linz was miserable, along a highway with heavy traffic. As I turn off the Donau and go
on my own track north towards Vyšší Brod I notice that there are not much facilities for bikes here
and that the people in cars drive like total lunatics. I have never seen people drive this fast, erratic,
nervous, impatient and close. By comparison, post-digestif traffic in central Paris seem like well
balanced, slow moving breeze. After trying to ride on the B126 for a while I give up, it is just to
dangerous, I use the small roads instead. The small roads are of course extremely steep and I spend
many hours walking and pushing the bike uphill.
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Going up
At the end I have to ration water and when I reach Hellmonsödt I stop at the Shell station and buy
liters of liquids and drink it. I don’t know if it is because I am exhausted (600 meters altitude gained
in 10 km) but I can not understand a single word of what they are saying. Also it seems my German
is void here, no one understands a single word of what I say. When I ask for a hotel I get directed to
the supermarket.
After a good while of searching I find a map of the town and I can see the gasthaus on it, then I
have to search for a while more to find it, they have disguised it as a restaurant. I get a room, it is
expensive, not clean, the hotel has faint smell of cigarette smoke and cat piss.
Once my brain is cooled off and I have killed my thirst I look out the window, I can see the alps and
Linz in the far distance.

Distant alps
I have dinner in the restaurant, it was excellent and expensive.
I so hope that Czech republic will be better than Austria, otherwise I will have to bike the shortest
possible way back to Germany and go north there instead.

Day 196. Hellmonsödt – Rožmberk nad Vltava, 36 km.
Already at 5 in the morning the Austrians are up and driving their cars with screaming tires.
Yesterday I made a new GPS track that will keep me off any big roads for the rest of Austria.
The hotel doesn’t offer any breakfast but the supermarket opens at 7 so I get my breakfast there.
Today is the 1 year anniversary of my trip, I hope to make it a short day and drink some nice beer in
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CZ.
The day starts with a massive downhill, I loose 200 meters altitude in a very short while, then it’s a
30 minutes uphill and that is the way the day goes.

Going up
In Bad Leonfelden I find some information boards about trekking/biking routes to Vyšší Brod.
There seems to be forest tracks without any cars, sounds great to me. There is even a restaurant/cafe
where I stop for ice cream.
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Map of peaceful tracks
I cross the border to the Czech Republic and continue along small gravel roads. I stop in the second
town and get a room and some beers.
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Peaceful track

Border
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Small road
The room is a bit cold and as more guests arrive the Internet slowly dies, but the dinner and the
beers was excellent.

Rožmberk nad Vltava
Just after a few hours in the Czech republic I can tell that it is much better than Austria. I will make
an effort to never go back there again.
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Nice
The weather has been great for two days now, really summer and no wind. Two more days to go
before the nice weather ends
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Day 197 – 203. Rožmberk nad Vltavou – Bad Schandau,
447 km (9425 km)

Day 197. Rožmberk nad Vltavou – Hluboka nad Vltavou, 66 km.
I wake early, the room is flooded in sunlight. Breakfast opens at 8:00 sharp. I am the only foreigner,
I try to listen to the Czech language but it is impossible to understand a single word. It’s great that
German seems to work just fine for simple tourist conversation.
I had a look at the map yesterday and the track looks very hilly so I decide to ride along the river on
the normal road instead.
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Road next to Vltavou
The traffic is very sparse, less than 30 vehicles in 1 hour. When I get closer to Český Krumlov I ride
through Větřní, it looks well dodgy and not the place a tourist want to be.
I see some local cyclists taking a smaller road on the other side of the river, I stop and have look at
the map, an older man on a bike stops and talk Czech to me, I choose to interpret what he says to be
that the small road indeed is the way to Český Krumlov. It was and the road was almost completely
free of cars.
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Český Krumlov
Český Krumlov is a very nice old town, I start to look for an ATM, I get completely derailed from
the GPS track and once I have found the ATM I try to take some shortcuts to get back on track. I
thought the Czech-dollars I had would be enough but I guess I got confused by the exchange rate to
Euro (1 Euro = 25 Kc) and Swedish krona (1 SEK = 3 Kc).
Next big town is České Budějovice, the home of Pivovar Budějovický Budvar (Budweiser
brewery), it’s a bit messy to get in to town but once there I find bike lanes and ride through town in
a jiffy.
Today has been a very hot day, lots of sunshine and only some hills. From my guidebook I can see
that the hills will start again after Hluboka nad Vltavou so that town seems like good place to stop
for the day.

Zmrzlina
The countryside has been magnificent today, drivers drive slow and reliably, it’s very clean
everywhere. The countryside is extremely clean, no trash at all anywhere, much cleaner than
Sweden.
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Countryside
I’m tired and overheated when I get to Hluboka nad Vltavou, the last bit in to town is a small hill.
The hotel I ended up in was unnecessary expensive, but once I had gotten off the bike and in to the
cold and nice hotel I just gave up and checked-in. The room was great, Internet was fantastic, there
was a big heated towel rack so I could do a big batch of laundry.
I practice some Czech from my dictionary “Víteje na rozmezí tří zemí!”,
Dobrý den
Pivo
Kolo
Máte volný pokoj
Zmrzlina

Day 198. Hluboka nad Vltavou – Zvíkovské Podhradí, 73 km.
Wake up early from the sunlight. Breakfast at 7 is not a problem. The sky is blue and the weather
looks nice.
Today will be many hills, much up and down. The uphills are the long slow type and the downhills
has so bad surface that I have to brake all the way down.
The day becomes very, very hot, my handlebar thermometer show 45 C.
I spend much of the day riding in a wide circle around the Temelín nuclear power station, I see it’s
massive cooling towers on and off for a great part of the day.
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Temelín
There are quite a lot of forest roads on the track, I doubt that they would be cyclable if there were
any heavy rains.

Forest
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Forest track
In Albrechtice nad Vltavou I hit double jackpot, there is an open lunch restaurant and a supermarket
with the familiar name Coop. The menu is in Czech but the staff speaks some German so I manage
to order some lunch. It was great to sit indoors and eat. After lunch I went to Coop and did some
shopping. I did not recognize any of the brands they had but it worked out OK.

Coop supermarket
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Lunch
The nature reminds me a lot of Sweden, but a lot cleaner.
The day was very hot and hilly, I think I biked more than 3000 meters up and down, I am totally
exhausted when I arrive at Pivovarský dvůr Zvíkov which is a hotel/bar/restaurant/brewery and
more.

Pivovarský dvůr Zvíkov
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After some cooling down in my room I have dinner and taste their beer, it’s very good. Prices in the
Czech republic are like in Spain, the food in Spain is a bit better but all in all it’s equally great.
http://www.pivovar-zvikov.cz/

Day 199. Zvíkovské Podhradí – Zvíkovské Podhradí, 0 km.
I wake up early from the sunlight. I have my breakfast, it’s very good with fresh bread.
I did some service on my bike, the rear brake pads were worn out, that only after 2300 km. It must
have been lots of downhills with the brakes engaged. The rear wheel seems OK, no more broken
spokes since I re-tensioned the wheel.
When I am done with the bike I take a short walk in to the village, I had seen signs with Coop so I
wanted to do some shopping at the supermarket. I spent a while looking and it seemed like the Coop
store was inside a hotel. I went inside and asked, as it turns out Coop also runs hotels in the Czech
republic. So the hotel was Coop, there was no supermarket.

Not supermarket
In the afternoon there was a severe thunderstorm passing by, nothing much to do except drinking
some beer.
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Pivo

Day 200. Zvíkovské Podhradí – Davle, 88 km.
Cloudy and some light rain. I really didn’t want to leave this place, one of the greatest places I
stayed in.
Once I get going there are lots of muddy roads and some rivers to cross, I have decided to stop
before Prague as I don’t want to end my day in a big city.
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Mud roads

Small rivers
All day is up and down, up and down, I think I accumulate more than 2000 meters of up and down.
It is Saturday and it’s hard to find any restaurants and shops that are open, the closer I get to Prague
the more deserted it feels. I had hopes for accommodation before and around Slapy but no luck. So I
have to descend a crazy downhill that ends in a summerhouse area, I have to ford two creeks to get
out of there. One was to deep to risk going through so I removed all the bags and led the bike over a
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small rickety bridge.

Ford substitute
Now it feels like I am in the suburbs of Prague and the nice countryside is gone, I bike towards
Prague and just stop at the first possible accommodation. The Hotel is really worn down and it
smells of many generations of smokers. The room is tiny and the beds are not really beds. But I was
tired and fell asleep quickly.

Day 201. Davle – Mělník, 91 km.
The first 13 km was along the big road next to the river, then there was a fantastic bike road with
thousands of people riding bikes and inlines all the way in to Prague. In the city there was lots of
cobblestone and it was hard to navigate. After a while I got back on the route towards Mělník, the
route was hard to follow just north of Prague.
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Road to Prague

Road to Prague
There was a massive amount of people out and about, the few lunch places I saw was severely
overcrowded, on the countryside north of Prague I saw a few places that had signs from breweries
but looked like peoples backyards, drying clothes and kids toys included, I never managed to figure
out if they were restaurants or not.
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Lost in Prague
Nearing Mělník I missed that I was supposed to take the ferry to the other side of the river and
ended up in a dead end with two options, either backtrack 2-3 km or carry the bike over a bridge
(actually a heating pipeline). I decided to lift the bike up and down the 10 meter high pipeline
bridge, it was for sure faster than biking 4-6km and waiting for a ferry.

Pipelines
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Pipelines
In Mělník I was a bit tired and missed the bridge to cross the river and ended up biking 2 km to far.
Once in Mělník it turned out that the hotels were on top of a hill, I was very tired when I had
conquered this final hill, I had some luck and found a really great hotel that was cheap and clean.

Mělník
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Room in Mělník
This concluded my journey along the Vltavou (Moldau) and tomorrow I would start the journey
along the Labe (Elbe) towards Magdeburg and then home.

Day 202. Mělník – Terezín, 49 km.
I have breakfast early and bike to the Tesco supermarket, but it didn’t have any windows so I didn’t
dare to leave my bike outside. I bike along the Labe, after a while I find a supermarket in a small
town.
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Along Labe

Countryside
I have decided that I want a short day today after the last 2 very long days. I had my mind set on
Ústí nad Labem but when I see as sign with “Ústí nad Labem 58 km” I decide to rethink and take a
detour to visit the Terezin concentration camp a.k.a KZ-Gedenkstätte Theresienstadt. After some
biking in the countryside I got there, but since they wanted money to see the inside and also even
more money to take photos I stayed on the outside.
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Terezín

Terezín
I biked the short distance from the Small Fortress (the camp) to the walled city (the ghetto) and
looked around, while doing so I saw a hotel and decided to go inside and see if they had a room.
Yes, they had a room, cheap,nice and clean it was. They also had a room on the first floor that
wasn’t used so I could park my bike there. Just as I arrived there was a busload of Danish retirees
leaving, they had had some buffet lunch in the restaurant. The staff in the restaurant said I could eat
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whatever was left on the buffet for free, the best meals are for free.

Hotel in Terezín
There is a small convenience store next to the hotel, it opens at 05:30 in the morning.

Day 203. Terezin – Bad Schandau, 80 km.
I wake up early and have breakfast at 7, there are about 10 of us having breakfast. I have not heard a
single sound all the time I stayed in the hotel so the others must be quiet or the hotel well insulated.
I find my way back to the river and just keep biking along, the weather is OK and the roads as well.
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BROD
I have lunch at a nice place just before the border, I celebrate and try to blow my last Czech-dollars
and have a nice steak for lunch. Unfortunately the food was so cheap that I still had a bunch of
money left. The restaurant caters for cyclist, there is a big bike parking just next to the veranda.

Along Labe
Crossing the border to Germany was uneventful, just a sign stating where the Czech republic starts.
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Nashledanou
It starts to rain, I look for the first place and find a Hotel garni. A nice place, twice as expensive as
last night, the difference are the small things like high pressure in the shower, nicer looking and
newer furniture, a distinct feeling of ordnung.

Back in DE
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I go shopping for dinner at Lidl, when I am leaving the heaven has opened and the rain is massive. I
get soaked walking back but it doesn’t matter since there is heating in the hotel and my shoes and
clothes dry quickly.
So now my adventure in the Czech republic is over, I must say that I am very positively surprised
by the country and it’s people. The nature reminds me a lot of Sweden, people are a bit the same in
the sense that they are low key and keep to themselves. I missed my tent, I would really have liked
to go camping. I saw some great looking campings and a million other spots that looked great. I will
definitevly come back and explore the country more some day.
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Day 204-209. Bad Schandau – Schwerin, 330 km (9755
km)

Day 204. Bad Schandau – Dresden, 56 km.
The day starts gray and cold, some rain, some headwind. There are lots of Polizei all over the place,
on the roads and the river.
I had to stop 2 times to dig out more and warmer clothes from my bags, it’s really cold today.
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Bike road long Elbe
The rain gets more and more intense, it’s hard to see anything as the rain floods my glasses. I have
decided that I wanted to go and visit bike24.net as I sometimes buy stuff from them over the
Internet. I spend a good while navigating to their store, when I finally get there their windows are
covered with posters so I couldn’t see my bike if I parked it outside. So I leave bike24.de and start
to search for a hotel.

bike24.de
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By now it’s very wet and cold so I just grab the first one I find in the GPS (Bike+Bett), it’s very
expensive, the bike parking is across the street, there is one hour of free Internet. So in general that
sucked, at least they had a heated towel rack so that I could dry all my clothes.
When I go outside to grab some dinner I find a nice small pension just around the corner but that
was not on the GPS. The dinner was also mediocre.
When I watch the news I see that there has been mudslides just 20 km further down the river in
Meissen, so stopping in Dresden was probably a very wise thing to do. I learn the most horrible
German word I know *DER DAUERREGEN*.

Day 205. Dresden – Riesa, 46 km.
Not to any surprise at all the day started with wind, cold, rain. Wise from yesterday I have dug out
my winter clothes and start the fully clothed for cold climate.
The rain and the headwind makes it really cold (about 4-5 C), the NiMh rechargeable batteries in
my GPS dies, it’s to cold for them. I have to put the GPS in my pocket to keep it warm and
operational.
I hate DER DAUERREGEN, long stretches of the bike roads are covered in mud from yesterday.
It’s as slippery as ice and snow, luckily my new mudflaps keeps the mud off me and the bags.

DAUERREGEN
There are lots of flooding of the bike roads and some bridges are closed since the mudslides
yesterday. There is really nothing to do but ride through the flooded areas, going back and ride the
road with cars is not really an option. Some small lakes are deep enough to submerge a bit of my
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front bags. After crossing a few deep pools of water I have to stop and change in to my Sealskins
socks to keep my feet dry and warm.

Flooded

Still standing
After 46 km of this I have had enough, I spot a big Landgasthof style hotel and they have a room,
beer and food, much nicer than DER DAUERREGEN.
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Indoors

Sumo XT is resting
I also try the Schwedeneisbecher mit apfelmus, eierlikör und sahne, I have never even heard of this
crazy combo but it was better than DER DAUERREGEN.
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Schweden what ?
Lately there has been lots of public holidays here in Germany, since there are at least 80 585 712
Germans and probably some crazy foreigners all accommodation and transport gets very overloaded
whenever there is a long weekend or more. I decided to book my ferry back home just to be sure
that I wouldn’t have to wait around the harbor for a week or two.
I spend some time on planning the rest of my trip, my guidebook for Elbe ends in Magdeburg but I
can bike almost to the ferry on the Elbe and the canal to Lübeck. Since I now have a fixed date for
the ferry I have to ride more than 85 km/day to make the ferry by bike, or I can cheat and ride the
train some.

Day 206. Riesa – Dommitzsch, 66 km.
Sunshine and blue sky, looks to good to be true. It was, there was a really cold northern headwind.
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Mud and wind
I made slow progress today, there were lots and lots of cyclists going south but hardly anyone going
north. Perhaps they changed their plans after seeing that the forecast for the next days was wind
from the north.

Sealed road and wind
Except for loosing and finding one of my mudflaps the day was uneventful and after 66 km I gave
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up and found a small Pension, very cheap and nice. They had a fridge with cold 0.5L beers which
they sold for just 1.50 Euro. Supermarket next door so dinner was also cheap.

Great Pension
I am already behind my 85 km/day plan so I guess it will be the train once I get to Magdeburg.
Today I noticed that there were many different Elbe radwegs, I think I am following the
“International” one but my guidebook says Elbe radweg 1. It doesn’t matter much as the bike lanes
are just next to the river.
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Internet Explorer ?
I think of the German I met on day 32 in northern Finland, he was just very tired of traveling, I feel
the same. It’s bad weather induced travel burnout.

Day 207. Dommitzsch – Dessau, 82 km.
Feels like groundhog day, same as yesterday, blue skyes and cold. The wind feels like biking in a
wind tunnel, it does not matter if the river bends 90 degrees, it’s still the same headwind.
Today I ride many “Hochwasserschutz Anlage”, many look new and some are in progress of being
built, I guess they are a result of last years flooding.
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Hochwasserschutz Anlage Überwachung

Dike
Today is some kind of public holiday, most things seems closed and when I start to look for
accommodation it’s full.
In Dessau I am starting to think that I will have to sleep outdoors tonight, but I decide to give a few
more places a try. The third pension I try opens the door and they have a room, YES! The place is
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an old apartment that they have turned it to a pension with a few rooms. It’s and old beautiful
building with more than 4 meters high inner ceiling.

Old Building
I rush to the supermarket and buy lots of stuff to last me over the weekend.
The room had blinders so that it was totally dark at night, I slept very well.

Day 208. Dessau – Pechau, 65 km.
Today is the same, sunny, cold, headwind from hell.
I meet lots of cyclists that are going south, they bike insane fast due to the wind and they can ride in
summer clothes. Going north on the other hand is cold and hard.
The ride goes along many dikes today, most of the time the road is absolutely straight to the
horizon, also straight in to the cold wind.
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Wind
I start to look for accommodation early, but everything is full, I miss my tent. After a while I find a
Gasthaus/Dorfkneipe/Pension and I have some beers while they ready my room in the basement.

Day 209. Pechau – Schwerin, 15 km (190 km by train).
I have decided that I have had enough of this wind, so today I bike the 13 km to the Hauptbahnhof
in Magdeburg and take the nice trains to Schwerin.
Getting to the station was uneventful, no-one complains when I bring the bike in to the ticket office
and lean it against the counter whilst buying my tickets. As I have prepared a note with my demands
the transaction is done in less than 1 minute.
The staff tells me that I can go outside the building and use the handicap ramp to get up to the
platform so that I don’t have to lift the bike up to the platform.
The train is late and the platform fills up with cyclists without bags, perhaps day tourers that have
had enough of the wind. The train arrives and I board the train, the staff tells me it’s the wrong train,
the signs on the platform are wrong. I hurry off the train and wait for the next one.
I only had 14 minutes to change trains in Wittenberge and the train is very late now. I hear the other
cyclist talking about that they are worried about missing the next train.
Once in Wittenberge there are only minutes left before the next train departs from another platform,
I use my roll-bike-down-stairs super-skills and get ahead of all the other cyclists that are waiting for
the elevator to take them down from the platform. Then I use the elevator to get up to the next
platform and just rolls through the doors as they are about to close. I was the only one that made it.
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Once in Schwerin I start to bike in direction Lübeck without any plan, just when I am about to leave
the city I spot a small hotel and decide that I have done enough travel for one day.
Since I am ahead of schedule I try to change the ferry to Thursday instead of Saturday but it was
full, so I will have some days to kill before I sail home.
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Day 210-216. Schwerin – Stockholm, 101 km (9856 km).

Day 210. Schwerin – Gadebusch, 27 km.
Sunshine! Since I had a few days to kill before the ferry home I had made a reservation at a nice
and cheap hotel for 3 nights. So today was an easy day through the countryside. I slept late and
started biking late.
Nature and buildings looks very like home here, this could have been a typical Swedish house.
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Swedish house
When I arrive in Gadebusch the Zum Schwedenkönig is closed, but since there is an ice cream shop
and a park bench outside I forgive them. I wait until the restaurant opens and I can get my room. It’s
small but very nice.

Schwedenkönig
I take a long siesta and then go out for supermarket shopping and dinner.
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Day 211. Gadebusch – Gadebusch, 0 km.
Sunshine! I spend the day writing blogs, walking around, eating, sleeping.

Really central
As this is Pfingsten and a long weekend is coming up I start to fear that some of the 80 585 712
Germans and possibly some Scandinavians will go to the nice area around Lübeck and Travemünde,
I make a reservation at a Motel near the ferry just to be on the safe side.

Day 212. Gadebusch – Gadebusch, 0 km.
Nothing much gets done this day. It is really starting to feel like the end of a long journey now.

Day 213. Gadebusch – Kreuzkamp, 65 km.
I bike the short distance to Travemünde. On the way in to Lübeck I recognize several places that I
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biked past with Jokin & Ainoa back in August (http://tomascarlsson.info/2013/08/20/day-56-63stockholm-bremen/). I ride through Lübeck and in to the countryside towards Travemünde where
my Motel is.

Bitte
The weather was really nice and warm.

Lübeck
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The Motel I booked was a bit worn down and not at all great, but at least it was on the ground floor
so I could park the bike indoors.

Motel

Day 214. Kreuzkamp – at sea, 9 km.
Sunshine! I have a very short ride to the ferry. Once I get to the harbor I have to check-in at the
Hafenhaus, I get my boarding card and a key card to open the unmanned gate to the harbor area.
They say I can board the ship at 14:00 so I wait a while before I ride through the harbor, it's a
dangerous place with lots of vehicles moving around.
Once I get to the ferry I ride to the front of the queue and the loaders let me board before all the
cars. Once on the ship the staff tells me I have to wait for a long time before I can get my cabin, in
their best Soviet style customer service.
I sit around and wait, the ship is slowly filling up with truck drivers, it seems that they start to drink
the second they turn of their engines. Some are really drunk when check-in opens at 15:30.
The Stena Flavia was really dirty and worn down, not the way I remember it from the last time but
perhaps they haven’t cleaned it in 9 months. I spend the 23 hours on the ship sleeping, eating,
walking around, watching the severely drunk truck drivers.
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At sea

Day 215. Ventspils – at sea
I wake up early, I go for a walk around deck before 6 in the morning. The truckers are still going
strong, some have cuts and bruises, maybe they fought or fell over.
I spend a very long day at sea, when we finally arrive in Ventspils I hurry off, ride through the
customs really quickly and bike to the ticket office. I get in line and very soon I get my tickets, I
rush outside and ride back through customs again. I find the ferry and get in front of the line and
board really quickly. 45 minutes, cabin to cabin, must be a record of some sorts.
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Ventspils

Day 216. Nynäshamn – Home
I sleep well on the Scottish Viking, it’s much cleaner and less worn than the other ferry. When I
wake up we are close to Sweden. I spend the last bit of my journey on deck seeing Sweden getting
closer and closer. I get off the ferry and ride really fast to the train station and board the train for the
last bit home. It feels very strange that it is over now.
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Close
End of the journey.
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